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November is traditionally the month 
when we "count our blessings" and 
remember to be thankful for all we have. 
In square dance terms, we remember 
that we are free to congregate in dance 
clubs, that we have the money and lei-
sure time to enjoy our activity, that we 
can afford the colorful clothes and the 
autos that take us to dances, and that 
we have made multitudes of friends 
through square dancing. Now that we've 
acknowledged this traditional fare, let's 
change the focus of our thoughts. 
Let's talk facts and figures this 
month. We are all aware that belonging 
to square dance clubs costs us money. 
We have a substantial investment in our 
clubs through dues and dance fees. 
Through this money, of course, we sup-
port our clubs and insure their continua-
tion. 
In these days of financial awareness, 
none of us spends our money without 
assessing the returns we will get. If we 
buy goods or services, we want full 
value. If we make donations, we want 
our money to be used wisely. We make 
efforts to protect our investments and 
we expect the original sums to grow. 
That's the way it is with our investment 
in square dancing, too. 
By our efforts we protect our invest-
ment of money by keeping the club a 
viable, enjoyable, effective community 
group. We also want our investment to 
grow and mature, to increase our enjoy-
ment of this activity that becomes such 
a big part of our lives. 
Your president alone cannot protect 
your investment; your officers alone can-
not create a growing club; your commit-
tee chairmen alone cannot do the total 
job. It takes every member, every one! 
By concentrating on protecting your in-
vestment in the club, by investing your 
time and attention in being friendly, in 
helping, in making new plans and carry-
ing them out, you will double the money 
investment you have made, and the re-
turns will be long-lasting and beneficial 
to you and all your fellow club members! 
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LATEST ROUND DANCE 
GR17082 DREAM OF YOU. Two-step by Betty & Clancy Mueller 
GR17081 EVENING STAR. Waltz by Kit & Ernie Waldorf 
GR17080 LOVELAND '85, Waltz by Bob & Martha McNutt 
GR17079 LISBON ANTIGUA, Two-step by Charles & Dorothy DeMaine 
LATEST ROUND DANCE TEACHING RECORDS 
GR15045 WALTZ, Ex. 7: Maneuver & Turns; Ex. 8: Waltz Turns & Twirl 
GR15044 WALTZ, Ex. 5: Twirl-Thru-Side-Close; Ex. 6: Box 
GR15043 WALTZ: Ex. 3: Waltz Balance; Ex. 4: Solo Turn 
GR15041 WALTZ: Ex. 1: Side-Touch-Hold; Ex. 2: Waltz Away & Together 
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Again this month, after our splurge of 
successful festival stories in the last issue, 
we have another success story about a 
caller who is coping with an all-feminine 
club and bringing happiness and fitness to 
many single women. In today's world, we must seek many alternatives to our traditional 
clubs, and Doris Read tells about Bruce Johnson's unique program. 
Larry and Clare Graham, a fledgling caller and partner, bring us a positive thought for 
the holiday season. Continuing with the festive spirit, Bev Warner tells of the origins of 
carols, and Mary Heisey has advice on what to do after the Christmas "goose" is 
cooked. 
For those who still like romantic stories with happy endings, Isabel Marvin, author of 
another ASD story, "Encore," has penned another about true-to-life dancer/residents of 
an RV park. 
Our final two authors appear on the "Rhyme Time" page with some lively dance 
poetry: Vivian Johnson and Ida Reilinger. 
Among the items in this issue, of course, is our yearly index, which we hope is useful 
to readers and those who might research articles in future times. Since it takes up 
space that might be used for other features, we promise a more information-packed 
issue as our Premier Issue in January. 
Merry Christmas! May this season bring the peace we all desire! 
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BY-LINE 
We were given the September, 1985, 
issue of American Squaredance to look 
through. Especially liked the article 
"Straight Talk," page 31. Enclosed is 
check for $9.00 for a year's subscription 
to your magazine. Herman & Bertha Reis 
Rockford, Illinois 
We would love some of your sample 
copies for our new class. Thought I had 
saved enough from a previous shipment 
but we have a wonderful big class this 
year. Thanks for your generosity once 
again. 	 Rudi Smith 
Northville, New York 
I am writing to ask if there would be 
room in your publication to list our club 
and its activities. We are located in 
Whitehorse, Yukon, which is on the Alas-
ka highway, and we often have visiting 
dancers join us while on holiday...Our 
club is called the Sourdough Stompers 
and we dance at MS level and include 
some round dances during the evening. 
We dance every Saturday night from late 
Sept. till late May, at 8 p.m. at Jeckel Jr. 
High School, located at the corner of 
Green and Duke Sts. Our caller is Clarke 
Blysak; his phone number is 668-6021 
and he lives at 10 Aishihik Rd., 
Whitehorse. He is often available in the 
summer, and if visitors want to dance, 
they are welcome to call him (or write in  
advance) and we can arrange to have a 
dance for them. 	 Elaine lceton 
Whitehorse, Yukon 
Our little girl is missing! About a year 
ago one of our dancers made a square 
dance doll. We called her "Traveling 
Jill." In August 1984, we sent her to visit 
with the couple who attended our dance 
from the farthest distance. They, in turn, 
were to send her one with the couple 
who attended their dance from the far-
thest distance. Each club was to auto-
graph her and send her on. She was to 
be gone one year, and the instructions 
sewed to her petticoat were to send her 
back in August 1985, C.O.D. We have not 
heard from her. We miss her and want 
her back. Rumor once said she was in 
Canada. If anyone knows her where-
abouts or has had her in possession, we 
would appreciate a letter. She is 36" tall, 
with brunette, yarn, afro hair. She has 
blue eyes. She was last seen wearing a 
red and white gingham check S/D dress 
with a red petticoat, white socks and 
black shoes. Our club is the Jills and 
Bills of Mitchell, Nebraska. If you would 
send her home, we would be glad to pay 
the expenses. Contact or send her 
C.O.D. to Dick Butcher, caller; Rt. 1, Mor-
rill NE 69358. 
CHECK YOUR EXPIRATION DATE! 
The number at the top of your mailing 
label includes your expiration date and 
your postal zone, so you may tell at a 
glance when your subscription will ex-
pire. For example, the number 0186Z5 
means that January, 1986 is the last 
issue you will receive, and that you live 
in postal zone #5. If your subscription in-
cludes issues that were due you from 
Square Dancing, you may check your 
date for accuracy before writing us. 
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* VERNON'S ROUNDANCERS REVIEW * 
THE GREAT WORLD OF ROUNDANCING 
Dancers & Leaders...Are you interested in an informative publication that concerns Round Dancing.. 
and also gives you NEWS, VIEWS. and UNCENSORED REVIEWS on a monthly basis? 
VERNON'S ROUNDANCERS REVIEW. 386 Moody Street, Waltham MA 02154 (617)1394-9481 or 894-1144 
GIFT CERTIFICATES FOR ALL OCCASIONS. 	 PLEASE CHECK APPROPRIATE BOX: 
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525.00/yr. 1st Class In USA. APO and CANADA Only 	 RDUNDALAB 	URDC 
540.00/yr.—Alr Mall—ForeIgn Countries only. 
NAME:  	 TELEPHONE: 
ADDRESS: 	 
CITY' 	 STATE: 	ZIP 
(Subscription rates are based on "current postal rates and are subject to change ) 
SEND S1 FOR A SAMPLE COPY, DEDUCTIBLE UPON SUBSCRIPTION. 
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'Twill be a December to remember 
with solid splendor till time's embers 
grow slender and still slenderer, per-
chance in the tender years of a new cen-
tury or so, when tremble or choice may 
render us members of the vendor's 
genera. 
To put it another way: 
The ASD rooster got a booster (He grew sir.) 
His morning dawning din got louder and prouder. 
His clout got stout, there's a spring in his wing. 
Thus our winsome bantam gets an addendum and 
then-some! 
Yes, friends, the season of Joy has 
come, now that December is here and 
the personal joy felt by your editors at 
the new acquisition is boundless. What 
a gift we've just received from Bob and 
Becky Osgood of California! If you've 
kept in touch with both their magazine 
and ours you know the story (ASD, Nov. 
issue, p. 5). 
Even our formidable IBM PC-XT purrs 
with delight as it devours, digests and 
records names and addresses from the 
massive printout we've now inherited. 
Entries are even now being fed into this 
green-eyed cyclops by our fellow furrow-
browed staff in preparation for the 
double-sized mailing of our Premier 
issue— dateline, January; deadline for 
mailing, December 23. 
It'll be total toil time until that date; 
then we'll celebrate. We'll skoal the mar-
riage of ASD and S/O subscriptions. 
We'll welcome close to forty thousand 
new readers who'll receive— not a pretty 
paltry pirouetting plume of poultry— but 
a renewed, refined hybrid cheery chan-
ticleer! 
(My oh-my. I hope we'll also have 
chickens in the breadpan peckin' out 
dough!— Co-ed.) 
In a preceding paragraph we used the 
term gift of S/0 subscriptions from the 
Osgoods. Actually their "fulfillment" 
was not silver-plattered to us like a 
Christmas present. It involved months of 
negotiation, climaxing in a business 
deal with fair compensation made from 
us to them. Furthermore, we only bought 
the circulation package, (past, present 
and potential future subscribers) not the 
name. We don't own Sets in Order, or the 
Society, or even Square Dancing 
magazine! Bob and Becky will continue 
with many of their projects, publica-
tions, and services for a good long while. 
You'll see their two-page ad in this 
regard every month beginning next 
month on our pages. Nevertheless, the 
real gift they gave us, which can't be 
measured in dollars and cents, is the 
rich legacy of media magic they created 
for the square dance reading public, 
plus the good will, generated over 37 
years of producing an exemplary 
magazine. We wish them many more 
years of faithful service to the activity in 
a variety of ways. We sincerely hope we 
can measure up to the quality, com-
petence and continuity expected from 
us as we produce the (now) one-and-only 
monthly 	national/international 
magazine of the square dance world. 
One of the exciting aspects of all this 
integration of lists going on presently is 
to see for the first time who got theirs ex-
clusively, who got ours exclusively, who 
got both, who switched from one to 
another, as we remember the names of 
leap-frogging friends and faithful 
followers. The rest is speculation. Why 
switch back and forth? What did one 
magazine have that the other didn't 
have? Or was there a sales gimmick that 
influenced divided loyalties? What's 
most important to most readers? 
"Yours is more for callers, S/0 for 
dancers," we hear. "No, it's the other 
way around." We hear both explana-
tions. The answer seems to lie in that in-
finitely varying individual point of view. 
Both magazines have ostensibly offered 
a real smorgasbord of interest to varied 
tastes. One reader said: "Bob's 
magazine is quite journalistic, proper, 
formal; yours is more chatty, personal, 
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light— the Headers Digest of the SID 
world." Someone else said: "Yours con-
tains a few headlines and a lot of 
sidelines." We like that. 
(Co-ed comment: My only concern is 
that our new readers next month will 
hopefully understand the rather outland-
ish style of this Meanderings column, 
and realize that to fathom its intermit-
tent obscurity, its altered alliteration, its 
fractured verse, and its mixed 
metaphors, one must routinely turn the 
other tongue in cheek!") 
One reader asked: "Why do you have 
so many ads in your magazine?" We 
notice it's about 50% ads, 50% reading 
matter." The answer is plainly and sim-
ply economics. Costs of publications 
are high these days (like everything 
else). If we gave you 20% more features 
and 20% less ads, you'd have to pay $20. 
instead of the $10. you'll pay ('86 rate) to 
get the magazine. Look at it this way—
ads constitute services and products of-
fered to enhance your dance life. Read 
'em and be informed. There may be more 
ads than usual starting in January, but 
we'll try to maintain an equal balance of 
ads to features for your enjoyment. 
As long as we're quoting what people 
are saying this month— embracing a 
crazyquilt potpourri format— all cor-
responding to co-ed's apt outlandish 
reference to this column, we'll also pass 
on a most outlandish comment a dancer 
once made after a dance one night in 
Pennsylvania. The dance had ended. 
Most all of the dancers had left. I was 
packing up my equipment. He was run-
ning a large push-broom across the hall 
floor. 
"You can tell how good a dance has 
been," he said, "by the number of 
gigaboos left on the floor." 
He went on as I listened incredulous-
ly: "You called a good dance. I see 
dozens and dozens of gigaboos. 
Sometimes I only sweep up a few. Then I 
know it's been a bad 'un." 
Of course I asked him what a gigaboo 
is and he replied: "It's an old army term. 
A neat soldier makes sure he's got all 
the G's swept out from under his cot 
before inspection. They're fuzz-balls. At 
a dance they come from fine lint and 
dust and thread from clothing— mostly 
from the swishing petticoats, I guess." 
Well, that was a new one for me. As a 
matter of fact, since then I have often 
looked down on the empty floor after a 
dance to see how many gigaboos I've 
been responsible for producing! 
I was reminded of that story recently 
when I read in Time magazine that 
educator Fred Cassidy says in his Dic-
tionary of American Regional English 
that there are 176 names for dust balls 
under the bed. Apparently gigaboo is 
one of them. 
(Wonder if a gigolo collects 
gigaboos?— Co-ed.) 
Speaking of comments at the dance, 
I'll never forget the classics, which I've 
quoted here before. Like the frustrated 
female dancer in Georgia who said plain-
tively from a broken-down set: "Well, 
nobody right-and-left-thru'd me!" Or the 
French girl in Montreal who wrote TB 
after my signature in her autograph 
book, and quickly explained: "Oh, I rate 
the callers— you're fres bien!" (We 
wondered how many mal hommes there 
are in her little book, nest-ce pas?) 
And then, in North Carolina a man told 
the caller: "My wife has a lot of trouble 
with load the boat. Next time you call it, 
could I appoint a designated dancer for 
her?" (That's from the hit and run depart-
ment.) 
Now the of mike-side fool-osopher 
needs to shift gears and turn to the late 
summer summary of comings and go-
ings, showing 'em with both glowings 
and groanings. 
Lakemore (Akron) Ohlo— It was the 
tail end of the month of September on a 
bright and sunny Sunday afternoon 
when I visited the new Spring Lake 
Center (see ASD, Oct., p. 63) and mar-
veled at what an outstanding facility 
that is for dancing and meeting. Small 
crowd, however— Indian Summer was in 
full bloom and several blooming diver-
sions bloomed elsewhere. Lou Lucious 
cued. Don Shoop key-ordinated my com-
ing. 
Kilgore, Texas— Caller Tim and Sissy 
Tyl set up this second-time Plus dance 
with the Crystal Squares in the Kilgore 
Community House. Tim is an ASD win-
ner who'll be receiving this double-value 
magazine for life or Ty/ the end of time, 
whichever comes first. (ASD, May, p. 72) 
That young couple from White Oak also 
manages a S/D shop, and down-to-earth 
friendliness stems from their ties with 





the construction business, I think. This 
was the beginning of a three-day safari 
in which I flew to Dallas, drove east to 
Kilgore, and then southwest (during half 
a night) to Austin for a callers seminar 
there. 
Austin, Texas— Here's an event I'd 
been looking forward to for some time—
doing the two-day seminar and dance for 
the Texas State Callers Association in 
Austin at Howard Johnson's, just off the 
Interstate. My contacts were Bob and 
Margaret Cordier and "Dutch" Schultz, 
and about 40 callers and spouses at• 
tended from around the Lone Star state. 
I was a little groggy at 9 a.m. that Satur-
day as we kicked off the yack 'n yuck 
(due to the short night just past) but the 
old burners got fired up soon enough. 
Our subjects downplayed the choreo 
angle, and hit some professional growth 
matters. Refreshing. The ASDance that 
night was held in the spacious Bethany 
Lutheran church hall nearby, and was 
well-supported by the locals. The portals 
were finally parted (Remington Steele—
we need you!) and we made up for lost 
time in jig time. Joe Castro cued. Finally 
I steered that smooth Avis Olds 
Brougham back to the Metroplex, and 
flew home late Sunday night. 
Erie, Pennsylvania— It was a little sad 
to think this may be the last time I'll be 
calling for the top-level, highly-rated 
Y-Squares after umpteen years going 
!hat route, but numbers have dwindled 
and the curtailment of callers has 
resulted. That's the bad news. The good 
news is that Al Horn of Colorado (Prairie 
Records) accompanied me that night, 
(after calling for us in Huron), and 
sparked the dance, along with my cueing 
buddy, George Wesniewski. (Oh, he 
plays pool?— Co-ed.) Huron CC grad 
Dick Wolfe also called one. A night to 
remember! 
North Olmsted (Cleveland) Ohio—
Caller Bill and Gerry Benhoff are the 
prime powers behind the Cues and Tips 
club in that quaint little Community 
Cabin which I visit often, calling either 
for C&T or for Square Pairs. Good time. 
Good team: Bud and Delores Miller on 
rounds. 
Winchester Canal, Ohio— I suppose 
middle Ohio was once honeycombed 
with canals leading into rivers and lakes 
to transport bargeloads of goods. Still 
the remnants remain, at least in name 
only. The club that still loads the boat 
down there is the Winchester Whirlers, 
for which I called on a Friday night. Most 
enthusiastic bunch. Banner steal-
ing/retrieving is important business to 
nearby clubs, so the Cali-Ho bunch 
(oldest Columbus club) retrieved theirs 
in demo-march style, and the Bloomin' 
Buckeyes of Newark stole one from the 
host club, also in good cadence form. 
Toledo, Ohio— Our annual ASDance 
was a bit smaller this year, reflecting the 
times, with 17 [ I's on hand. Jack May 
called with me as always and cued 
rounds 'twixt tips. Assisting at the door 
were Velda and Lee Swift (Promenade 
editors), Lil May, and Cathie. Maggie 
Nelson helped set up. 
Shucks. Space problems have me 
boxed into a final paragraph, but before 
I'm forced to lose phrase in the face of 
this situation, I'll undertake to pass on a 
grave noose note from the New England 
Caller that'll start you coffin and win me 
an extinguished service award: "Mum-
mies are Egyptians who were pressed 
for time." (Better you should lose 
phrase!— Co-ed.) 
A SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER 
CALLERS: Are you interested in calling more enjoyable dances? Providing more fun to your dancers? Becoming a more effective leader? 
DANCERS: Would you like to give your lavorite caller a Special Christmas Gift? An $18.00 value for only $10.00. That's 5 issues of our 
Notes absolutely free 
LOOK CALLERS: Just $10 00 will start your subscription to LEAD RIGHT CALLERS NOTES via this Special Introductory Offer. We believe 
our Notes are the very best callers' aid available today .Anywhere. At any price. We invite you to compare for yourself. Send for your 
FREE Courtesy Issue.  
REMEMBER: A good Callers' Note Service doesn't cost, it makes moneys Order today,  This fantastic offer must expire Jan 31. 1986 
PLUS SUPPLEMENT: $5 00 additional. (Foreign Postage Extra) 
• 
ORDER FROM: MAVERICK ENTERPRISES, RR2 Box 20, Midst' MO 64784. 
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world-wide. "Ask about the advantages of 
our built-in graphic equalizer!" 
Toll free: 1-800-227-1139 
In Connecticut: 877-2871 
Master Card/Visa accepted 
Call or write for brochure 
MilTech, Inc. manufacturers of Clinton Sound Systems 
51 High St., Milford, Connecticut 06460 
Say you saw It In ASD (Credit Burdick) 
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A *quart Banter's 
011iristmas Essay 
All of us are sincere in our 
wishes for "Peace on Earth, Good 
Will Toward Men." But, can we 
have peace and good will while 
the world is seething in disaster 
and we as individuals are torn 
with tension and uncertainty? Are 
our wishes then hollow and 
wasted words? Perhaps not. 
Where then is peace to be found? 
Believe me it can only be found 
within one's self. Further, we can 
actually generate this inner 
peace. It is easy to do and, it is 
very rewarding. 
First, you must realize that a 
positive action is required. We in 
square dancing have a unique op-
portunity for such action. Square 
dancing did not just happen to be 
fun, nor did square dancers just 
happen to be friendly people. A 
positive action is repeatedly taken 
to bring the fun and friendliness 
about. 
We routinely hold hands in our 
recreational activity. Down 
through the ages holding of hands 
has been recognized as an expres-
sion of love, friendship and good 
will. We need only a little added 
emphasis to build this holding of 
hands into a special expression of 
our Christmas wishes. 
Each time you take another 
dancer's hand during this 
Christmas dance just "look'em in 
the eye" and say:"God bless, 
good wishes, merry Christmas" or 
some other similar expression of 
good will. Try it, you will like it and 
it will make you feel good and 
peaceful inside. 
- . 6 14. . 	• I ' 
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by Clare & Larry Graham 
Scaly Mountain, North Carolina 
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You simply sew the side seam and 
finish the casing for a perfect fit! 
PETTICOAT FEATURES: A SLIGHTLY-CRISP NYLON TRICOT 
FABRIC, DOUBLE-LAYERED CONSTRUCTION AND A SMOOTH 
NON-CURL BOTTOM EDGE.  
CUSTOM MADE 
STYLE SWEEP KIT PETTICOAT 
Not too full 40 yards $16.95 $24.95 
Full look 80 yards $25.95 $34.95 
Extra full 120 yards $34.95 $44.95 
COLORS: white, black, red, candypink, yellow, light blue, orange, 
orchid, royal, mintgreen, and white petticoat with colored bottom tier. 
STATE WAIST MEASUREMENT AND PETTICOAT LENGTH.  
PLEASE INCLUDE $2.00 PER KIT FOR HANDLING 
SPECIAL DISCOUNT 
$1.00 per kit for two or more kits per order. 
SEWING SPECIALTIES 
7429 4TH AVE SO., RICHFIELD, MN 55423 
612-869-2650 
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A RUIN FEMUR 
FOR GOIDO 
HOLWM EADO MI5 
To Cage A Bind 
by Isabel R. Marvin 
Northfield, Minnesota 
"Everybody has to go to the meeting 
tonight," Alice May stated flatly. She 
poured Elaine another cup of coffee. The 
two friends took turns having coffee at 
each other's mobile homes all winter, 
and it was Alice May's turn. 
Elaine considered for a minute, then 
agreed. "I know it's important," she said 
quietly. "There have been too many 
thefts here at Paradise Park to ignore. 
We have to do something." 
"Not only here," Alice May reminded 
her. "Four other mobile home parks in 
McAllen have been hit, too. Jewelry, 
money, and lots of stereos and tape 
decks. All during dances at the rec 
halls." She smiled at Elaine and patted 
her shoulder. "I'm glad you're getting in-
volved again. Bob and I'll pick you up at 
7:30." 
They were a little late for the meeting. 
"Everyone's here," Alice May whispered 
in Elaine's ear. "Now we'll get some-
thing done!" 
Elaine nodded and looked around the 
large meeting room. It was good to see 
old friends again even if it was for the 
last winter. She'd had to rent out her 
mobile home last year. This year I'll sell 
it for sure, she thought. What fun is it to  
be in Texas alone? Might as well stay 
home in Iowa near the kids. 
"All right, folks," Manager Chuck Ber-
ringer boomed, "I know you're all wor-
ried about our series of mobile-home 
robberies. I am, too. We've asked for ad-
ditional police patrols, and we've had 
them. But the McAllen police don't think 
it will help. When our little bandits see 
squad cars and uniforms, they don't 
come into the park. You all know this. 
Does anyone here have any sugges-
tions?" 
Fred Pilser stood up. He was a tall, 
greyhaired man from South Dakota and 
a respected leader in the winter Texan 
community. 
"We can do it ourselves," he said firm-
ly. "We can set a trap for the burglars." 
The whispering and chattering in the hall 
stopped. 
"What are you thinking of doing?" 
Chuck asked. 
"Yeah, Fred. Tell us!" Several voices 
urged. 
"Okay. Here's what we could do. John 
Satterfield lives in the middle of the east 
quadrant of the park," Fred indicated 
John in his seat in the front. John nodd-
ed eagerly. "And Steve Bauman's trailer 
is centrally located on the west." Steve 
waved. 
Mike Tuma spoke up. "I'm situated on 
the north end where my wife and I can 
see both sides of our road." 
"And we're at a good angle by the en-
trance on the south," Jules Lancaster 
said. 
"I think I know what you're getting at," 
Chuck said slowly, "but it's too 
dangerous. I can't let you people do 
this." 
"We won't really deal with the thieves 
ourselves," Fred said. "Surely the police 
will have someone standing by till we 
need them. We'll be the lookouts. When 
we see someone moving around where 
they shouldn't be, we'll signal the police 
some way. You can work that out." 
Members of the audience nodded. A 
general muttering broke out. 
Chuck Beringer quieted them. "You 
might have something there, Fred. I'll 
have to discuss this with the Chief, of 
course, but we'll see if we can set it up 
for Saturday's square dance. I can't pro-
mise anything. And until we do catch 
them, folks, lock everything up tight!" 
Alice May was enthusiastic as the 
Paradise Park residents filed out. "We'll 
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do it," she told Elaine. "I know it." 
Elaine was a little sceptical of the 
plan. She wondered how any group of 
retired people could be very effective 
dealing with thieves. It won't be my pro-
blem much longer, she thought. 
Alice May absolutely insisted that 
Elaine go to the square dance with them. 
"We're all supposed to go," she said, 
"except our lookouts. That way, if 
anyone's moving around, it's not the 
people who live here." 
Elaine had to giggle. Alice May was so 
caught up in the plan. "All right, Nancy 
Drew, in the interest of justice, I'll go to 
the dance!" 
It was a balmy March Saturday night 
when Alice May and Bob stopped for 
Elaine. Elaine fastened her pearls 
around her neck and picked up a light 
shawl, in case it cooled off later. She 
had decided to wear the pearls John had 
given her so long ago rather than try to 
hide them from thieves. 
Friends greeted friends inside the 
hall. Elaine noted a few new faces. They 
were probably guests from other parks. 
The music was good and the crowd en-
thusiastic. 
All square your sets around the hall, 
Four couples to a set, listen to the call. 
Alice May and Bob deposited Elaine at 
their usual table, then joined the dan-
cers. The large round table behind her 
emptied quickly except for one man. He 
stood politely as the dancers walked to 
the floor, the ladies' stiff ruffled skirts 
brushing the table edges as they moved. 
The man looked hesitantly around, then 
saw Elaine sitting alone. 
"If you'll be gentle with an amateur," 
he said, "I'd like to try." He smiled at her. 
Elaine looked up at him. About 55, she 
thought, a touch of grey at the temples, 
very tan. He wore a typical Valley wes-
tern suit complete with boots. "Oh, no, 
thank you," she said. But somehow she 
put her hand in the one extended to her 
and allowed herself to be led to the floor. 
Everybody go forward and back 
Do it again on the same old track. 
He was unsure of his moves, Elaine 
noticed, but a graceful dancer. He 
caught on quickly. Finally, in a lull, they 
exchanged names. "Greg Compton." 
"Elaine Turner." 
"You've danced before," Elaine ac-
cused. 
"True. My wife used to love square 
dancing." 
"Maybe you better dance with her. 
Wives get upset sometimes when 
they're left alone. I know I used to." 
Greg Compton looked at her gravely. 
"No wife now. She didn't like what I did 
for a living. Split—a long time ago." 
Elaine wondered briefly what his oc-
cupation was, but he volunteered 
nothing. 
All join hands, circle left you know 
All the way around and don't be slow 
Now circle to the right as back you roam 
Circle to the right 'til you get back home. 
At the break, Elaine introduced Greg 
to Alice May and then pinched Alice un-
der the table as they all four chatted and 
drank pop. Alice May smacked her hand 
away. Elaine knew exactly what her 
friend was thinking. Alice May was hav-
ing her usual visions of Elaine waltzing 
up to the altar again with every single 
man around. Elaine noticed that Greg 
seemed slightly nervous. He appeared to 
glance often at the concession stand 
near the front door. Chuck Beringer was 
operating the popcorn machine himself 
tonight. Greg also kept glancing at his 
watch. 
"Star Promenade coming up," Alice 
May told them. "I love that!" 
"Would you like to try it again?" Greg 
asked as the music started. 
She had a feeling she should say no, 
but his eyes were warm, and the cleft in 
his chin was—well, interesting. She got 
up. 
Gents to the center make a left-hand star 
Turn it around but not too tar 
Pick up your partners with a left arm around 
Star promenade back to your hometown. 
As Elaine's arm dropped around 
Greg's waist, she felt a hard bulge under 
his coat. She quickly shifted her hand 
higher. What on earth could it be? It felt 
like—a gun! Why would he—no, it 
couldn't be. 
Ladies to the center make a right-hand star 
Turn it around but not too far. 
She tried to lead Greg slightly in the 
dance because it seemed unfamiliar to 
him. Her hand dipped gradually to the 
lump in the back of his belt. Embar-
rassed, she raised her hand again. What 
is it? As the set ended, Greg glanced 
again at the front door, then excused 
himself quickly. 
"Sorry. Fun's over. I've really enjoyed 
this." He squeezed Elaine's shoulder 
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Alice May hurried back to the table. 
"Well, I never—too bad, sugar," she con-
soled. "He was kinda cute." 
After they went back to the floor, 
Elaine sat alone for a moment, then 
picked up her purse and went to the 
ladies' room. She smoothed her grey 
curls and looked at herself in the mirror. 
Should I tell someone what I suspect, 
she wondered. She consulted the wor-
ried blue eyes in the mirror. What in the 
world would I say? That he's our thief? 
'My wife didn't like what I did for a 
living.' What wife would? All I have to do 
is go over to the concession stand and 
tell Chuck what I've discovered. But 
what if it's nothing? So embarrassing. "I 
felt this hard lump under a man's jacket, 
and I think it's a gun." What if it isn't? 
She went back to the table. It seemed an 
eternity before Alice May and Bob re-
turned panting. 
"You missed a good set. Did 
what's-his-face come back?" Alice May 
asked. 
"Greg Compton. And no." Elaine 
spoke a little sharply. "He left." 
When they got up to dance again, 
Elaine sat for a moment, then picked up 
her purse and walked determinedly to 
the concession stand. It was her duty, 
she thought, to tell the manager about 
her suspicions. How would she feel 
tomorrow when everybody found favor-
ite possessions gone? She stood wait- 
ing at the stand until Chuck finished 
handing out bags of popcorn and paper 
cups of pop. 
"What can I do for you, Elaine?" he 
asked. 
"Do—do you remember the man I was 
dancing with earlier?" she wanted to 
know. 
"Yes, of course I do." 
"Well, I wanted to tell you that he's, 
that I think he's—" she stopped as 
another couple came up to buy popcorn. 
"You were saying—?" Chuck asked. 
Then he looked over Elaine's shoulder. 
"Were you asking about this guy?" 
Elaine turned to see Greg coming in 
the door. 
"Elaine Matson," Chuck said rather 
formally, "I'd like you to meet my good 
friend Sergeant Greg Compton of the 
McAllen Police Force." 
Then Elaine realized that there was a 
small two-way radio sitting on the con-
cession counter. The nervousness, the 
constant checking of the front door, had 
been to intercept Chuck's signal! Her 
face began to burn. Greg was the cop on 
duty waiting for word from the lookouts! 
Greg grinned at Chuck. "Two juve-
niles," he said, "with pockets full of 
jewelry. We've caged our birds. Squad's 
taking them downtown. They claim to 
still have all the loot. We should make a 
pretty good recovery. I'll be in touch." 
Then he smiled at Elaine. He reached for 
her hand. "I'm off duty as of ten minutes 
ago. Could we continue our lesson?" 
As he led her to the floor, Elaine 
looked over her shoulder at Alice May, 
who immediately winked. Funny thing 
about visions, she was getting one very 
much like Alice May's. Must be con-
tagious. 
First couple to the right and circle four 
Cage the bird and circle three... 
ou SQUARE DANCE SERVICES --" PO Box 28 Streamwood 111.60103 
(312) 289-5590 
20,000 RECORDS IN STOCK 
Try our 24 Hour Phone Service 
"THE MOST IMFORMATIVE 'TAPE' GOING" 
WRITE FOR FREE SERVICES CATALOG PACKET 
DOUBLE -Ja 
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SAY Y.E.S. TO 
THE SPIRIT OF SQUARE DANCING! 
More than 600 Dancers, Callers, Cuers and Leaders from 25 
states participated in a 20-minute, professionally filmed VHS 
Video available to help your Club, Association, or Leadership 
Seminar consider WHY we Square Dance and what we can do 
to promote more cooperation, friendliness, and neighborliness 
within the Square Dance Activity. It tells the vision behind the 
Dance being planned for December 31, 1986. Order yours to-
day for $19.95 + $2.00 postage. 
Say Y.E.S. 
P.O. Box 129 
Dillard GA 30537 
404-746-2134 
*Y(ou) E(xpress) S(pirit) 
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'ing rr ere Mulct Danted— 
Jn 
by Bev Warner 
Saginaw, Michigan 
Every year at this holiday time, we find 
ourselves surrounded with the music of 
the season. Songs and carols are 
everywhere. Some are familiar, others 
less so. Depending upon our inclination 
we may or may not join in the singing of 
these songs, but there is no escaping 
their happy omnipresence. 
Many of these songs are extremely 
old. Carols were originally songs to be 
sung while dancing in a circle; the word 
first appears in English literature in the 
14th century and appears to derive from 
the Greek word Khoros, which means "a 
dance." 
Dancing was closely linked to 
religious celebration. The early Christian 
church permitted dancing in religious 
ceremonies, even in the church sanc-
tuary itself. The Shakers in this country 
used dance as an integral part of their 
celebrations as well. The oldest of the 
songs we know as carols began as danc-
ing songs; they were the first vernacular 
songs the church allowed. Up until the 
14th century, all hymns were in Latin, ef-
fectively excluding most common peo-
ple from participation. 
At any rate,the words of these carols 
have, in many cases, come down to us 
over hundreds of years. Often the 
melodies to which they are sung have 
changed several times during that time; 
the words on the other hand have surviv-
ed more or less intact. Although in the 
case of some of the oldest they have 
been translated from Old or Middle 
English or German or Old French or a 
host of other dialects and languages no 
longer spoken. 
If we give careful thought to the texts 
of some of these songs, we can observe 
not only the shadings of religious fervor 
from one country and century to the 
next, but also insight into the lives of the 
people as well. 
Take for example, the traditional 
English carol "The Boar's Head." This 
carol from the middle ages is still sung 
at Christmas dinner in the Queen's col-
lege, Oxford as the boar's head is 
brought in with great ceremony. 
Have you ever eaten boar's head? 
Have you ever considered serving boar's 
head to your family at Christmas? 
Imagine walking into the local meat 
market and saying "I'd like a middle-
sized boar's head please, not too fatty." 
Do you know what you would do to cook 
it? These instructions came from 
William King's Art of Cookery, published 
sometime between 1663 and 1712. 
"At Christmas time be careful of your 
fame, see the old Tenant's table to be 
the same; then if you would send up the 
Brawner's Head, sweet rosemary and 
bays around it spread; his foaming tusks 
let some large Pippin grace, or midst 
these thundering spears and orange 
place, sauce like himself, offensive to its 
foes, the roguish mustard dang'rous to 
the nose. Sack and well spic'd Hip-
pocras the wine, Wassail the bowl with 
ancient Ribbands fine, porridge with 
plumbs and turkeys with the chime." I'd 
like to see weight watchers come up 
with a lean cuisine like that! 
We all know the traditional English 
song "Here We Come A-Wassailing" but 
how many of us stop to think of the 
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I hove "HAPPY FEET" 
and my •Pe el don't hurt (Inv rria.e) 
''HAPPY FEET" 'water and foam cushion innersoles 
give blessed. instant relief to tired aching feet. Used by square 
dancers everywhere. See your square dance dealer Or: 
meaning "wassailing?" Wassail was the 
old Anglo-Saxon drinking pledge Waes-
Hael which means "Be in good health." 
This toast to the host became a custom 
at feasts which the English never gave 
up, even after the coming of Christianity. 
Now many of us serve a wassail 
punch to our guests in continuation of 
this ancient tradition, but most of us 
would never go to all the trouble of this 
old English recipe: "Simmer a small 
quantity of the following spices in a 
teacupful of water; namely cardamom, 
cloves, nutmeg, ginger, cinnamon and 
coriander. When done, put the spiced to 
two, four or six bottles of port, sherry or 
madeira with one pound and a half of 
fine loaf sugar to four bottles and set all 
on fire in a clean, bright saucepan; 
meanwhile have egg yolks of 12 and 
whites of six eggs well whisked up in it. 
Then, when the spiced and sugared wine 
is a little warm take out one cupful and 
son for 3 or 4 cups; after which when it 
boils, add the whole of the remainder 
pouring it in gradually and stirring it 
briskly all the time so as the froth it. The 
moment a fine froth is obtained toss in 
12 fine soft roasted apples and send it 
up hot. Spices for each bottle of wine;  
10 grains of mace, 46 grains of cloves, 37 
grains of cardamon, 28 grains of cin-
namon, 12 grains of nutmeg, 48 grains of 
ginger, 49 grains of coriander seeds." 
At any rate, on one of these nights, go 
out to the orchard with a jug of the 
Wassail, then circle one of the best-
bearing trees and drink a toast. Follow-
ing this, all should fire their rifles 
together in unison. Alternate activities 
include singing a wassail song or 
beating the tree with a willow switch. 
Wassailing trees in this fashion was in-
teded to help them bear fruit in the 
spring. 
The custom of gift giving is an old one, 
pre-dating the celebraiton of Christmas 
by hundreds of years. The December. 
celebration of the birth of Christ was in-
stituted by the early church to help 
banish memories of the Roman Satur-
nalia, the annual period of feasting, gift-
giving and general brotherly love wich 
marked the shortest day of the year. 
The holidays of this time of year, 
regardless of our faiths, celebrate the 
oneness of humanity, as they have since 
time immemorial. 
May your celebration of these days 
raise your spirits in happiness, 
Send $6.50 per pair including shipping & handling 
Mastercard or Visa No. 	 EXP. 
Washington residents add 7% sales tax 
STRIEGEL & ASSOC., INC. 
Name 	 1 31 1 Hathaway St. 
Address Yakima, WA 98902 
City 	 State 	 Zip 	 (509)4573444 




Let:6 Heat 9t 
Fox the radio... 
by Doris Read 
Santa Barbara, California 
If you were asked to name two ac-
tivities which traditionally require the 
simultaneous participation of a man and 
a woman, one would spring immediately 
to mind, but you might have trouble with 
the second. So I'll tell you: it is square 
dancing. 
In order to gain access to a SID group, 
a woman must be equipped with a male 
partner. She may have two left feet and 
no sense of rhythm, but if she has a man 
in tow, she is acceptable. Otherwise, she 
is excluded. 
Picture the situation, then, in a part of 
the country like southern California, 
where women outnumber men 7 to 1. Af-
ter a recent announcement of a new 
singles SID group forming at a local 
school, 60 people showed up. 52 were 
women. Since each square requires four 
couples, this left 44 women sitting 
against the wall. Gloomsville! 
On almost any evening jolly sounds 
float from the windows of school gyms, 
parish halls, and recreation centers as 
gaily dressed dancers cavort, the men in 
western cut jeans and shirts with bolo 
ties, the women in bright dresses with 
full skirts puffed by layers of petticoats. 
Outside, wistful and pathetic, stands a 
pitiful group of women with their faces 
pressed against the railing. A heartren-
ding sight. Mind you, these unfortunates 
are not necessarily there in the flesh; 
they may be at home sitting in front of 
the tube, but in spirit they are pressed 
against that railing. 
Ta da! Enter Bruce Johnson, burly, 
handsome, caller extraordinaire! Bruce 
has been in the SID business since 1948. 
He is Mr. Big in that world, and with 
good reason. In 1970 he was elected to 
the ASDS Hall of Fame, and a year later 
was one of the founders of Callerlab, the 
International Association of SID Callers. 
He was technical advisor for Square 
Dancing magazine, has appeared in the 
movies, and was sent abroad by the U.S. 
Air Force to train recreation personnel. 
And much, much more. 
When the plight of the lonely women 
came to his attention, he didn't just say, 
Too bad. He did something. He orga-
nized a group of women, half of whom 
wear blue ribbons designed and made by 
Mary, his lively wife. These women are 
called the Blues and dance the parts 
hitherto reserved for men, although 
there is nothing inherently masculine 
about the steps. With confidence and 
courage, Bruce the iconoclast is now 
conducting what is prosaically listed as 
Women's Square Dance, a revolutionary 
concept. The railings are deserted. 
By 7:30 Bruce has set up his tape deck 
and arranged the evening's program. 
The women arrive in casual motley, 
dressed for comfort rather than chic. 
Low-heeled shoes are de rigueur for all, 
to avert disaster. 
Bruce uses a hand mike to issue in-
structions. He demonstrates a new step. 
He arranges the Blues and Ladies in the 
correct formation for the coming dance 
—facing lines or a circle or squares. The 
dances call for various configurations. 
He starts the music and goes into his 
act, an attention-riveting combination of 
talking, singing, and a sort of auction-
eer's patter. He has a clear pleasant 
voice and good enunciation. Those with 
more experience help confused begin-
ners by pulling or pushing them in the 
right direction. This is not an advanced 
group and chances are that it never will 
be. No one takes it that seriously. 
Once the music and the calling are 
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under way, there is no stopping. The 
dancers, set in motion, must continue to 
the end. Anyone turning the wrong way 
or grabbing the wrong partner or freez-
ing, panicstricken, is cheerfully set right. 
Bruce's voice and the music carry on. At 
the end he makes encouraging com-
ments. "That was really fine." "You're 
better than ever, Sally." (Sally has been 
absent for a few weeks because of sur-
gery.) "Now let's try something 
different." 
And off they go, twirling, skipping, 
swinging. Allemande left, sashay in, 
split the outside couple, do-sa-do, and 
left-hand star. Bewildering terminology 
at first. The calls keep coming, the mu-
sic keeps playing, the shuffle-swish of 
the dancers' feet accompanies the ca!-
ler's voice. There are usually a few extra 
dancers on the sidelines, ready to fill in 
when someone wants to rest or cool off. 
Square dancers are noted for 
friendliness. An important part of the 
dance is to greet the partner, establish 
eye contact at each encounter, smile 
and bow to each other. This is square 
dance etiquette, always observed. When 
the dancing is over, coffee and cookies  
are served, contributed by the dancers in 
turn. 
"Mary is going to make gold ribbons 
for the Ladies," Bruce tells me. "Then 
we'll have Blues and Golds, and no sex-
ist language at all." Another step for-
ward. 
These women are mostly in the sixties 
and seventies, with a few over eighty. 
Hildegarde, one of the enthusiastic 
members of the group, says, "The 
couples' dances are fine, for couples. 
But we have as much fun as they do. I 
wouldn't miss it for the world." 
Bruce Johnson is kept busy day and 
night, all through the week, organizing, 
instructing, and calling for SID groups at 
every level of proficiency, including peo-
ple of all ages, from children to ancients. 
Even handicapped people can partici-
pate. Blind people dance well in a 
sighted group; retarded persons and 
even those in wheelchairs are taught by 
Bruce. But surely one of his most suc-
cessful innovations is the Tuesday even-
ing Women's Square Dance. With some 
traditions, as with some laws, the time 
comes when they must be abandoned. 
Right on, Bruce Johnson! 
Carriage Manor 3aV ilegort 
7750 EAST BROADWAY • MESA, ARIZONA 85208 • PHONE (602) 984-1111 
Bill Haynes 
Bob & MaryAnn Rother 
B ill has been calling profes-sionally for 25 years. He's 
been a member of Callerlab since 
1976. He calls and gives classes 
from the novice beginner basics 
through the C-3 challenge level. 
And now he's the full-time caller 
for Carriage Manor - Mesa's most 
exciting RV Resort. 
Enjoy the Manor Life... at Carriage 
Manor where you can dance every 
day in a luxurious 53,000,000 air-
conditioned clubhouse capable 
of handling separate functions on 
a 14,000 sq. ft. parquet ballroom 
floor and accommodations for 
over 100 squares. Between dan-
ces, you'll enjoy Carriage Manor's 
many amenities with spacious lots 
for sale or rent, complete with 
24 hour security. 
ob & MaryAnn Bother, from 
Portland, OR have been cu-
ing since 1970 and are current 
members of Round A lab. Theyll 
be cuing all levels from basics thru 
high-intermediate. Bothers have 
given clinics and performed at 
many festivals including 13 states 
and 2 Canadian provinces. Don't 
miss the opportunity to experi-
ence "Round Dancing with the 
Bothers". 
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24K Gold-Plated Enameled 
SQUARE DANCE 
JEWELRY 
P Earrings or Pendant 53 95 
Both for only $6.95 
plus $1.00 ship. 6 handling 
I Calif res add 6% sales taxi 
Earring also available with 
clips 
When ordering specify dress 
color red. blue, or black 
Send check or money order to 
Charmz-Reaction 
P.O. Box 6529 
Woodland His CA 91365 
I  WAGON WHEEL RECORDS & BOOKS 
' 8459 Edmaru Ave., Whither CA 90605 
213-693-5976 
NEW RELEASES 
45rpm flip/inst. Calling by BOB RUFF 
WW912 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 	Basics 1-8 
WW913 ENGINE 9 	 Basics 1-14 
WW924 HOUSTON Basics 1-17 
WW928 THE RACE IS ON 	Basics 1-28 
(Use this to teach the Grand Square) 
L.P. SERIES FOR SCHOOLS & NEW DANCERS 
WW1001 SOUARE DANCE PARTY 
No.1 Basics 1-22 
WW1002 SOUARE DANCE PARTY 
No.2 Basics 1-34 
SINGING CALL CATALOG 
Lists records in a teaching order for the basic and 
mainstream programs. Free on request 
ff MON.* (61EREZ3iN(6* 
Nub & Nab Ruff wistl Eutruunt 
A 'Peru flierru CtIristmas 
Aub A Vrosprous Nttu Jcar! 
13mtuce! 
by Brian Bassett 
Editor, Round Dancer Magazine 
One of the first rules in dancing is 
don't bounce up and down while ex-
ecuting various dance figures. This rule 
rates right up there with "Don't look at 
your feet," and "Don't dance on your 
toes." 
Beginning dancers, once they have 
become comfortable with their basics, 
find the need to relax and enjoy dancing 
the figures they have learned. There is 
nothing wrong with relaxing and enjoy- 
ing dancing as long as it is done in such 
a way to incorporate proper body 
mechanics. Fun and enjoyment are 
often wrongly translated to mean a 
display of extraneous body motion—
bouncing being the most common. 
The first place you'll probably notice 
bouncing (dancers, in your own danc- 
ing— leaders in your dancers' dancing) 
is in the grapevine dance figure. This 
vine figure, whether it be a regular vine 
with both partners crossing in back, or a 
twisty vine with the Man and Woman 
crossing in back or in front at opposite 
times— suffers most in execution and 
appearance when dancers bounce their 
way through it. 
You'll notice that the crossing steps 
will take on the dance-style of a limp 
with an exaggerated downward motion. 
You'll also notice that the sideward 
steps will be danced with an exag- 
gerated upward motion, causing the 
dancers to rise on their toes. Put these 
two exaggerated motions together and 
the dancers will "bob like corks in the 
ocean." 
Sure, it's fun, but "fun" at the expense 
of proper body mechanics, and rather 
comical to watch. 
A responsible teacher should explain 
to their dancers that the legs should act  
as shock absorbers while dancing. 
Knees flexed (bent slightly, not a crouch) 
all the while a dancer is dancing will 
eliminate bobbing or bouncing. 
While dancing, you progress around 
the floor in various directions and often 
turn right or left even while in one spot—
both these actions, progressing and 
turning (also pivoting), are more difficult 
to execute if your body weight is 
directed either straight down or straight 
up. So for more comfortable, pleasant to 
watch dancing, keep those knees flexed 
and don't bounce! 








If you are unable 
to obtain our rec-
ords from your 
record 	shop, 











FOUR BAR B 
RECORDS 
NEW RELEASES: 
48-6075 BILL BAILEY— Bill V. 
48-6074 I'VE BEEN TO GEORGIA ON A FAST 
TRAIN— Bob C. 
48-6073 DIXIE ROAD— Mike 
4B-6072 BABY FACE— Don 
4B-6071 BIG TRAIN FROM MEMPHIS— Mike 
4B-6070 MUSIC BOX DANCER— Mike 
4B-6069 WHEEL HOSS (Hoedown) 
48-6068 MARIA by John Marshall 
4B-6066 I'M SO IN LOVE WITH LOVING YOU— Don 
4B-6065 STAY YOUNG— Mike 
48-6064 STROKERS' THEME— Bill V. 
4B-6063 YOU'RE NOBODY TIL SOMEBODY LOVES 
YOU— Bill 0 
RECENT RELEASES 
48•6062 LOVE MEDLEY— Bob C 
48-6061 GLENDALE TRAIN— Bill V 
4B-6060 COTTON-EYED JOE/SALTY DOG RAG (Ins!) 
48-6059 A LITTLE OLDFASHIONED KARMA— Don 
486058 JOSE CUERVO— John 
46-6057 PENNIES FROM HEAVEN— Bill 
48-6056 HOKEY POKEY— Don Armstrong 
48-6055 LOVE'S GONNA FALL HERE TONIGHT—John 
48-6054 SHE GOT THE GOLD MINE— Bill V 
48-6053 LIZA JANE— Bob 
4B-6052 MOUNTAIN MUSIC— John 
4B-6051 TEXAS FIDDLE SONG— Bill 
48-6050 PROUD MARY— Mike 
4B-6013 GHOST RIDERS— Mike 
48-6049 MOUNTAIN DEW— Rob 
NEW QUADRILLE RELEASES: 
0-482 GREEN LIGHT— Romney Tannehill 
0-841 SHOOT LOW, SHERIFF (He's Ridin' A 
Shetland) by Bob H. 
0-840 FIRE IN THE SKY by Bob H. 
0-839 RUNNIN' DOWN MEMORY LANE— Bob H. 
0-838 HEY GOOD LOOKIN'— Romney 
0-837 I'D DANCE EVERY DANCE WITH YOU— Lee 
0-836 SHE'S MY ROCK— Gary 
RECENT QUADRILLE RELEASES 
0-835 SAY IT WITH A COUNTRY SONG by Gary Mahnken 
0-834 CABARET by Lee Main 
0-833 TULSA/LAME BRANCH (Hoodoyanl 
0-832 RIGHT OR WRONG— Gloria Smith 
0-831 MAN IN LOVE— Stan Brooke 
0-829 DOUBLE SHOT OF MY BABY'S LOVE—Gary 
0.828 MIDNIGHT FIRE— Gloria Smith 
0-827 M ONLY IN IT FOR THE Love— Gary 
0-826 SHE'S A HEARTACHE—Stan 
0-825 SWINGIN' — Romney 
0-824 HIGHWAY 40 BLUES— Lee 
Box 7.11 Macks Creek, MO 65786 
(314) 363-5432 
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Bert Club Trick 
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Village Square in Guthriesville, Pa. 
(between Downingtown and Honey 
Brook) is owned by Cliff and Gussie 
Irons, who have lived in the area most of 
their lives. They learned to square dance 
with Morris Groce at the old Hibernia 
Church in 1972. In November 1977, the 
club of which they were charter mem-
bers, the Flutterwheel Club, moved to 
Village Square, on the crossroads of Rt. 
322 and Bondsville Rd. Gussie and Cliff 
designed the building from ideas 
garnered in the intervening years at 
dances. They built a building in keeping 
with the community (Their own home 
was built in 1782), a rural-type structure. 
The two-story structure houses the 
dance hall on the upper floor; the first 
floor includes a lobby and restrooms, 
three garage bays and a bay to house 
A combined Best Club Trick/Plumb Line feature. 
the Irons' RV. 
For several years, a church group 
rented the hall, and this steady income 
helped assure the future of Village 
Square. Today, it houses aerobic 
classes, slimnastics, a dance studio, a 
disco summer program, wedding recep-
tions, retirement and birthday parties, 
bridal and baby showers, art shows, reu-
nions, as well as the gathering of local 
SID clubs, including Crossroad Squares, 
Thruway Squares and Flutterwheels. 
What is unique about Village Square 
is the support of charities and benefits, 
including: 
• $1800 to American Cancer Society, 
Muscular Dystrophy and Multiple 
Sclerosis in 1984. Gussie's newsletter, 
The Weekly Call Box, tells that some of 
these funds are raised by contributions 
from groups for whom the dancers do 
demonstrations and exhibitions. 
• Donations to Downingtown H.S. Band, 
soccer team and school play. 
• Sponsorship of a girls' basketball 
team, the Village Square Yankees 
(Champs, 1981, 1982.) 
* Demo dancing at health and retire-
ment centers, clubs, schools, organiza-
tions all over the area. 
* First group donation made to Save 
Our Lady Drive in Pennsylvania. 
Continued on Page 85 
J 
sl BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT HH5079 I'M FOR LOVE by Ernie Kinney 
HH5080 YOU'LL BE MINE 
by Jerry Schatzer HI 
HAT 
Keep 'em Squared Up with HI-HAT & BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS 
Write or phone the producer regarding 
ELK TAPES AND SING ALONGS. 
RECENT RELEASES ON HI-HAT 
& BLUE RIBBON 
HH5078 DOWN BY THE RIVERSIDE 
by Bronc Wise 
HH5077 FORGIVING YOU IS EASY 
by Tom Perry 
HH651 LOWDOWN HOEDOWN, Flip/2 
Cpl. Plus program 
BR239 TEXAS PLAINS by Bobby Lepard 
Records Producer: Ernie Kinney. 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd., Fresno CA 93726 
Phone: 209-227-2764 
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Mark Patterson 
182 N. Broadway 04 
Lexington KY 40507 
/1 
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JP1201 WHEN YOU'RE SMILING—Don 
JP1101 DEVIL IN A COWBOY HAT—Nick 
JP1001 BIG SOMBRERO—Joe, Tom, Mark 
.1lx1n1 NFW SF1 FISH—Virg Trozell 
JP220 GIVE MY REGARDS TO BROADWAY—A 
Peterson 
JP602 NEW RIVER TRAIN— Mark 
JP802 HEY GOOD LOOKIN'—Tom 
JP506 MAMA/ROSE— Hoedown 
RECENT RELEASES:  
JP801 YELLOW ROSE OF TEXAS— Tom 
JP219 OH LONESOME ME— Joe 
JP218 BONAPARTE'S RETREAT— Joe 
JP217 LOVE LETTERS in the SAND—Joe 
JP216 DEVIL WOMAN— Joe 
JP601 GOTTA TRAVEL ON— Mark 
JP403 MORNING DEW— Joe & Mark 
BEST SELLERS 
JP402 FOUR IN THE MORNING— Joe 
JP214 SWEET GEORGIA BROWN— Joe 
JP215 LITTLE RED WAGON— Joe 
JP114 YELLOW RIBBON— B. Vinyard 
JP110 ONCE IN MY LIFE— B. Vinyard 
JP108 MATADOR— B. Vinyard 
JP209 COUNTRY WASN'T COOL— Joe 
JP208 FRIDAY NIGHT BLUES— Joe 
JP205 I DON'T DRINK FROM THE RIVER— Joe 
HOEDOWNS:  
JP501 JOPAT/JOLEE SPECIAL 
JP502 COUNTRY CAT/CITY SLICKER 
JP503 SUNSHINE/MOONSHINE 
JP504 UPTOWN/DOWNTOWN 
JP505 MUDDY RIVER/FEELIN' GOOD 
ROUNDS: 
JP301 ALL OF ME 
JP302 NO LOVE AT ALL 
GOLDEN OLDIES 
JP109 SEE YOU IN MY DREAMS 
JP105 I DON'T KNOW WHY 
JP101 BLUE MOON OF KENTUCKY 
JP111 NEVERTHELESS 
JP106 HEARTBREAK MOUNTAIN 
JP206 I FEEL BETTER ALL OVER 
OWNER & PRODUCER 
Joe Porrifl 
1616 Gardiner Lane Suite 202 
Louisville KY 40205 
(502)459-2455 
COMING SOON . 
JoPat Sound Column 
JOPAT STACK 
The Best in 
Sound Reproduction 
Be Sure To Hear 
Before You Buy! 
Nick Hartley 
Indianapolis IN 
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HEM-LINE 
by Bev Warner 
Bernice King always is coordinated 
perfectly, from the top of her head to the 
tip of her toes. 
Bernice's mother used Authentic pat-
tern 312 to make this red velvet delight. 
The dress has an eight gored skirt with a 
wide white polyester ruffle at the bot-
tom. The overskirt is velvet with 
gathered scallops. Everything is trimm-
ed with white lace. 
Bernice's dress alone is very 
beautiful, but the added accessories 
make it outstanding and complete. She 
wears it with red velvet bows, white 
sheer hosiery with sequins, pearls and 
rhinestone sparkly earrings. 









VISA & MASTERCARD 
ACCEPTED 
Everything but the stitches! 
Our kits are exclusively designed 
to save time and money and to pro-
vide the latest in square dance 
styling Send ;1.00 for brochure.  
Refundable with first order.  
BLOOMERS AND THINGS 
4225 Morrow 
Waco, TX 76710 
817-753-4012 8.1. 84-8 
BLOOMERS and THINGS EXCLUSIVE KITS FOR SQUARE DANCERS 
ES BA•10  
BT 83-i 
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MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
CALIFONE PA SETS: 
1815K S Speaker 5239.95 
1925-03 1 	Speaker 375.75 
1925-04 2 Speakers 460.70 
1155K-12 2 Speakers 450.90 
2155-04 2 Speakers 551.90 
1925-00 No Speaker 322.75 
ASHTON PA SETS (shown) 
100 Watts—$818.01 
plus $147.00 for digital speed con- 
trol. 
Other models available. 
MIKE KOZY 
$11.80 
Plus $1.25 pstg. 
in US 
I 
ASHTON RECORD CASES 
RC-4 & RC-5 
Both wood 
	
547.96 plus $6. shipping 
OTHER ITEMS: 
CAR CADDY 	$31.95 plus $4. shipping 
SLODOWN $5.00 per can, plus .50/can shipping 
YAK STACKS 	 $420.00 
YAK STANDS $95.00 plus shipping 
SP820 ASHTON SPEAKERS 	$145.00 each.  
HAWKINS RECORD CASES 
RC-700 120 Records 	$28.95 plus $5. shipping 
RC-710120 Records/With comp. 
35.95 plus S6. shipping 
POSTAGE OR FREIGHT PRICES QUOTED ARE FOR 
THE U S ONLY ON ALL FOREIGN SHIPMENTS 
THE FREIGHT OR POSTAGE WILL BE EXTRA.  
LATEST RELEASES on these OUTSTANDING LABELS 
BLUE STAR RELEASES: 
2289 Frosty The Snowman. Caller. Johnnie Wyko11• 
2288 Sugar Blues. Caller Johnnie Wykoff 
2287 My Ideal, Caller Al (Tex) Brownlee• 
2286 I'll Be Home With Bells On, Caller Johnnie Wykoff• 
2285 Dusty Dixie Road. Caller. Andy Pelrere• 
2284 Lets Get It While The Gettin'S Good, Caller. Johnnie Wykotl• 
2283 Blue Bayou. Caller Glenn Zeno' 
2282 My Toot Tool, Caller Lem Gravelle• 
BOOAN RELEASES: 
1357 April On My Mind. Caller. John Aden• 
LORE RELEASES: 
1221 Fond Affection, Caller. Johnny Creel' 
1220 You Can't Judge A Book by Its Cover, Murry Beasley' 
1219 Baby I'm In Love With You, Caller Bob Graham' 
1218 Carlene and Jose Gomex. Caller. Murry Beasley' 
BEE SHARP RELEASES: 
124 Beautiful Baby by Wayne Spraggins• 
ROCKIN' A RELEASES: 
204 Jo (Key A)/Sundown (Key G) Hoedowns 
203 Over Yonder/Rockin' Moma (Hoedowns) 
E-Z RECORDS: 
731 Sweet Georgia Brown. Cued by Kay O'Connell• 
730 Grand Square. Caller Johnnie Wykotl• 
729 Little Red Wagon. Caller. Johnnie Wykoff• 
CHRISTMAS RECORDS 
1637 BL Star. Jingle Bells, Caller. Andy Andrus• 
2146 BL Star. Christmas Medley. Caller Johnnie Wykotl• 
2147 BL Star. Christmas Time Acoming. Caller: Johnnie Wykoff• 
2286 BL Star. I'll Be Home With Bells On. Caller Johnnie Wykoff• 
2289 BL Star. Frosty The Snowman. Caller Johnnie Wykoff• 
664 	Dance Ranch, Melekalikimaki, Al Stevens• 
1336 Bogan. Jingle Bell Rock, Caller. Tim Ploch• 
1003 Magic, Jingle Bells, with Charley 6. The Chipmunks• 
'Flip Instrumentals 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE 
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by Mary Fabik 
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine 
25 YEARS AGO— December 1960 
Editor Arvid Olson tells us that as 
square dancers we can do a lot to pro-
mote square dancing by selling com-
munity groups such as schools, chur-
ches, 4-H, and the like on the idea of hav-
ing a holiday S/D party. "Convince the 
group that square dancing is fun, 
sociable, and will mix people and get 
them better acquainted." Using familiar 
music will help to sell square dancing. 
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers and San-
ta Claus Parade can be used for the 
Grand March or Virginia Reel. Many mix-
ers can be done to Santa Claus Is Com-
ing to Town, Winter Wonderland, Frosty 
the Snowman and countless others. 
• 
Looking for ideas for your S/D Christ-
mas party? Bart Haigh offers these: 
A "snowball" fight: Use rolled-up 
paper for snowballs. Divide into two 
teams and line up along either wall and 
start throwing. Each person will be 
eliminated if hit by a "snowball." 
After this game, the floor will be 
covered with "snow." Have a large card-
board box covered with Christmas 
"chimney" paper. Each team is told to 
throw the "snowballs" down the 
chimney and the first team to do so wins. 
Christmas String Game: The commit-
tee hides different lengths of Christmas 
string in the dance room. Divide the 
group into teams or couples and send 
them out to find all the string they can, 
tying it together to see which team or 
couple has the most. 
10 YEARS AGO— December 1975 
Getting ready for Christmas means 
making a Christmas list, so here's the 
co-editors' list for square dancing: 
More large square dance classes 
Many new clubs 
Rekindled interest because of the 
bicentennial 
The largest S/D gathering ever in June 
in Anaheim. 
For our readers: A New Year full of hap-
py dancing, good health, and success in 
all your endeavors. 
• • • 
"Ladies' Choice" features Christmas 
goodies. A favorite is Date Fingers. Cook 
slowly until thick: 
'/ lb. butter or oleo 	1 cup sugar 
1 egg 	 1/2 lb. chopped dates 
Remove from heat. Add 2 cups Rice 
Krispies and 1/2 cup chopped nuts. Stir 
until mixed. Make into fingers and roll in 
coconut. Cool on waxed paper. 
Continued on Page 91 
the YAK STACK Sound Column 
Imitated but Never Duplicated! 
41:ID Immo 	 • Eliminates sound problems 
in bad halls. 
Price info: 	 • The choice of professional 
YAK STACK cuers & callers. 
P.O. Box 2223 
	
• More sound per pound!! 
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THE DANCER'S FRIEND! 
PMD 221 
Variable-Speed Cassette Tape Recorder 
Use it to record - to practice! 
Slow down those 
.variable - speed ± 15% 
• two - speed monaural location 
recording 
•one touch record 
•cue and review 
.memory rewind and replay 
•auto or manual record level 
.record level indication 
PMD 221 	$279.95 
PMD 201 $219.95 
(fewer options) 
squares or rounds! 
•built -in Electret condenser 
microphone 
•aux. input allows you to record 
directly from a sound system 
•direct telephone connective jack 
• three -position tape selector 
(normal,CRO2, metal) 
ACCESSORIES: 
Vinyl Carrying Case 	$25.00 
Rechargeable Ni-Cad 
Battery Pack 	$35.00 
Telephone Pick-Up $ 3.95 
In U.S.- No Shipping Charge! 
	
1. 1S I 
	
Use your VISA, MasterCard, 
Foreign - Add $10 Surface 	 or American Express for 
or $35 for Airmail same day shipment. 
Square Dance Record Roundup, Inc. 
957 Sheridan Blvd.  
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Bob Slutevoss Dan Nordbye 
Bob 
HOEDOWNER RECORDS 
H-113 IF YOU CAN'T FIND LOVE 
SO YOU WANT TO SING by 
Pauline Jensen. VOICE 
LESSONS ON TAPE. 
Designed for callers who 
have no access to profes-
sional instruction in proper 
breath and voice tech-
niques Complete with step 
by step instruction booklet 
and exercise tape 529 95 
plus SI 75 hand & psif; 
Order direct from Clendepifi 
Enterprises 7915 N Clai• 
endon. Portland OR 97200 
aTRAieRT TALK 
The Importance of Mixing 
Submitted by a Square Dancer 
Hooleyann Whirl 
That was one of our earliest and yet 
lasting recollections of the application 
of traditional style American dancing in 
the transference of a group of strangers 
into a hall filled with laughing, dancing 
friends. From this moment on we were 
convinced that mixing together, holding 
hands, moving to music, could bring 
about miracles. 
Over the years, particularly when 
working with beginners, one of the first 
things we discovered was that the 
friendliness, enthusiasm and zeal of the 
group is enhanced by dancing with as 
many different people as possible. Mix-
ing the group right from the start breaks 
down any attempt at building cliques. 
Even the most shy individual tends to 
develop an outgoing attitude when he 
discoveres that the others want to be 
friends. 
Round dancing was always special 
because we would work a part of the 
dance with one partner then move up to 
a new partner and dance it again. If for 
any reason a dancer might be upset with 
his or her own partner, this would soon 
be forgotten when original partners were 
left behind for the moment and each 
dancer would share the dancing with 
someone else. 
Recently we've missed these mix-
ers—the scatter promenade, scoot and 
scat and the grand promenade that were 
called from squares and the mixer round 
dances. Of course, things may not be 
this way in your area. If you're a caller, 
perhaps you've discovered the dif-
ference it makes when you introduce 
and continue to use mixers with your 
group as compared to when you don't. 
If it ever comes around for a vote, put 
us down as being in favor of this impor-
tant phase of the great American Dance. 
RECORDS 
Order Direct or from your 
Nearest Record Dealer. Produced by 
Clendenin Enterprises 7915 N 
Clarendon. Portland OR 97203 
NEW ON CHINOOK LABEL: 
CK-068 GREEN RIVER by Bill 
CIC067 DIXIE DREAMIN' by Den 
CK-066 I'LL NEVER NEED ANOTHER YOU by Joe 
CK.065 SWEET THANG by Daryl 
CK-064 LOVIN' WHAT YOUR LOVIN' DOES TO ME by Daryl 
CK.063 ABILENE by Gordon 
RECENT RELEASES ON CHINOOK: 
CK-062 BLUE MONDAY by Dan 
CK.061 SAN FRANCISCO BAY by Bill 
C-060 HEART TO HEART by Daryl 
C.059 LITTLE THINGS MEAN A LOT by Daryl 
HOEDOWNS: 
C-058 I CAN LOVE YOU by Jim 
0057 JUST BECAUSE by Daryl 	CK-510 THINGAMAJIG/THUMBS UP 
C•509 TAG ALONG by Jim 
C-508 "D"S RHYTHM by Daryl 
Jim Nancy 
f. 
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INDEX: JANUARY-DECEMBER 1985 
Advanced Dancing Tips for Callers, Ed Foote ...... 
Alberta SID Institute, Stewart & Florence Craven ... 	 ....... 
All in a Year's Work 	  
American Squaredance -40 Years 	  
America's Magic City 	  
A New Dimension 	  
Anyone Can Yodel, Vell Runolfson 	  
April Foolishness 	  
Attitudes Can Make or Break You, Welt Cole 	  
Best Club Trick 
Seaway Swingers 	 Jan., p.37 
Star Righters 	 Feb., p.33 
Catch-Eights March, p.31 
Franklin Squares 	 April. p.39 
Happy Hoedowners May, p.31 
Birmingham Bandwagon 	  
Birth of a Festival, Bud McNIcol 	  
Book Nook 
Caning Billionaire and the Dancing MasterJan., p.101 
Culinary Delights/Tales of Southern CookingFeb., p.85 
Business Side of Calling 	 March, p.89 
Jim Davis Calls the Shots April, p.101 
Texas Swing Dances 	 May, p.93 










Pepper Steppers 	 ..June, p.29 
South Central Snufflers  . ..Sept., p.19 
Golden Nuggets 	 Nov., p.25 
Village Squares 	 .. Dec., p. 23 
	May. p.48 
.. January, p.13 
Square a Folk Dancing 	 July, p.85 
Singing Call Magic  	....Aug., p.85 
Guidebook for Square Dancers.... • • • Sept., 9.93 
Singing Thru MS 	. 	Oct. p.97 
The Caller Text 	 ..Nov., p.97 
Rainy Day Survival Book ..Dec. p.97 
Bread Line 
Peanut Brittle  	...Jan., p.92 
Breakdancing, Bill Litchman  
But falo Wallow, Jeanette Therrlault 
Callerlab Photos 	 
Callerlab OS 
Plus: ping to a diamond ... 	Feb., p.36: May, p.57 
Adv.: checkover 	 March, p.37 
MS: grand parade April, p.60 
Carols We Sing Were Once Danced, Bev Warner 	 
Celebrate with A Story, Mary Halsey 	 
Conversation, Bev Warner 	  
CRASSCO Dancers 	 
Crossfire Study Group.... 
Cue Tips 
Baby 0' Mine 	 Jan. p.41 
One Mint Julep  	April, p.31 
Dancer Survey Results 	  
Flavored Popcorn . March, p. 49 




Plus, load the windmill 	Aug., p.48; Oct., p. 59 
Plus: coordinate the gears 	 Dec., p.57 
. November, p.17 
. December, p. 19 
...May, p. 11 
...July. p.17 
..October. p.35 
Lonely Goatherd 	 





Dancing in My Sleep, Betty Rosian 	
 
July, p.15 
Dancing In the Hills, Robert Reeser November, p.18 
Dancing with Relish, NiNi Harris 	 September, p.17 
Dandy Idea 
Dancers' Directory 	 Jan., p.82 	Three Dimensions...... . . 	...Aug., p.33 
Club Visitation 	 Feb., p.30 Flyer Holder 	 Sept., p.91 
Turntable Gift March, p.60 	Computer Program 	 ..Oct., p.30 
TLC 	 May, p.53 Fund Raiser 	 Dec., p.75 
Tape Dancing at Home 	 June. p.60 
Demi-Dancer, Bev Warner  	 ...July, p.11 
Don't Bounce, Brian Bassett  	 . 	.. November, p.21 
Down in the Valley, Clark & Ginger McDowell  	 ...August, p.21 
Dress for the Dance, Bev Warner, Hazel Burrows  	 ....July, p.44 
Dudley Do•Sa.Do's Dance Hall Disaster, P. Nongrata 	. . August, p. 15 
Easy Level Page 
Let's Go Dancin', Patty Cake, Gentle on My Mind, Northern Lights  	 ...January, p.49 
Northern Lights, Colonel's Lady, Ghostbusters, Hey Lei Lee Lei Lee  . 	...February, p. 42 
Smash, If They Could See Me Now, Single Bow Knot, Big Sombrero Contra 	 March, p.43 
Toots' Warmer Upper, Yakety Sax, Ragtime Banjo, Waltz Contra    April, p.49 
Maggie Mixer, Threes Greet, Western Quadrille, St. Lawrence Jig  	 ...May, p.42 
General Bradford's Charge, Oom Pah, California Hey Ride, Good Old Summertime.. 	 ...June, p.42 
Hello Mixer, Serendipity Trio, Virginia Reel Square, Lost Contra  ..July, p.42 
New York N.Y., Crazy Flutter, Tha Glendo    .August, p.46 
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Dummer's Reel, Second Class Quadrille, Brunjuice Tri-Contra, September Swing 	. September, p.42 
LeBranle, Ghostbusters, Hook and Whirl, One-Horse Reel  	 ...October, p.42 
The Mayflower, Meem's Waits, Pilgrim's Progress. Hunting Season Bunny Hop . November, p. 46 
Rock Mixer, The Race Is On, I'll Be Home With Bells On, Sacajawea, the Birdwoman 	. December, p.46 
Effective Executive Efforts 	  
Emphasis Call 
Alamo ring 	 Jan., p.59 	Peel off 	 
Swing thru Feb., p.50 Trade family 	 
Fan the top 	 June, p.54 
Evaluating Your Communication Skills, Mary Duquin 	  
Facing the L.O.D. 
Richard and JoAnne Lawson 	 Brian and Sharon Bassett... ...Jan., p.65 
Clark and Ginger McDowell Frank and Ruth Lanning 	 . Feb., p.61 
Helen and Bill Stairwalt 	 Ed and Arline Carter 	 March, p.59 
Ken and Donna Gibson Corky and Paulette Pell  April, p.43 
Lyle and Agnes Esch 	  May. p.64 
Lionel and Catherine Bourdier 	 June, p.59 
Family Affair 
Stalnaker Twins 	 Sept., p.23 
Feedback 
B. Davis, J. Wilson, K. Garvey, T. Hedges.... Jan., p.35 
C. Brown, T. Menasco 	 April, p.42 
D. Graham. J. Davidson May, p.33 
Ted Lyons 	 June, p.23 
R. Stephenson. Nebraska Adv. Dancers 	July, p. 53 
Floating Petticoat, The; Bev Warner 	  
Four "Generations" of Callers, DeLoy House.... 
Graduation Tip, Bev Warner 	  
Happy New Year 	  
Hats Off to Club Callers, Jo Jan Nunley 	  
Have You Heard about These Great SID Vacations? 	 
Hem•Line 
Crocheted Skirt 	 Jan., p.29 
Color Me Happy Feb., p.23 
Mary Martin 	 March, p.27 
Lucy Simlik April, p.29 
Bessie Petrone 	 May, p.27 
Cris Lanzara June, p.25 
Hooray for S/D Campers. Marge Lundberg 	  
Ideas That "Theme" to Work, Bill Barr 	  
I'd Love to Dance All Night, Audrey Fitzpatrick 	  April, p.13 
Illinois SID Convention, Jerry Holtz 	  Nov., p.16 
In Memoriam: Ralph Page, Dorothy Shaw 	  May, p.35 
Leadership, Mike Seastrom 	 March, p.11 
Learn While Dancing, Bill Barr September, p.21 
LEGACY Dancer Survey 	 January, p.33 
Les Belliveau Chansons. Lorraine Williams 	  
Let's Hear It for the Ladies, Doris Reid 	  
Let's Start 'em Young, Jo Jan Nunley  
Like Lemmings to the Sea 	  
Linear Cycle Round the Globe 
Song of Norway, Bermuda Convention 	July, p.35 	Bermuda Poem 	.. Nov., p.22 
Europe Tour (ASD) 	 Aug., p.44 
Llnellght 
Helen Pate 	.April, p.25 	 ...Aug., p.25 Pam and Jim Cooper 
Gus and Marian Heisman ..July, p.27 ...Sept., p.29 Lee Walker, M.D..... 
Love + Dance = Romance 	 ..February, p.45 
Man of Many Talents, A  	 .. February, p.27 
New Horizons, Wayne McDonald.... ...Nov., p.27 
New Idea 
Tag the line-invert.... Jan., p.58 	Transpose 	 July, p.49 
Flip thru 	 Feb., p.49 Square out Aug., p.50 
Move on (and anything) 	 March, p.54 	Circulate the top 	 Sept., p. 55 
Explode it 	 April, p.59 Line the diamond Oct., p.60 
Scoot along May, p. 58 	Lock the chain 	 Nov., p.56 
Pop the cycle 	 June, p.55 Explode the deucey 	 Dec., p.59 
Open Letter to Members of LEGACY, Ed Foote 	 March, p.23 
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September. p. 13 
.. July, p.48 
. Nov., p.55 
April, p.15 
Jo Coosey and Lucyan Ziemba 
Mel and Nadine Fortune 	 





. Nov., p.73 
. Dec.. p.84 
....Oct., p.29 
Bev Warner 	 . . Sept., p.89 
Dick Bayer ...Oct., p.23 
Mildred Wilkinson 	Oct., p.45 
Howie Shirley 	 . Nov., p.31 
. 	...July, p.19 
. . 	. 	....November, p.21 
May, p.64 
. 	........ 	 January, p.11 
	May, p.17 
 April, p.22 
Counted Cross-stitch.... 	. 	 . July, p.37 
Luella Foerster .Aug., p.37 
Vera Smith 	 Sept.. p.25 
Bob and Maria Spence ..Oct., p.25 
Gloria and Al Van Deusen 	. Nov., p.37 
Bernice King and Vernon Moss Dec., p.25 
	 November, p.15 
May, p.19 
.. February, p.11 
.. November, p.19 
...February, p.15 
	April, p.11 
Open Letter's Answer, Doc and Peg Tirrell  	 ...May, p.37 
Our Readers Respond 	...February, p.17, March, p.13 
Overseas Dancers Reunion, Ralph and VeVe Hay 	 November, p. 16 
Phabulous PhiIly    July, p.21 
Phenomenal Phoenix 	 June, p.46 
Plumb Line 
Kaktus Palace 	 Jan., p.27 
O.K. Carrel 	 Feb., p.53 
SID Manor March, p.58 
Fun Valley 	 April, p.37 
Lazy R Campground 	 May, p.62 
Redwood Country June, p.58 
Polka Lesson. A; Brian Bassett 	  
Product Line 
Surefoot 	 Jan., p.81 
Live Music Tape 	 Feb., p.34 
The Slip-Away April, p.65 
Dancer Wind Chimes 	 May, p.45 
Puipollex 
Coordinate the gears ........ . . 	Feb., p.49 
In/Out roil to a wave 	 . March, p.53 
Spin the net  	..June, p.53 
Mission Bell Resort 	 July, p.79 
Pegasee 	 Aug., p.83 
Lakewood RV Park 	 Sept., p.61 
Spring Lake Center Oct.. p.63 
Sul f in's Barn 	 Nov., p.61 
Village Square Dec., p.23 
January. p. 17 
MS Button 	 June, p.61 
Big Record Case 	 July, p.81 
Personalized Rubber Stamps 	 Nov., p. 85 
Answer to Cold Shoulders 	 Dec., p.63 
Rolling ripple 	 August, p.48 
With the fluw Nuv., p.55 
Zip the line 	 Dec., p.58 
August, p.13 Putting Training to Use, Louise Cole  
Rave 
Miriam Burke  	....Jan., p.87 
	
Medina Squares . 	 ...... 	August, p.35 
Henry and Jean Boyd .  	Feb., p.28 Tom and Mary Kay Dash 	 Oct., p.37 
SCAMPS  	 April, p. 91 
Review Figure 
Spin the top 	 . Jan, p.57 
	
Load the boat 	 July. p.49 
Plus OS Choreo . March, p.53 Spin chain thru Aug., p.49 
Track two 	...April, p. 59 
	
Run, trade and roll 	 Sept., p.55 
Lines/waves of three 	 . May, p.57 Curlique, scoot back, trade 	 Oct., p.58 
Coordinate .June, p.53 
	
Triple trade 	 Dec., p.57 
Rhyme Time 
I Want to Be a SID Caller, D. Pierson 	Jan., p.23 
	
Statue of Liberty Dance, Mary Heisey 	July, p.65 
Swing your Partner, Let's Dance, F. Faulin 	Feb., p.25 September Invitation, Mary Heisey Sept., p.75 
Reminiscence/Hoedown/Invitation, C. Farris. Mar.p.25 
	
A Joyful Harvest, Mary Heisey 	 Oct.. p.65 
Easter Square, Mary Heisey 	 April. p.33 Take Your Places. Joe Jot, Jr Nov., p.49 
Dance.A.Round, Ida Reilinger May, p.23 
	
Vivian Johnson, Ida Reilinger 	 Dec., p.37 
Roundalab '85 (Photo)  	 November, p.45 
Round Dancer Classics  May, p.72 
Sal Abbott's Paintings. Bev Warner  	 January, p.45 
Save Money on Printing. Bill Barr 
	
January, p.19 
Seat Yourself, Bev Warner 	  April, p.19 
September-Square Dance Month 	  September, p.48 
Sequel, Henry Fischer 	 July, p.33 
Shoes of Love and Friendship, Carol White 	  August, p.17 
Simplify your SID Business, Bettye K. Chambers  	July, p.13 
Sketchpad Commentary 
Everybody Run 	 Jan., p.61 
Sliding Thru, Betty Rosian  	 October, p.15 
Spice Up Your Club Dances, Jo Jan Nunley 	 .. September, p.11 
Square Dancer's Christmas Message. A; Clare and Larry Graham. November, p.11 
Squaring Up Beginners. Jo Jan Nunley 	 August, p.19 
State Line 
Mississippi Costume 
Texas Costume 	 
Georgia Dancers  
North Carolina 	  
New York's Outfit  
Steal A Peek In a Caller's Record Case 
Mike Seastrom 	 Jan., p.80 
Jimmy Moore Feb., p.72 
John Marshall  	March, p.68 
Larry Cole 	 . April, p.73 
Hoyle Grose . May, p.71 
Ron Mineau. 	 ...June, p.66 
Massachusetts State Dress . 	...Aug., p.27 
Minnesota State Dress  ....Sept., p.35 
Illinois; Ohio's State Outfit 	  Nov., p.35 
Colorado Festival Dress December, p.35 
Jeanne Briscoe 	 July. p.60 
Harold Rowden Aug., p.60 
Laurel Eddy 	 Sept., p.67 
Chad Johnson Oct., p.72 
Dave 8 Matthew Mackey 	 Nov., p.67 
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Straight Talk 
Backbiting 	 Jan., p.64 	Bill Easley 	 August, p.53 
Doris and Perry Dean 	 Feb., p.31 Badge Wearer', 	 .. Sept., p.31 
Les Gotcher 	 March, p.33 	Tom McGrath Oct., p.31 
Dick Bayer April, p.35 From Survey Comments... 	. 	...Nov., p.87 
Competition. E. and C. Lang 	 June, p.31 	Importance of Mixing.... .. Dec., p.29 
Caller's Taw 	 July, p.83 
Survey of Round Dancers, 1984-85 	 ..February, p. 19 
Swinging Thru. Betty Rowan 	 ...June, p. 17 
Teaching, Learning and Performance Principles, Mary Duquin 	 ...May, p.21 
They're Dancing Again at Lovett Hall. Myrtis Litman.... 	 ....May, p.15 
35 in '85 	 ..October, p.49 
Three Dimensions of Square Dancing. The; Orlo Hoadley 	 ..February, p.13 
Tireless and Terrific Tirrells  ..May, p.13 
To Cage A Bird. Isabel Marvin 	 ...December, p. 13 
Traveling with Pets, Bev Warner . .. ....June, p.15 
Up-Date 	 September, p.37 
Vine-Sense, Brian Bassett  	 May, p.23 
Way to A Dancer's Feet, The; Walt Cole 	 January, p.21 
We Danced With Diana. Barbara Harrelson 	 January, p.15 
We've Come A Long Way, Al Scheer 	  October, p.17 
What Makes the World Go Round?, Veronica McClure 	 November, p.23 
What's Happening?, Bob McNutt 	 November, p.11 
What Makes A Successful Caller. Mary Duquin 	 March, p.21 
Where Does My Head Go?, Brian Bassett 	 August, p.23 
Withered Knee. The; Al Eblen 	  
Yes. There Is an Easter Bunny, Bev Warner..... . 
Your Privilege. Al and Nell Eblen 	  
   
....... 	...June, p.11 
.. ...April, p.17 
..October, p.11 
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ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
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ADJUSTABLE LENGTH ... ADJUSTABLE WAIST 
MALCO MODES INTRODUCES 
THE LENGTH-AND-WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT 
Do you want to make it 
smaller? Just move button 
over on the elastic. 
Shorter? Just remove tunnel 
elastic and slip into stitching 
one inch or two inches below. 
This revolutionary innovation assures an easy fit, and is now available on the following petti-
coat styles: No. 507, 511, 580, 582, 582M, 592, and 597. ISee color brochure for details). 
Try one on at your favorite store! 
MALCO MODES, INC. 1596 Howard Street, San Francisco, CA 94103. Ph. (4151 621-0840 
Manufacturers of Matching Men's Shirts & Scarf Ties, dresses, jumpers, skirts, blouses, pant-
blouses, stretch belts, pettipants and petticoats. 
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STATE LINE I 
COLORADO FESTIVAL DRESS 
The pictured dress is the official outfit 
for the 1986 state square dance festival 
in Colorado, "Mile High Magic," to be 
held at the Adams County Fairgrounds, 
June 13-14. 
Dixie Frick in the Denver Council 
Bulletin, describes the dress: an eight-
gore skirt, simple untrimmed bodice 
with elbow length puffed sleeves. The 
sleeves have lace down the centers, with 
the blue fabric cut away for a see-
through effect. Each gore on the skirt is 
embellished with lace from waist to 
hem. 
The fabric is skyblue polyester and 
cotton, trimmed with four-inch lace. 
The attire for men includes white 
shirts, navy blue slacks and neckties 
that match the dress. 
2832 Live Oak Dr„ Mesquite TX 75150 1-214-270-0616 
KALOX- &Ica-Longhorn 
NEW RELEASES ON KALOX: 
K-1307 ALABAM, Hoedown/Flip by Harry Lackey 
RECENT RELEASES ON KALOX. 
K1306 BLUE KENTUCKY GIRL by Harry Lackey 
K1305 MISSISSIPPI SQUIRREL REVIVAL by John Saunders 
RECENT RELEASES ON LONGHORN 
LH-1043 HIGHWAY TO NOWHERE by Francis Zeller 
LH-1042 BETCHA MY HEART by Francis Zeller 
LH-1041 I'M ONLY IN IT FOR THE LOVE by Mike Bramlett 
John Saunue:rb Francis Zeller 
NEW ROUNDS ON BELCO: 
8-336-A SAXXY, Mixed Foxtrot Rhythm by Bob & Barbara Wilder 
1. Music Only: 2. Cues by Bob Wilder 
B-336-B SNOWFLAKE, Two-step by Brian & Sharon Bassett 
1. Music Only: 2. Cues by Brian Bassett 
B-335-A TWO GUITARS, Mixed Foxtrot Rhythm by Bill & Nona Lizut 
1. Music Only: 2. Cues by Charlie Proctor 
B-335-B HARVEST MELODY, Two-step by Bill & Helen Stairwalt 
1. Music Only; 2. Cues by Helen Stairwalt 
RECENT RELEASES ON BELCO 
8334 VELVET GLOVES/MOONLIGHT BAY 
RECENT RELEASES ON CROW. 
C-002 OKLAHOMA HILLS, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
C-001 CALENDAR GIRL, Flip/Inst. by Bill Crowson 
ti 
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NEW RELEASES 
C-317 SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY—Gary 
C-318 DIXIE TRAIN—Gary 
C-211 I LOVE YOU BECAUSE—Jerry 
C-516 MOUNTAIN PASS—Ken 
C-3513 HELLO MARY LOU—Ken & Gary 
C-608 SOMETHING IN MY HEART—John & Wanda 
C-112 CHINESE BREAKDOWN/FANCY STICKS (Hoedowns) 
C-407 IF IT AIN'T LOVE—Beryl 
LATEST RELEASES 
C-411 YOUR SWEET LOVE—Beryl 
C-703 IF YOU'RE GONNA PLAY IN TEXAS—Marshall 
C-803 CHEROKEE MAIDEN—Scott 
CHAPARRAL RECORDS, INC. 












Square dancing is my hobby, 
Square dancing is my "thing" 
I love to go square dancing, 
I love to sway and swing! 
My body moves in rhythm 
To the cadence of the call, 
I feel the beat of dancing feet 
Resound throughout the hall! 
The challenge of the patter 
Does lift one's spirits higher, 
The rise and fall of the singing caii 
Just sets one's soul on fire! 
I love to go square dancing, 
There's merriment everywhere, 
As the callers chant, with melody rent, 
Seems to fill the air! 
Vivian Johnson 
Baldwin, Kansas 
LISTEN TO THE MUSIC 
Have you climbed the highest mountain 
And did your traveling never cease? 
Have you sailed the mighty ocean 
To find your hour of peace? 
Did your heart look ever backward 
To the days of long ago, 
Or search for a tomorrow 
For an answer to your woe? 
End your search and you'll be tranquil, 
Put an end to all your strife, 
Just listen to the music sweet 
And peace will fill your life. 
Ida Reilinger 











MANUFACTURERS OF SQUARE DANCE PETTICOATS 
(Color Swatches On Request) 
4313 Harford Rd, Baltimore MD 21214 	(301)426.1700 
Before you place your order. see Kroening's. Kroening's are qualified in assisting you in making 
the right selections. Kroening's takes pride in knowing the individual square dancer's needs, 
from the beginner through the advanced dancer. and also those who desire the unique. Kroen-
ing's are proud of their American made petticoats. A Kroening's petticoat is more than an ac-
cessory—a necessity for the total look. Kroening's will customize. You too can be a designer- 
just tell us your needs. 
'0 
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WHI M/ 
BY THE NUMBERS 
THE ONLY WAY TO "MIX" A 
DANCE 
• POCKET SIZE CARDS (21/4 x 31/2 ) 
• 100% PLASTIC CARDS ARE VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTABLE 
• EACH DECK ACCOMMODATES UP TO 13 SQUARES 
• AVAILABLE IN 3 COLORS (WHITE, YELLOW, GREEN) 
ALLOWING 2 OR 3 DECKS TO BE USED AT THE 
SAME TIME AT LARGER DANCES 
1-W2Mrit' 
Need Records in a hurry? Call Toll Free 1-800-237-2442 
HANHURST'S 
3478 Palm Beach Blvd.. 
Fort Myers, Florida 33905 
(813)332.4200 
COST: $15.00 PER DECK, !NC' 	 CARRYING CASE AND POSTAGE (USA) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE OR CALL: 
ASTEC DISTRIBUTORS 	3476 PALM BEACH BLVD. 	FT. MYERS, FL 33905 
(813)332-4200 
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED 
THE "ORIGINAL" 	+14 
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE + 
Have you heard all the 
75-80 releases that 
have come out in the 
last 3 months? 
14- THE BEST RECORD "APPROVAL" CANNOT GIVE YOU: 
• 1. THE SCOPE OF A TAPE SERVICE. 
2. THE ASSURANCE OF BUYING ONLY THE RECORDS YOU WANT. 
+D. 
▪ STOP USING THE "HORSE AND BUGGY" WAY OF CHOOSING THE MUSIC FOR 
YOUR SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM. Start using the "SPACE AGE" WAY OF Ri 
MONITORING NEW RELEASES THAT HAS BEEN USED BY THOUSANDS OF 
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(Celebrate 
A #targ 
by Mary F. Heisey 
York, Pennsylvania 
Christmas has a habit of collapsing 
mid-afternoon or as the holiday evening 
yawns on. We work so hard for this fes-
tive day that many of us wear ourselves 
out before it's half over. Our momentum 
lost, we still want the party to con-
tinue—but completely under its own 
power! Somehow we expect it to im-
prove upon the morning's best presents, 
the great Christmas feast, and the time-
less miracle of Bethlehem. Why can't 
this most-important day satisfy us with 
self-perpetuating entertainment? After 
all, we got it started. Why, we even 
decorated that big, expensive tree less 
than 24 hours ago! 
Unfortunately, many of us never get 
around to planning beyond the gifts, the 
food, and the decorating. Year in and 
year out, we forget one essential ingre-
dient: storytelling. Gathered together 
and reunited in love, we need to listen to 
the hallowed story of Christ's humble 
birth, hear the angels sing, and behold 
Him in the manger. Though we often act 
like kings, we need the Bible's gentle 
reminder that we're really just shep-
herds (yea, verily, sheep) God has placed 
on the hillside of life to love and serve 
and praise. 
But the shepherds, weary as they 
were, knew how to entertain themselves. 
They had stories to share—folk tales 
and memories, gossip and dreams—
when their bodies were too exhausted to 
dance another step. 
Similarly, when we begin winding 
down on Christmas, we could entertain 
one another with stories. First, the 
oldest of Christmas stories—tell it simp- 
ly, in your own words, from your own 
hearts. The characters—the innkeeper, 
shepherds, angels, and kings from 
afar—may be portrayed by a variety of 
people reviewing what happened in the 
sky and on the ground, outdoors and in 
the manger-stable. When the room 
grows hushed and the story seems done 
for another year, that's the time to ask: 
"When would you have danced?" Square 
danced? Of course. (Animated discus-
sion will probably follow.) 
Next, someone might read a story—
fiction or non-fiction—about Christmas 
To those readers who do not celebrate 
Christmas as a religious observance we 
express the hope that they will read this 
feature for its suggestions of including 
storytelling and dancing as part of the 
holiday gatherings. 
The record reviews and ads this fall 
have listed many square dance records 
with a holiday flavor which could be 
used/adapted for the enjoyment of all. 
in pioneer America. How simple such 
celebrations appear in comparison to all 
we spend and do in search of Christmas 
today! And yet those old-fashioned 
observances, frequently occurring in the 
midst of poverty, created incredible joy 
and engendered life-bright memories 
because they were "called" with devo-
tion and danced with love. 
Bess Streeter Aldrich nostalgically 
presents Christmas twice in her prairie 
novel, A Lantern in Her Hand (D. Ap-
pleton & Co., 1928). Chapter 14 focuses 
on a "soddie" holiday in 1874—the 
homemade preparations. an impromptu 
square dance, and the star over the 
house. Chapter 32 describes the day and 
its changes 50 years later—in 1924. The 
Long Winter (a "Little House" book) by 
Laura Ingalls Wilder also portrays a 
homespun Christmas with beauty and 
power, reminding us that sometimes the 
full meaning of the day doesn't touch us 
until weeks, months, or years later. This 
book has three fine read-aloud chapters: 
"Merry Christmas," "The Christmas Bar-
rel" (very short), and "Christmas in 
May." Such stories help us sense the 
awe of frightened shepherds, bidden by 
angels and blessed by a Baby. 
Clement Moore's "A Visit from St. 
Nicholas" annually captivates the 
Christmas-hearted with its beloved little 






eittzie7te4 	GARY HOLMES 
RECORDS 
EDDIE MILLAN irr 6693 BOWIE RD. 
JACKSONVILLE, FL, 32219 
1904i 765.0296 
BRAND NEW 	 EDDIE MILLAN 	HERB FRANKLIN 
CL-5 THE COWBOY RIDES AWAY by Herb 
Beautiful music and a super relaxing dance 
CL-4 ALABAMA JUBILEE by Eddie 
Rip-snorting rendition of the classic song with a tremendous instrumental 
CL-3 CITY OF NEW ORLEANS by Herb— Great dancer reaction. music true to original tune 
CL-2 RUBBER DOLLY/DIXIE HOEDOWN— Two great hoedowns, one with a bluegrass Sound, the other more modern 
CL-1 ALABAMA JUBILEE by Eddie— Sold out of first pressing but now available again Give it a listen if you missed it Great music' 
EDDIE MILLAN. 6693 BOWIE ROAD, JACKSONVILLE FL 32219 
story. Why not jostle its predictability by 
changing it for your guests this year; 
"The children were nestled all snug in 
their beds,/While visions of cookies 
square danced in their heads." 
Consider these possibilities and look 
for others as you read novels and 
memoirs during the year. Christmas an-
thologies are also a rich source of good 
holiday tales. Develop your own library 
of square dance-related stories. You'll 
find it inspiring to read one or two as you 
plan and prepare for your company. As 
"the telling" becomes an expected part 
of your holiday celebrations, children 
and adults alike will start admitting, "I'm 
looking forward to the stories." 
After listening to a heartwarming 
story or two, the assembled multitude 
may lapse into "that reminds me of the 
time" reminiscences. When that hap-
pens, put another log on the fire, lean 
back and let the holiday spirit fill you 
with all of its precious love and joy and 
peace. 
Finally, someone will say, "I move we 
have a square dance. Right now!" And 
everybody will second the motion be-
cause Christmas fortifies us. It reas-
sures us, "Bad luck is only temporary." 
It gives us something extra—like a story 
to hope on—and in the process we are 
renewed for another year of dancing. 
SQUARE DANCE PATTERNS 
1001i 5.4 Pone. 
3241441We SQUIPO D.M. 1:40.• 
12 P.. 
Saila..? dance 0,e11 Nis 1.110. 0.313,44 wan con,ra.nrp Iron) .0441 ands... kw 1134 
14.411 i000 T134 9•11341.1 0.1.441 has •1441.4.440 ,4011/41 .394 or.h eyel.l 000 and 
Is accented 	1400 00* 15 .000 elast..44/0 133411143 41011444 114144 44001 I. 
along ,craer 1.1911 IM wed 1211111.143 slcirl has one ruffle 4111040,  441410 5 4100.411,14 
,u111•3 slorp each sown 
Nub. Sin LT I ILIAD 12.1.11111 111.2040 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Moil to: AUTHENTIC PATTERNS. INC 
P 0 Box 110149 
Arlington. Texas 76003 
Pattern 0 324 	Ca $ 4.50 ea Sizels) 	  




AM for 	I Pattern — $1 .25 3 Patterns — 02.55 
postage I handling 2 Patterns — S2.00 4 Patterns — 0210 
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DANCER 
Ideal for Round Dancers; 1v," Heel, 
All Leather, Cushioned Insole for 







with White Lace 
Trim, Adjustable 
Drawstring. S.M. 
— 	L-XL. 516.50 
Additional Color 
Cords-50c 
WESTERN STYLE SHIRTS 
FOR MEN AND WOMEN 
MAJESTIC 
1" heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined, 5 thru 12 Narrow, 4 thru 12 Med. 
5.10 Wide, Half Sizes. 
Black/White 	 528.75 
Red/Navy/Brown 	 528.75 
Gold/Silver 	 $30.50 

















N-20 SISSY Nylon 






14" heel, steel shank, glove leather, 
lined, sizes 4 thru 10 Med., 5 thru 10 





THE STORE WHERE SQUARE DANCERS LIKE TO SHOP 
DIXIE DAISY 
1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
Maryland Residents add 5% tax. 
NAME 	 
ADDRESS 	  
CITY 	 STATE 	ZIP 	 
NAME & NO. OF ITEMS 	  
	Price 	  
SHIPPING & HANDLING 	  
TOTAL 	  
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Dancing Tips 
Have you ever had the feeling that you 
are making more mistakes now than you 
did when you were a newer dancer? Did 
you ever stop to realize that you now, 
with experience, recognize mistakes 
that you didn't see some time back? It is 
still true that the more we learn, the 
more we realize how much is still to be 
learned. 
At the same time, many of the old 
calls are being forgotten because we 
must devote our time to learning the 
new. Recently I noted that some of the 
fun calls from the past are just not being 
done anymore, and I made a point of 
workshopping some of them. It is still 
fun to do grand sashay, red hot, grand 
sweep, and some of the gimmick dances 
we used to do. I know, because we've 
danced them recently. Note the calls we 
did a few years ago that we no longer 
use: yo yo circulate, ah so, touchdown 
and destroy the line. That isn't even 
scratching the surface, but ten years 
ago these were being called; today they 
are not. A few will still be found in 
Challenge or Advanced, but they are not 
danced in the Mainstream of our hobby. 
When everything was Mainstream, we 
workshopped many calls we can't use 
now unless we want to list the dance as 
Advanced. It was fun workshopping, and 
enjoying for the night, such calls as 
transfer the column, chain reaction, 
checkmate, ah so, ah so walk, cloverflo, 
coordinate and spin chain the gears. 
Those all come from a list of my work-
shop calls in notes that go back nine 
and ten years. Of course, the problem 
developed when callers forgot that these 
were workshop calls, and started using 
them at clubs without workshopping 
them, and dancers were confused and 
frustrated. That is what brought on our 
levels, then programs, from Callerlab. 
The establishment of programs is 
meant to give dancers more confidence 
when visiting other clubs, and it has cer-
tainly helped. But each time we gain, it 
seems we also lose something. 
Programs (formerly called levels) en- 
courage us to move from one program to 
another. In the process we leave behind 
many good calls that we could be enjoy-
ing. (We also leave behind some friends.) 
We may lose track of some Mainstream 
calls in our rush to move on. Many 
callers (and I'm probably as guilty as 
any) use the most popular calls in Main-
stream, but forget to use many others. 
Also, we are not using the calls from 
other than standard or common set-ups. 
As a result many who are currently danc-
ing Plus and Advanced would get lost in 
Mainstream if the full variety of possible 
calls were used. 
We established programs to give dan-
cers a better chance of visiting around 
without getting "clobbered," and in the 
process we labeled calls and divided our 
dancers. Overlooked by many is the fact 
that the best way to judge what kind of a 
dance you will have is still by knowing 
who the caller is. Some callers can call a 
more interesting and challenging dance 
at Mainstream than others can at Plus 
and Advanced. By creating programs, 
we may level out the calls to be used, but 
we will not make the callers of like value. 
A fact of life today, too, is that many 
new callers, or those who are not booked 
regularly, establish themselves by 
scheduling Plus or Advanced dances 
and workshops. Not that they are ready 
for this, but it is an easy way to fill their 
schedules. Through this process we find 
dancers who know how to get through 
calls like crossfire and square chain 
thru, but fall apart on scoot back with a 
boy and girl facing, or fan the top. 
What am I trying to say, you might 
ask. Simply this, we must train our 
callers and dancers well. We must not 
place too much value on what program 
we dance, but on how well we dance. We 
should dance to the music, which is 
more important that knowing many dif-
ferent calls. We should complete each 
call in the proper time and manner. We 
should value our fellow dancers and our 
caller, and share our enjoyment with 
them. We should value friendship more 
than status. 
It is important that we have more and 
more people enjoying our dances, more 
important than continually striving to 
make our dances more difficult and ex-
clusive. Let us take time to enjoy one 
another. Take time to smell the roses 
along the way! 
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SIZES: 4.10 
0 WIDTHS: N-M-W 
COLORS: WHITE - NAVY 
BLACK SMOOTH - RED • 
BLACK PATENT • BROWN 
GOLD - SILVER - BONE 





MEN'S STYLE A & B: OYSTER (BONE) 
BROWN-LUGGAGE TAN-BLACK-WHITE 
SIZES 7-14 	WIDTHS: N-M-W 
WOMEN'S STYLE C: 
OYSTER (BONE) 
LUGGAGE TAN 





$ 3490 STYLE HH 






'179°  1ST PAIR 
90 2ND PAIR 
(SAME SIZE) 
THEATRICAL 	STYLE E 
ONLY 








ED-BROWN-BONE-GOLD & SILVER ADD '2 
$25  90 2ND PAIR (SAME SIZE) 





SQUARE Er ROUND DANCING FOOTWEAR 
Genuine 
•Sizes 13 & 14 *2 more 
2nd PAIR $eaRgo 
DISCOUNT PRICE NAP 	WOMEN'S '31.90 
'34. 
14 	"The most comfortable shoes for square dancing" 
1st PAIR DISCOUNT PRICE 
$4190  WOMEN'S 
MAIL TO: 
Rochester Shoe Stores 
K-Mart Plaza, Mattydaie, NY 13211 
Syracuse, NY Ph.. (315) 455-7334 
$219°  
Send with order: 
Style • Color • Size • Width • Price 
Your name, address, city, state, zip. 
Add 1.75 per pair for postage & handling. 
Check, Visa, MasterCard Accepted. 
Calling Tips 
by Allen Finkenaur 
MUSIC—OUR GREATEST ALLY 
Continued from November Issue 
Choreography for each singing call 
must also fit the music. What does it 
mean to say "Choreography should fit 
the singing call music"? Remember the 
comments last month about the picture 
and how the caller's voice is the lead in-
strument and the choreography is the 
silhjpc.t9 If rho picture \MAC a h..utirui 
seascape, an artist would not paint in 
flowers as the subject. Music has a simi-
lar need to have the subject (choreo-
graphy) relate to it. Soft flowing music 
should not have grand square choreo-
graphy, and a rolling half sashay for the 
ladies should not be called to march mu-
sic. Exciting music needs exciting cho-
reography. Soft music needs a soft style 
of choreography. 
Any good musician/caller can almost 
always fit any 64 beats of choreography 
into any music that has 64 beats to each 
chorus. Many callers have some stock 
pieces of choreography they have mem-
orized and they use these canned bits in-
discriminately with any record. They do 
not realize (and even their dancers may 
not realize it consciously) but the 
choreography which fits well into one 
singing call does not always fit the next 
one. The caller may be "painting flowers 
on a seascape." The dancer will not get 
the right effect that the music has the 
ability to convey, and may even receive 
an effect that is unpleasant for dancing. 
Callers must learn to write choreogra-
phy to fit each record. This ability takes 
most people learning time and practice. 
Callers who press records need to be 
aware that records would be much more 
successful (popular) if the choreography 
fitted the style of the music and the level 
of the dancers. The caller who cuts a 
record should also realize that some 
callers who will purchase their record 
may not be able to write their own 
choreography. If the choreography that 
is available on the record doesn't fit the 
style of the music, the dancers won't en-
joy it and make the record a best seller. 
If the choreography is too difficult it may  
not be usable in a caller's program, 
because his dancers can't accomplish 
it. I have noticed that Jerry Schatzer, 
who has a fantastic sense of music 
style, quite often has alternate levels of 
choreography included on the "cheat 
sheet" and he uses each suggested cho-
reography on his side of the record to 
help the purchasing caller hear how he 
makes it work. 
Let's also examine patter music of 
which there are many, many varieties. 
The one thing that most good patter 
music has in common is very little 
melody line, or at least the melody is 
light and not from a well-known song. 
This kind of music keeps the dancer's 
primary attention directec1  to the caller's 
choreography and not to the melody. 
Patter music is a very personal selec-
tion for each caller. The caller must 
choose each patter record because it is 
very comfortable to use. Some caller 
convert singing calls for the patter sec-
tion of the tip. Others love "screaming 
fiddles" and still others like some of the 
modern drumbeat styles. I don't think 
any of these selections are incorrect, 
but here again we must think of how the 
dancer will react to the music selection. 
The second requirement of patter mu-
sic is that it have a danceable, well-
defined beat. The dancer is listening to 
the caller to pick up the choreography 
and should not have to strain to feel a 
solid beat in the music. The beat should 
not be a rhythm that is unusual for 
square dancing, such as syncopation or 
calypso. These non-square dance 
rhythms require extra thinking of the 
dancer in order to keep time to the beat. 
This extra thinking requirement may 
cause the dancer trouble in making 
quick recognition of the choreographic 
directions being called, which in turn 
may cause the dancer to break down the 
square. 
Work with your patter records until 
you know them phrase by phrase. At all 
times you must know where you are in 
the record so that you can call a left 
allemande as the phrase changes and 
give extra emphasis to the dance. You 
must know where each chord change 
takes place and again use the chord 
change to give an extra lift. 
Music can be a great ally, if the caller 
uses it well. Listen to your music and 
work with it, and it will be a true friend 
and a great ally. 
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Coy Cowan of Tampa, Florida, suggests a new way to use your Jingle Bell Rock record. This routine works 
equally well on your Little Black Book record, Columbia 4-42529, so you can use it all year long. 
ROCK MIXER 
FORMATION: Double circle, lady on the man's right. All facing line of dance. Open position. 
MUSIC: Jingle Bell Rock, Decca 30513 
ROUTINE: INTRO 
1-4 	Two forward two-steps (man begins on L fool. woman on R, opposite footwork throughout), Rock 
forward and back twice. 
5-8 	Repeat measures 1-4. 
9-12 Side two-step; Wrap two-step (side two-step apart and the lady rolls in turning L face), in wrapped 
pusihon, oil iuLk fui weld and back 
13-16 Side two-step; side two-step; walk four. (Release without an unwrap, side two-step apart, then 
side two-step diagonally man back and woman forward to new partner. Walk four in open position.) 
NOTE: The Jingle Bell Rock record will end with dancers in wrap-up position. Cue: "Hold as long as you 
like. 
To fit right into your Christmas shopping spree, Bob Ruff of Whittier, California, has produced a smooth dan- 
cing record which he calls... 
THE RACE IS ON 
MUSIC: Wagon Wheel 928 
OPENER-MIDDLE BREAK-ENDING: 
Sides face, grand square, 
Walk, two, three, turn; walk, two, three, turn; Walk, two, three, turn; walk, two, three, reverse; 
Walk, two, three, turn; walk, two, three, turn: Walk, two, three, turn; four ladies grand chain 
Chain the girls across, turn 'em, chain them back 
Chain them back and take your lady. promenade 
I've got my gal we're in the running, got to be moving on 
Take a walk, go round the ring, now the race is on. 
FIGURE: 
One and three (two and four) the ladies chain 
Two and tour (one and three) right and left thru 
One and three promenade halfway 
One and three lead to the right and circle half 
Dive thru, circle four in the middle of the ring 
Couples one and three dive under an arch made by couples two and four. Couples two and four now 
facing out, automatically California twirl to face in, ready for the next call. 
Go once around and pass thru and everybody swing 
Swing this girl and promenade go round the ring 
Promenade two by two, now the race is on. 
From Houston, Texas, Johnnie Wykoff has released a dandy tune which I have altered to fit Easy Level 
square dance programming: 
I'LL BE HOME WITH BELLS ON 
MUSIC: Blue Star 2286 
INTRO-BREAK-ENDING: 
Four little ladies chain, get straight across the ring 
You rollaway, you circle to the left again 
Four ladies rollaway, circle round the land 
Allemande left that corner girl, weave the ring and sing 
I'll..be home..with bells on.. 
Swing and you whirl, promenade her 
Trim the tree and wrap the presents, turn the Christmas music on 
This Christmas I'll be home with bells on.. 
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FIGURE: 
All four ladies chain, straight across that set 
Turn them round and chain them back, you're not through yet. 
Head two couples promenade just halfway around you go 
Come down the center, pass thru and face your partner so 
Pass thru once again and swing the corner maid 
Twice around will do the trick and then all promenade 
Trim the tree and wrap the presents, turn the Christmas music on 
This Christmas I'll be home with bells on... 
Frieda Gratson of Moorestown, N.J., has written a delightful little trio routine with a Scottish flavor. She 
calls it: 
SACAJAWEA, THE BIRDWOMAN 
MUSIC: 32-BAR REEL 
FORMATION: three facing three across the room. 1 woman between 2 men facing 1 man between 2 women. 
A-1 Center dancing taking R-H partner and facing diagonally left, dance half rights and lefts (Like a 
right and left thru, except that each person pulls by with the right, turn and face partner, pull by with 
the left anti then idee in to the opposite line 01 three). eenter dancer taking L-H person, facing 
diagonally right, dance halt rights and lefts. 
A-2 All do-sa-do facing dancer. Center dancers swing: meanwhile. the side dancers, facing opposites to 
start, dance halt rights and lefts. 
B-1 Center dancer, facing his right partner, starting with passing right shoulders, dance a reel for three. 
B-2 	All grand right and left along individual facing lines for 3 changes. Facing 4th trio, all forward and back 
ready to start anew with this trio of dancers. 
LEGEND: Sacajawea led Lewis and Clark across the west to the Pacific Ocean. Her husband was the 
"legitimately" hired guide and interpreter, but the 17-year-old Shoshone woman was the reason for his 
hire. Charboneau, the husband, had three Indian wives. He was urged to take Sacajawea because the two 
captains realized she would be of inestimable value. This is the reason for the line-up as described above. 
We're Breaking 
Records... 
Yes. we're probably NUMBER ONE anywhere 
for fast service on your order of records! 
• SQUARE 	 • ROUND 
• CLOGGING 
• FOLK 	 • SOLO DANCE 
Don't be last with the latest' 
Get 'em while they're hot' Call us today' 
CHECK THESE FEATURES: 
20,000 INVENTORY 
—for the latest and the "hard to get" choices! 
FULL-TIME EVERY DAY SHIPPING 
—minimum of waiting, we ship daily! 
NEW, FREE WATS LINE 
—for orders, dial 1-800.328-3800! 
PALOMINO SQUARE DANCE SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 
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Thirty-Filth 
National Square Dance Convention' 
P.O. Box 44183 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46204 
June 26, 27, 28, 1986 
WHAT IS A NATIONAL CONVENTION? 
Since 1952, when the first national 
square dance convention was planned 
and held in California, dancers from all 
over the U.S. and many foreign countries 
have been attending national conven-
tions each year on tire fourth weekend in 
June. Square dance conventions are not 
limited to square dancing, but present 
rounds, contra and clogging, a fashion 
show, seminars, clinics and panels. 
Those attending have a chance to greet 
old friends and to make new ones. 
The entire area organization that 
hosts a convention is made up of vol-
unteers. No salary is paid to anyone in-
volved. The reward is a successful con-
vention. 
The National Executive Committee is 
made up of general chairmen from all 
prior conventions, who have a vast fund 
of knowledge and experience on which a 
convention committee may draw. This 
group (NEC) guides, directs and governs 
the functions of all national conven-
tions. When they award a convention 
four years in advance, two member 
couples are appointed as advisors, who 
attend appointed meetings of the con-
vention board of directors to offer advice 
and help in all stages from early plan-
ning to the convention itself. 
The Indiana committee has set a goal 
of assuring that their 1986 convention 
lives up to the fine tradition of those 
preceding them, and to make theirs big-
ger and better than ever. 
REGISTRATION UPDATE 
The latest news release reports 11,317 
registered as of September 1, 1985. 
TRAVELING TO INDIANAPOLIS 
Many dancers will arrive in family 
automobiles or vans. while others with 
camping in mind will arrive in motor 
homes, travel trailers and campers. 
Other convenient means of transporta-
tion are airlines, trains and commercial 
buses. 
Delta Air Lines is offering a 300/0 dis-
count to attendees traveling on Delta 
round trip to the convention. Call 1-800 
-241-6760 (1-800-282-8536) in Georgia) 
seven days prior to departure to make 
reservations. 
The Union Station, directly across 
from the Convention Center, has a com-
plete new AMTRAK station, with daily 
trains to and from Chicago, that connect 
there with trains to every part of the U.S. 
and Canada. National Executive Com-
mittee member Howard Thornton, 2936 
Bella Vista, Midwest City OK 73110, is a 
well-versed rail hobbyist and will be 
pleased to assist square dancers with 
plans and information. 
Two of the largest bus lines have ter-
minals within walking distance of the 
convention center, and one of the lead-
ing companies' mottoes advises: "Leave 
the driving to us!" 
With all these ways to arrive comfor-
tably in Indianapolis, and the central 
geographic location of the city, a large 
attendance is assured. Sign up now on 
the form in the center of this issue. Let's 
all meet in Indianapolis in June! 
OFFICIAL OUTFIT 
Hundreds 	of 
these outfits have 
already been made 
and many have 




tic pattern #317 was 
selected, to be 
made in white 
with a black overskirt (detachable), trim-
med in black bias tape. Super Vino fabric 
is recommended; however, a fabric of 
80% polyester and 20% cotton has been 
used. White crinoline and white shoes 
complete the outfit. For the men, the 
outfit consists of black trousers, white 
western shirt, black vest, black western 
tie, with a white belt and white shoes. 
The stunning outfit leaves no doubt 
that the wearers are from or supporting 
Indiana's effort to bring us all "back 
home again in Indiana." 
















































































































Indianapolis Metropolitan Area 
T 
SAVE TIME AND MONEY 
Many Registration Forms must be re-
turned because of errors Double-check 
your form for accuracy and completeness 
BE SURE YOU HAVE 
1 Printed legibly all names address. 
city, state zip code telephone number 
and age(s) of child for registration and 
for housing, if requested 
2 Correctly entered all amounts in FEE 
column, including $18 Registration 
Fee for each dancer and amounts for 
all other materials Also included Fly 
Reservation Fee it reserving space in 
RV Parking 
3 Correctly completed SUB-TOTAL and 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED and in-
cluded check or money order with the 
Registration Form 
4 Checked NO HOUSING REQUIRED 
if not requesting housing. 
5 Checked DATES for which rooms are 
needed 
6 Enclosed Registration Forms for ALL 
persons in a group if the group wishes 
rooms in the same Hotel Motel also 
included Name of Group or Group 
Leader 
7 Checked DAYS AVAILABLE if you 
wish to call cue prompt or direct 
dancing 
B Enclosed ALL Registration Forms and 
Fees for all units if you wish to camp 
as a group 
Indicate your choice of Hotel Motel noting 
code number above and place numbers 
of selected accommodations on reverse 
side Be sure to indicate type of room and 
dates needed. One of your choices wit 
be honored if at all possible otherwise' 
comparable rooms will be assigned 
Hotels Motels will not make reservations 
direct—only through the Housing Com 
mine* will reservations be approved 
Telephone requests will not be honored 
Please do NOT send a room deposit with 
this registration form—Hotel Motel will 
confirm later and advise deposit required 
PERSONS WISHING TO ROOM TO 
GETHER SHOULD SEND IN REGIS 
TRATION FORMS TOGETHER 







NOTE RE PLACE MEN BADGES SUBJECT TO CHARGE SUB-TOTAL S 
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THE WORLDS GREATEST SC 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
15 16 17 113 19 20 21 
22 23 24 25 28 V 28 
29 30 
   
Riverside 52 - Kansas City 53 - Dallas 54 - Oklahoma City 55 - San Diego 56 - St. Louis 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLACK (PEN OR PENCIL) 	 HOUSING  
PLACING ONE CAPITAL LETTER OR NUMBER IN EACH BOX 	 Directions for comi 









Imo - Cif= - I T—T1 
AREA CODE AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
*SEE LISTING IN BORDER 
FEES 
Registration Fee Per Delegate 
	 Under 
2 
Years In Advance — $16.00 per Delegate 	
of 
After May 1. 1986 — $18.00 per Delegate 	 Age 
FREE (Applicable tax and badge included) 
DEADLINE FOR CANCELLATIONS FOR REFUNDS 	May 1,1986 
($1.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 
NO REGISTRATION WILL BE CONFIRMED AFTER 	May 1,1986 
Quantity 	 Sub Total 
j Convention program book 	 @ $2 00 
ri "NATIONAL SQUARES" MAGAZINE 	@ $4.00  
COOKBOOKS  ...@ $7.50 
] RV RESERVATION (4 days only) 	 @ $60.00 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED (U.S. FUNDS ONLY) $ 
The National Squares magazine is published in the interest of the National Square Dance Convention 
Louisville 70 - New Orleans 71 - Des Moines 72 - Salt Lake City 73 - San Antonic 



































LAST NAME ONLY 
FIRST NAME FOR BADGE 
ZIP 
TI J NO* 
PAST 
CONY .  
AGE SOLO ATTD 
NO HOUSING RE 
Cht 
a 
Sun. Mon. 71 




Number and type 
• Room(s) with 
❑ Room(s) with 
❑ Room(s) with 
❑ Suite(s) with C 
n Campus Hous 
Number o 
If Housing Requec  
give name of grc 
Telephone No.  
ANY CHANGES I 
WILL INCUR $2.( 
Save Time And 
turned because& 





SQUARE DANCE EVENT 
1ANCE CONVENTION R  
7 28, 1986 
INDIANA 
 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION NO .  
OFFICE USE ONLY 
.outs 57 - Louisville 58 - Denver 59 - Des Moines 60 - Detroit 61 - Miami Beach 62 
completing the housing request below are given on 
is form If you do not desire housing, please check 
3 REQUIRED L1. 
Check nights rooms are needed. 
Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. Sun. 
15/24 6/25 6/26 6127 6/28 6/29 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
HOUSING PREFERENCE 
Insert Code Numbers from Reverse 
	
1st 	2nd 	3rd 	4th 
type of room(s) needed 
with one double bed—two persons (dbl) 
with two double beds-2. 3. 4 persons (dbl-dbl) 
with full-size bed for one person (si) 
with one bedroom (su) 
Housing (one or two beds per room) (ca) 
)er of children and ages 
Nuest is for a Group of Dancers (under 25 rooms) 
f group leader 	  
lo 
iES FROM YOUR ORIGINAL REGISTRATION 
$2.00 SERVICE CHARGE PER REGISTRANT. 
Check for Optional Tour Information 
Ind Money. Many registration forms must be re-
isetof errors—double check your form for accu-
npVtteness. 
ake check or money order payable to: 
1INAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
Return Form To: 
,NCE REGISTRATION DIRECTOR 
P.O. BOX 1986 
RAFALGAR, INDIANA 46181 
PROGRAMMING 
(Callers, Leaders and Prompters ONLY) 
Feb. 1, 1986 is the DEADLINE 
Arrival: 	 a.m. 
day 	date time p.m. 
Available: 0 Thur. 0 Fri. 0 Sat. 
I am: 0 Adult E Youth 0 Male E Female 
Area: L❑j Basic 	LI Mainstream 	L j Plus 
0 Advanced 0 Challenge 
O Workshops E Round Dancing 
O Contra 	E Clogging 
O Education 0 Exhibition 
Calling Preference: ❑ Adults E Youth Hail 
Exhibition Group 
grout) name 
I am the leader: Li Yes 	E No 
I would like housing with other exhibition groups. 
Li Yes 	0 No 
Are any members of your exhibition group re-
questing programming in other areas: 
Yes 	[I] No 
Arriving By (circle one) 	Air 	Bus 	Auto 
Will Arrive 	 AM/PM 
Day 	Date 
PROPER SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE IS 
REQUIRED AT ALL NATIONAL SQUARE 
DANCE CONVENTION ACTIVITIES 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PARKING 
(No Hook-ups) 
CAMPING WED. TILL NOON SUN. 
Please send $60.00 (for 4-day Camp Reserva-
tion only) with this registration and include in total 
fees.  
DANCERS PLANNING TO CAMP TOGETHER 
MUST BE REGISTERED AND 
ARRIVE TOGETHER 
Travel Trailer Li Pop-up Trailer 	Tent ❑ 
Pick-up CamperE Motor Home H 
Generator Yes 1: No E 
Length of Unit 	ft 
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON 
COMMERCIAL TRAILER PARKS AND 
CAMPING AREAS 
ADMISSION TO ALL DANCING AREAS 

































































Ionic. 74.- Kansas City 75 - Anaheim 76 - Atlantic City 77 - Oklahoma City 78 
e, December 1985 
"THE WORLD'S GREATEST SQUARE DANCE EVENT" 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION® 
35TH 
JUNE 26, 27, 28, 1986 
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA 
HOTEL'MOTEL SELECTIONS 
ENTER FOUR CHOICES ON FRONT 
S1 per room per night surcharge 
All Rates Subject to Change 
1314iviNG 
Cosa Toe, SINGLE DOUBLE OBL Del SUITE not Cooe Numtem 	 SINGLE DOUBLE 08k 081 	SUITE TIME 
MINUTES 
DOWNTOWN (D) EAST (Continued) 
DOI Atkinson Hotel 50 	60 78 120-180 Walk 614 Sheraton East HOtel 	41 	51 	61 15 
D02 Canlerbury HOtel 80 90 - Walk 615 Sgnaiure Inn• E as, 40 45 15 
D03 Columbia Club 49 	62 6-9 - Walk E16 Susse Chalet 




elOward Johnson s 
65 	BO 80 150-175 Walk 
Downlown 42 	46 50 - Walk SOUTH (S) 
D07 Indpls Athletic Club 47 53 65 Walk 501 Comfort Inn 	 - 	- 	31 10 
008 Inn of Indianapolis - 	36 72 Walk S02 Days Inn South 	- 37 - 10 
D09 Inn Towner S03 Holiday Inn South 50 	50 	60 	- 15 
Motor Inn 40 	45 Walk 504 Holiday Inn 
010 Travelodge West 42 42 48 - Walk Southeast 	 39 	44 	48 	96 10 
505 Howard Johnson s 
South 	 - 	 39 	- 15 
MIDTOWN (A) 
506 Parke Holei 	 45 100 10 
Econo Lodge - MO I 40 - 20 507 Ouality Inn South 	- 	39 	49 	60.100 20 
M02 Norlh Meridian Inn 28 	38 38 85-125 10 S08 Red Root Inn South - 33 - - 15 
M03 Riverpoinle States - - - 53.73 10 509 Signature Inn South 	40 	- 	45 	- 15 
MO4 Sheraton Mendian 510 W.Shirkg Well Motel 21 28 - 20 
Hotel 60 	70 70 15 
WEST 8 AIRPORT COMPLEX (W) NORTH (N) 
- 	65 
Adams Mark Hotel 	60 	66 	72 	90-325 
NOT Brock Resdence Inn - 90 25 
WO1 15 
NO2 Holiday Inn• Pyramids 57 67 67 90-115 20 
W02 Airport Keen Inn 62 76 - - 15 
NO3 Madan House - 	58 66 - 25 
W03 Ashley Motel 	 22 	25 	2730 	- 20 
1904 Red Roof Inn-North - 33 35 - 20 
W04 Ildion Inn 	 34-41 - 41.53 - 25 
N05 Signature Inn North 40 	- 45 20 
WO5 Howard Johnsen s 
Speedway 	 40 	- 	44 	- 20 
W06 Holiday Inn• Avon 	- 55-60 54-59 - 15 
CASTLETON-North East (C) W07 LaOuinta Motor Inn 31 	36 	46 	- 15 
COI Radisson Plaza - 	70 90 - 20 W08 Midway Motor Lodge 	- 65 - - 25 
0O2 Signature Ine W09 Best Western Airpon - 	51 	41 	85 15 
Castieton 40 45 20 W10 Ramada Inn.Airport 	56 62 - 90 15 
WI 1 Ramada Inn 
Northwest 	 - 	12 	- 	- 20 
EAST (E) W12 Red Roof Inn- 
E01 Accent East Motel 36 	48 - 15 Speedway 	 - 	27 	31 20 
E02 Admiral Motel 20 30 35 - 20 WI3 Regal 8 Inn• 
E03 Basic Inn Motel 25 	29 - - 20 Airport 	 26 	31 	36 	- 15 
604 Budget inn - - 23-32 - 15 W14 Rodeway Inn•Airport 	39 45 69 100 15 
605 Camel-ot W15 Sgnature Inn West 40 	- 	45 	- 20 
Cloverleaf ern 20 	25-30 35 15 W16 Speedway Motel 	39 - 45.57 - 20 
E06 Chi& Motel 26 40 - 10 WI 7 Classic Motor Inn 20 	24 	- 	- 20 
E07 Forl Mote 22 	26 - 20 
E08 Holiday Inn 670 East 47 53 63 - 15 
E09 Howard Johnson s 
East 40 	44 48 
20 
Thirty-Fifth 
610 Indianapolis Marron 59 66-80 - 15
E 1 I Indianapolis Motor National Square Dance Convention' 
8 inn - 	24 29 - 20 
612 LaChrinta Inn-EaSI - 34 44 15 P O Boa 1986 
E13 Rodeway Inn•F est 43.46 	49-54 49-54 70-90 15 Traialuar. Indiana 46181 
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TICKETS/INFORMATION 
BARBARA HARRELSON 
• 12 Pebble Lake Townhouses 
Greenville, S.C. 29609 
903/244-5447 
• 
T,ckets $25.00 Couple 
Lirmted Squares 
• • 	
GRAND SQUARE WESTERN WEAR BATTEN BADGES 
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Russ & Nancy Nichols 
By the time you read this, the new Ad-
vanced list will be back from the printer's. 
Again this year we will help distribute 
them to those wanting a copy. Drop a note 
to us at 1209 Holgate, Maumee OH 43537. 
The following was written by Craig 
Shucker and appeared in Trail RIa7Pr, 
Volume IV, No. 5; October/November 1985. 
We thank the editors for permission to 
reprint: 
What are APD and DBD? 
There seems to be much confusion and 
downright misinformation about the 
terms APD and DBD. Many dancers, in 
good faith, claim to dance APD or DBD 
because they were told by their callers or 
class angels that this was what they were 
being taught. Unfortunately, after one 
talks or dances with them, it is obvious 
that most have no idea of what the terms 
mean, much less dance in that fashion! 
Why is there so much confusion about 
these terms? Callerlab introduced the 
terms, but as far as I can determine, has 
never released printed definitions to the 
general SID community. In fact, many dan-
cers and callers are completely unaware 
that Callerlab considers APD to be ob-
solete and superseded by DBD. 
Let's first look at what APD means. APD 
stands for "all-position dancing." This 
means being able to execute a call from 
any formation from which it can be legally  
called. This is not the same as learning a 
call from a standard position, and then 
learning the left-handed version, or "danc-
ing the part of the other sex." Here's an 
example. The first call taught in nearly 
every A-1 class is acey deucey. Most 
callers usually teach the call starting in 
right-hand ocean waves with the ladies in 
the center and the men on the ends. Some 
also use right-hand two-faced lines with 
the ladies in the center and the men on the 
ends. These two starting positions have 
become the de facto standard positions. 
By the reckoning of many callers and 
dancers, anything else, such as left-hand 
waves or men in the center and ladies on 
the ends, is APD. 
Wrc,ng! Off •thc top of  my head i came 
up with 56 possible starting positions 
from which acey deucey can be executed, 
and I probably missed some. These forma-
tions include two ocean wave formations, 
two two-faced line formations, infacing 
lines, outfacing lines, eight three-and-one 
line formations, 20 T-boned line forma-
tions, completed double pass thru, trade 
by, two thars, two couples promenade, 
and 16 twin diamond formations. If you 
wish to consider the different possible ar-
rangement of sexes within a formation as 
different positions multiply this number 
by six. 
Obviously, trying to teach dancers to 
execute acey deucey from every possible 
formation is impractical. For a caller to 
teach a whole level in this manner could 
take years. 
Fortunately, last year, Callerlab decid-
ed to replace APD with DBD, or "dancing 
by definition." This means that a dancer is 
able to apply the definition of a call to the 
current formation, regardless of whether 
or not he has previously seen the call ex-
ecuted from that formation. The dancer 
CALLERS' COLLEGE 
June 22-26 Newer Callers 	August 3-7 Experienced Callers 
Sight Calling Techniques, Formation Awareness, Creative Choreography, 
Teaching DBD and Much More 
The Approved Callerlab Curriculum 
Taught by Accredited Callerlab Coaches 
Frank Lane's 
DANE k AN 04 P.O. BoWxri1t e38 for2 oEmSpTI eEt eSDPetAa iRl sKa, n dCO LO A D ApplicationsO  8 0 5 1 7 
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LEE KOPMAN 
* Newly revised Al & A2, C-1 & C-2 Instructional Set 
* Now Available on Reel or Cassette 
INSTRUCTIONAL TAPES 
FOR Advanced, C-1, C-2 and C-3 levels of dancing. 
* Minus a couple to make up a square? 
Try our (5) Two Couple Tapes geared to Approved Callerlab level lists 
Mainstream — Advanced Level — 
C-1 Level — C-2 Level — C-3 Level 
* Also Available — Glossary of SID Calls 
* Workshop Tapes 
Advanced to C-4 Level 
For Details, Write to LEE KOPMAN 
2965 Campbell Av., Wantagh NY 11793 
▪ only has to remember one definition. In 
the case of acey deucey, the definition is 
ends circulate while the centers trade. 
This is certainly a lot easier to remember. 
So there you have it. APD is now virtual-
ly meaningless. DBD is a structured way 
of defining the activity of square dancing 
to those participants who view it as more 
than just a casual hobby or a mere social 
activity. Remember, these descriptions 
are simplification on my part; much more 
could be written on the subject. 
• • • 
ty to wish each and everyone of you the 
happiest of holidays. We want to thank 
you for all your support this past year, 
because without your help, this column 
wouldn't be possible. We look forward to 
the challenges of the coming year, with 
the increased responsibility of passing on 
the virtues of Advanced and Challenge 
dancing to a larger audience. Please keep 
those cards and letters coming. Happy 
Holidays!! 
Next Month: More by Craig Shucker on 
"How to Learn DBD." 
Nancy and I want to take this opportuni- 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
See STRAWBERRY SQUARE First! 
Florida's #1 Square and Round Dance 
Mobile Home & Travel Trailer Park 
Refaiug? 
pEtuutiug to tteibte? 
Several choice pre-owned lots and mobile homes are for sale. 
Travel trailers and park models on lots. 
All lots have electric, sewer and water in place. 
SQUARE DANCE HALL ON PREMISES 
Floating Wood Floor — 50-Square Capacity 
PARK MANAGERS: MARTY & BYRDIE MARTIN 
FOR MORE INFORMATION, 
@._ 	WRITE: MORI SOGOLOW 
: 	 4401 Boot Bay Road 
• 
• elP 	Plant City, Florida 33566 
•
•  	 OR CALL: 813-754-2425 • • • .•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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Creative 
Choreography 
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OS: COORDINATE THE GEARS 
by John Swindle 
DESCRIPTION: From single file R-H col-
umns: all circulate 11/2 (as in coordinate) 
to form three pairs (column of six) with a 
lonesome dancer at either end. From 
here, each lonesome dancer and the ad-
jacent pair make a R-H star and as the 
stars begin to turn, each of the two re-
maining (very center) dancers joins the 
star facing, thus blending into two four-
hand R-1-i stars. Each star turns 3/4 and 
the new very centers trade (left hand) 
and then turn the ones they meet by the 
R-H 3/4 , as the others spread apart to 
become the ends of the final two-faced 
lines. From L-H columns, the action is 
the same except the stars are L-H and 
the arms turns are reversed. 
NOTE: The #1 and 3 column dancers are 
the ones who work across the ocean 
wave. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, touch V. 
Coordinate the gears, wheel and deal 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4, coordinate the gears 
Bend the line, touch 1/4 , coordinate 
Couples circulate, wheel and deal 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
Four ladies chain, sides half square thru 
Slide thru, right and left thru 
Left touch 1/4 , coordinate the gears 
Promenade home... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , coordinate, bend the line 
Touch V., coordinate the gears 
Wheel and deal, swing thru, girls trade 
Right and left grand... 
For additional material, see ASD, 
February 1985, pages 49-50. 
American Squaredence Magazine's choreography 
section features original material submitted to the 
editor. Now ideas are presented each month. Mall 
creative material to Ed Freidenburg, American Square 




CALLERLAB DEFINITION: From tidal 
wave, two-faced line, point to point dia-
mond, six-dancer wave, six-dancer col-
umn: The three adjacent pairs of 
dancers trade as ends remain in place. 
NOTE: This call may also be done from 
other arrangements we have identifiable 
ends plus three other pairs. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads pass the ocean, triple trade 
(Wave centers and outside pairs trade) 
Spin the top, sides cloverleaf, extend 
Swing thru, girls trade, star thru 
Dive thru, square thru 3/4 , left allemande.. 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Right and left thru, rollaway 
Centers pass the ocean, ends touch 1/4 
Outside six circulate, triple trade 
Outside six circulate, swing thru 
Others hinge, girls turn back and 
Circulate, bend the line, you're home... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, girls hinge 
Diamond circulate, triple trade 
Diamond circulate, girls hinge 
Wheel & deal, pass thru, wheel & deal 
Square thru 3/4, left allemande... 
Sides swing thru, heads divide, touch Y. 
Triple trade, spin the top, other boys run 
Recycle, sweep 1/4 , double pass thru 
Track two, swing thru, girls circulate 
Boys run, girls trade, ferris wheel 
Dixie grand, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Centers pass the ocean, ends touch 1/4 
Trade the wave, column six circulate 
Triple trade, trade the wave 
Outside six circulate, all boys run 
Centers wheel and deal, square thru 3/4 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Touch to a wave, triple trade 
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Girls spin the top, boys hinge 1/4 
Outside six circulate, triple trade 
All boys run, centers wheel and deal 
Pass thru, swing thru, same sexes trade 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, pass thru 
Centers touch to a wave, triple trade 
Extend twice, triple trade, ping pong 
Circulate, step thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , circulate, center girls run 
Veer left, triple trade, column six 
Circulate, all boys run, trade the wave 
Extend, swing thru, split circulate 
Boys run, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Touch 1/4 , coordinate, couples hinge 
Triple trade, center ooys ninge 
Flip the diamond, trade the wave 
Others bend the line, centers hinge 
Boys run, zoom and pass thru 
Left allemande... 
Heads spin the top, boys run, triple trade 
Centers wheel and deal, pass thru 
All track two, swing thru 
Same sexes trade, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Swing thru, boys run, triple trade 
Couples hinge, crossfire, triple scoot 
Boys run, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
Sides flutter wheel, heads square thru 
Four hands, swing thru, girls circulate 
Once and a half, boys hinge, triple trade 
Flip the diamond, boys run, all circulate 
Bend the line, you're home... 
Heads square thru four, touch to a wave 
Boys circulate 11/4 , girls hinge 
Flip the diamond, triple trade 
Flip the diamond, triple trade 
Flip the diamond, boys run, promenade 
Heads wheel around, crosstrail thru 
Left allemande... 
ZIP THE LINE 
by Dick Han, Monticello, Indiana 
DESCRIPTION: From a tidal two-faced 
line: the foursome on each end of the ti-
dal line (two-faced line) will do a 3/4 tag 
the line, (this produces a column of six 
and two lonesome out-facing dancers, 
one on each end); from here all finish as 
in coordinate (i.e., center six trade, very 
centers and lonesome ends move for-
ward to become the ends of the final 
two-faced line). Those lonesome ends 
must turn toward their inside shoulders 
and walk forward. 
AUTHOR'S EXAMPLES: 
Zero box to zero box: heads square thru 
Four hands, swing thru, boys run 
Couples hinge, zip the line, boys hinge 
Flip the diamond...zero box wave 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Girls run, couples hinge, zip the line 
Ladies hinge, diamond circulate 
Flip the diamond, trade the wave 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, couples hinge, zip the line 
Half tag, boys run, pass the ocean 
Trade the wave, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, spin the top, boys run 
Zip the line, ferris wheel, pass thru 
Touch 1/4 , walk and dodge, partner trade 
Pass the ocean, right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Spin the top, triple trade, girls run 
Zip the line, ladies trade, bend the line 
(Zero line), left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, pass the ocean 
Grand swing thru, boys run, zip the line 
Couples circulate, boys cross run 
Bend the line, left allemande... 
Heads sqaure thru four, swing thru 
Boys run, tag the line right 
Couples hinge, zip the line, ferris wheel 
Double pass thru, track two 
Trade the wave, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass thru, wheel and spread, pass thru 
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru 
Swing thru, centers run, couples hinge 
Zip the line, couples circulate 
Centers trade, tag the line in, star thru 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Two ladies chain, ocean wave, girls run 
Zip the line, partner trade 
Promenade home... 
Heads square thru four, right & left thru 
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line right 
Couples hinge, zip the line, ferris wheel 
Pass thru, left allemande... 
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Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, fan the top, girls run 
Zip the line, couples circulate 
Bend the line, pass the ocean 
Scootback, right and left grand... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Flutter wheel, ocean wave, girls run 
Zip the line, couples trade 
1/2 circulate, bend the line, you're home.. 
EXPLODE THE DEUCEY 
DESCRIPTION: From parallel waves: ex-
plode and all step forward to a right-
hand tidal wave; all arm turn 1/2 by the 
right, center six arm turn 1/2 by the left 
(grand swing thru), very ends half cir-
culate, new ends of the six-hand wave 
step forward and do a 1/4 right-face turn 
where they circulate to become the ends 
of the final two-faced lines; meanwhile, 
the lonesome ends do another half cir-
culate as the center four arm turn 3/4 by 
the right. 
PARALLEL WAVES, EXPLODE & 
STEP TO A TIDAL WAVE: 
ItclacHIQHOT 
GRAND SWING THRU, 
LONESOME ENDS 1/2 CIRCULATE: 
citIC) C3 Er] It 
WAVE ENDS STEP FORWARD, FACE 
RIGHT AND CIRCULATE; CENTER 
FOUR ARM TURN 3/4 AS LONESOME 
ENDS 1/2 CIRCULATE. 
SAMPLE CHOREO: 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Pass the ocean, explode the deucey 
Ferris wheel and spread, left allemande.. 
Heads pass thru, go round one to a line 
Pass the ocean, explode the deucey 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, ocean wave 
Explode the deucey, couples circulate 
Bend the line, pass thru, ends crossfold 
Touch 1 , centers trade, centers run 
Wheel and deal, pass thru, trade by 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Spin the top, explode the deucey 
Centers circulate, wheel and deal 
Swing thru, ends circulate, single hinge 
Same sexes trade, right and left grand... 
Heads square thru four, swing thru 
Explode the deucey, girls trade 
Ferris wheel, turn thru, left allemande... 
Heads half square thru, split two and 
Line up four, ocean wave, fan the top 
Explode the deucey, ferris wheel and 
Spread, pass thru, boys trade, explode 
The deucey, couples circulate 
Ferris wheel and spread, pass thru 
Girls crossfold, touch 1/4 , recycle 
Pass to the center, square thru 3/4 
Left allemande... 
Heads lead right and circle to a line 
Ocean wave, triple trade, spin the top 
Explode the deucey, girls trade 
Tag the line right, ferris wheel 
Centers left turn thru, swing thru 
Girls trade, right and left grand... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Spin the top, explode the deucey 
Wheel and deal, touch l/4, boys circulate 
Same sexes trade, right and left grand... 
Heads pass thru go round one to a line 
Pass the ocean, explode the deucev 
Couples circulate, crossfire, coordinate 
Ladies hinge, very centers trade 
Diamond circulate, flip the diamond 
Ladies trade, recycle, pass to the center 
Square thru 3/4 , left allemande... 
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by Walt Cole 
TIMING S THE THING! 
INTRO 
Around one to a line 
— — and back 
— — right & left thru 
Square thru 3/4 — —
Take corner, promenade 
FOR THE MODULAR CALLER: 
Zero line: pass thru, girls trade, boys trade 
Pass thru, boys  trade, girls tradc..nrc line 
Zero line: pass thru, girls trade 
Centers trade, ends trade, girls trade... 
Zero line. 
Zero line: pass thru, boys run right 
Swing thru, centers trade, boys run 
Right and left thru...zero line. 
Zero line: roll away with a half sashay 
Pass thru, girls run right, swing thru 
Ends trade, boys run right...zero line. 
Zero square: heads turn thru. separate 
Around one and into the middle 
Left turn thru...zero box. 
Zero square: tour ladies chain 3/4 
Four ladies chain across, heads turn thru 
Separate around one to a line...zero line. 
THE BASIC PROGRAM: 
TRADE 'EM: 
Zero lines, pass thru, couples trade... 
Zero line. 
Zero lines: pass thru, ends trade 
Couples trade...zero line. 
Zero lines: pass thru, partner trade 
Right and left thru...zero line 
Zero lines: pass the ocean, all eight 
Circulate, boys run, boys circulate double 
Couples circulate. couples trade 
Bend the line...zero line. 
Zero box: touch Y., girls trade, pass thru 
Girls trade, boys run, star thru...zero box. 
Zero box: touch 1/4 , centers trade 
Swing thru, boys run, partner trade 
Star thru...zero box. 
Zero box: star thru, pass thru, girls trade 
Boys trade. box the gnat, star thru... 
Zero box. 
THE MAINSTREAM PROGRAM: 
TRADE 'EM SOMEMORE. 
Zero lines: pass thru, tag the line in 
Box the gnat, pull by, partner trade... 
Zero line. 
Zero line: pass thru, lag the line in 
Pass thru, boys trade, girls trade.. zero line 
Zero lines: pass thru, half tag the line 
Swing thru, girls trade, slide thru 
Pass thru, trade by, slide thru 
Flutter wheel, pass thru, half tag the line 
Swing thru, boys run, partner trade... Zero line. 
Zero lines: pass the ocean, all eight circulate 
Single hinge, girls trade, flutterwheel...zero lines. 
Zero box: touch 1/4 , walk and dodge, partner trade 
Reverse the flutter wheel, slide thru...zero box. 
Zero box: touch 1/4 , scoot back. centers trade 
Swing thru, boys run, slide thru...zero box. 
Zero box: touch 1/4 , scoot back, boys trade 
Pass thru, boys bade, cast off 5/4 , gins traoe 
Recycle...zero box. 
CLOVER TO A ? 
Zero square: heads right & left thru, crosstrail thru 
Around one, into the middle, turn thru, left turn thru 
With the outside two, in the middle turn thru 
All cloverleaf to a grand right and left 
Promenade home... 
DIXIE STYLISH: 
Zero box: touch 1/4 , split circulate, boys fold 
Ladies lead to a Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Boys cross run, swing thru. single hinge 
Boys fold, ladies lead to a Dixie style to a wave 
Boys trade, left allemande... 
Zero square: heads pass the ocean, swing thru 
Single hinge, boys fold, ladies lead to a Dixie style 
To an ocean wave, girls run, veer right 
All veer right, couples circulate, bend the line 
Pass the ocean, swing thru, single hinge, boys fold 
Ladies lead a Dixie style to an ocean wave 
Boys trade, girls cross fold, box the gnat 
Hang on to a right and left grand... 
RUN TO A? 
Zero lines: pass thru, wheel and deal 
Double pass thru, cloverleaf, double pass thru 
Leads partner trade, slide thru, right & left thru 
Rollaway with half sashay, turn thru, courtesy turn 
Slide thru. eight chain thru, do-sa-do to a wave 
All eight circulate, swing thru, boys run 
Ferris wheel, sweep Y., square thru 
Right and left thru, touch 1/4 , girls run 
Grand right and left, promeade home... 
JUST DANCIN': 
Zero square: sides star thru, right and left thru 
With a full turn to the outside two, pass to center 
Pass thru, right and left thru, pass thru, trade by 
Pass to the center, pass thru, touch 1/4 
Split circulate, boys run, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Right and left thru with full turn to face outside two 
Veer left, ferris wheel, in the middle veer left 
Veer right, left allemande... 
:Four ladies chain across 
:Heads promenade half 
— Sides pass thru 
— Go forward 
— Slide thru 
- — — 
- — — — 
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JEANNE 
EiRISCOF 
scope—big mac records 
SEASONAL HIT 
SCOPE 607 MELE KALIKIMAKA 
Hawaiian Christmas Song 
NEW RELEASES on SUNNY HILLS 
SH5005 PUT ON YOUR OLD GREY BONNET by Mac 
SH5004 BLUE RIDGE MTS. by Mac 
SH5003 HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBERS by John 
SH001 ONCE MORE/RUBY (Hoedowns) 
NEW ON BIG MAC 
BM067 HOTTEST "X" IN TEXAS by Jeanne 
BM068 WALKING THE FLOOR OVER YOU 
BM069 OH JOHNNY by John 
CURRENT FAVORITES 
SH5002 KATY by Jeanne Briscoe 
SH5001 HELLO HELLO by Mac 
SC649 LET ME CALL YOU SWEETHEART by Mac 
SC549 HAZEL EYES by Clyde Drivers 
BM066 GIMME ONE MORE CHANCE by Ron 
BM065 YOU ALWAYS HURT THE ONE YOU LOVE by John 
BM064 ROCK 'N ROLL SHOES by Jeanne 
BM062 FIREBALL MAIL by John 
BPAD61 LOVE LETTERS by Ron 
BM060 YOU DON'T CARE by Mac 
New dancer teaching records for groups that have no leacher caller. Especially good 
for Senior Citizen Groups and Schools from Grade 4 up Each series consists of 5 
45-rpm records with ten lessons on the records. Instruction books are Included. 
Order Scope Series 1 11.111 and IV Cost 59 95 each plus shipping cost For inlorma-
lion call or write us 
Box 1448, San Luis Obispo CA 93406 
RON 
MINEAU 	 Tel.: 805-543-2827 
CALLERS AIDS 
MAINSTREAM FLOW: The callers' note service which restricts itself to the Calleriab Mainstream Program and Quarterly Seleclions. Eight 
pages of good, usable material for the Mainstream club caller and teacher No space is wasted on new experimenlal material and all of the 
routines flow smoothly Zeros. equivalents and conversions will be featured along win) two singing call routines using the spotlight call of 
the month All material will enable you to better understand and to use the Mainstream Program S16 00 per year subscription cost (21.00 
foreign air mail) 
THE PLUS SUPPLEMENT TO MAINSTREAM FLOW: The beneficial addition which gives you assistance with the Calleriab Plus Program 
Four additional pages of material for teaching and calling the Plus Program. Combined subscription with Mainstream Flow. $25.00 per 
year subscription (532 50 foreign air mail to Europe. $35 00 to Far East) 
++++ ++++++++++++++ +++++++++++++++++ ++++++ +++++++++++ +++++++ 
SINGING CALL BOOKS 
These books contain singing call routines which progress in the recommended teaching order for the Callerlab Programs. They all fit any 
standard 64-beat singing call recording you like. All are printed in Orator type so they may be easily read from al least three feel away. II 
you are looking for ways to make your dances and workshops easier and more fun, these books are for you. EACH BOOK is 510 00 postpaid 
ISI3 00 to Europe. S14 00 to Far East) 
SINGING THRU MAINSTREAM: 246 singing call routines for the Mainstream Program A good. by-definition tool for teaching your classes 
and Mainstream workshops. Just plain fun for experienced Mainstream dancers. 
SINGING THRU PLUS: 186 singing call routines for the Plus Program with three additional routines for each of the Quarterly Selections. If 
your dancers can dance all routines in this book with minimum square breakdown, they are ready for Advanced workshop 
SINGING THRU ADVANCED ONE: 202 singing call routines tor the Advanced One Program Your advanced group will love these routines 
and will be better dancers because of them 
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF HASH CALLING 
This book, written by Jay King and revised by Gene Trimmer will be your key lo learning how to use the Mental Image system of calling. It 
enables you to learn how to practice and to call square dancing without having dancers before you. An invaluable aid to the old and new 
Caller alike $18 00 Postpaid 1E22 00 foreign air main 
INSTRUCTIONAL CASSETTE TAPES 
90-minule tapes that will help your calling. You can learn to build your own singing call routines that flow smoothly and time out properly for 
good dancing flow You can also learn to use zeros. equivalents and conversions with ease and make your calling much more effective.  
Each tape S10 00 Postpaid 414.00 foreign air mail) 
T001 —HOW TO BUILD SINGING CALLS 	 T002—USING ZEROS, EQUIVALENTS .0 CONVERSIONS 
Note Prices are the same for Canada .5 F.1 S Send check or money order (foreign M 0 marked U S Dollars) to 
GENE TRIMMER 	 103 Rosewood 	 Peragouid AR 72450 
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John Carlton Pete Diven Ed Kozlowski 
ATTENTION!! ■41'r.  
ATTENTION!! 
We now have a new record store 
at our business location. We carry 
a wide variety of records, including 
Pop-labels and hard to find Oldies. 
We supply a turntable for your lis-
tening pleasure. Come on in and vis-
it us. If we don't have the record you 
are looking for, we'll try and find it! 
We also have the "R & L Record 
Service". For more information. 
contact us. 
ALL CALLERS, CUERS AND 
DANCERS WHO HAVE "USED" 
SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE 
RECORDS THEY WOULD LIKE 
TO GET RID OF. 
Wouldn't you like to get rid of the 
records you don't use anymore? 
Well here's chance to clean out the 
your closet. Maybe we can help you 
sell them through our R & L "used 
record-  department. For further in-
formation please contact us at the 
address below. 
"GET HOOKED ON TROUT" 
RALPH TROUT 
Square Dance Caller 
128 W. McNeal Street 
Millville. N.J. 08332 
(609) 825-6547 
TRAVELLING - FULL TIME CALLER 




RB 298 - DOWN ON THE CORNER 
	
RB 284 - HEADED FOR A HEARTACHE 
RB 299 - FOOL BY YOUR SIDE RB 283 - AIN'T NO CALIFORNIA 
G & W 600 - BUT FOR LOVE 
NOW PRODUCING FLUTTERWHEEL RECORDS 






FW 500 - SO ROUND, SO FIRM. SO FULLY PACKED -JOHN 
FW 501 - WALKIN' AFTER MIDNIGHT - PETE 
FW 502 - SIXTEEN BEAUTIFUL AND MINE - ED 
TROUT PRINTING & PUBLISHING 
BLDG. 33 - REEVES ROAD - MVL. AIRPORT - MILLVILLE, N.J. 08332 
(609) 825-6547 (Home) — (609) 327-2697 (Office) 




SQUARE DANCER'S ANSWER 
FOR COLD SHOULDERS 
"We should be able to wear our 
favorite dresses year around and be 
comfortable, too," says Karen Royal, 
avid square dancer and Portland, 
Oregon, designer. 
Pink Unicorn Creations' newest publi-
cation features Karen's latest patterns, 
a set of three knitted bolero-style 
sweaters created especially for square 
dancers. In the leaflet are complete in-
structions for short, elbow-length, and 
long-sleeved sweaters in small, medium 
and large sizes, each with a different 
stitch design carefully chosen for both 
experienced and beginning needlewor-
kers knitted in one piece using #9 
needles. 
Any woman can quickly and inexpen-
sively acquire a wardrobe of beautiful 
sweaters to compliment all her prettiest 
dresses while banishing forever the 
need to leave a favorite dress hanging in 
the closet for months because it's a 
"summer dress," 
Ask for Easy Knit S/D Sweaters, $3.75 
ppd., from PO Box 1509, Portland OR 
97207. 
LOU MAC & MAR-LET 
LOU-MAC RECORDS:  
LM153 WASTED THE REST—Mac Letson 
LM152 BLUE DANCING SHOES BY Lee Swain 
LM151 YOU, YOU, YOU— Mac Letson 
LM150 FADED LOVE—Tom Miller 
LM149 WHICH SIDE OF LOVE—Mac Letson 
LM148 SOUTHERN BOUND—Bill Claywell 
LM147 THEN I'LL BE HAPPY—Mac Letson 
MAR-LET RECORDS:  
MAR509 LEONA—David Burns 
MAR508 TRAVELING SHOES—Wayne Smith 
MAR507 BABY LIKES TO SQUARE DANCE— 
Robert Townsend 
MAR506 IT'LL BE ME—David Burns 
MAR505 THIS WORLD OF MINE—John Holmes 
MAR504 THINGS—Wayne Smith 
MAR503 WONDERFUL WORLD OF WOMEN— 
Harold Rowden 
MAR502 BELLES OF SOUTHERN BELL— 
Jerry Hill 
MAR501 AMERICAN GUEST—David Burns 















P4cliikeftmi Aoiea S4aFe Dakeel   
Coopaative Arociatios 
27th Annual 
Square and Round Dance 
Spring Festival 
"B'tween-B'twix" in '86!! 
Feb. 2Z 28-Mar. 1, 1986 
b4tP\N/ 0,€'\  
Sheraton Washington Hotel 
Washington, D.C. 
FESTIVAL DIRECTORS 
Jerry and Garnett Reilly, 3129 Prosperity Ave., 
Fairfax, VA 22031 (703) 560-1719 
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Steal a 4et'.tle Peek 
ia a Collat .,: Recoldt:I.et t 
r<> 
11077A"  
Bob Sedlor, now of Cary, North 
Carolina, has been calling for 22 + 
years. He called for three clubs in the 
Burlington, Vermont, area over a nine-
teen year period. He then moved to 
California for a 11/2 year period, and has 
been in North Carolina two years, where 
he now calls for three clubs in the 
Raleigh area. He has called at four na-
tional conventions, a dozen New 
England conventions, one Canadian na-
tional and several festivals in the nor-
theast. He has spent three years as a 
resident campground caller and was a 
caller for a cruise on the S.S. Oceanic, 
using one-night formats. 
HOEDOWNS 
Alpine Hoedown—TNT 
Ragtime Annie—Square Tunes 
Breezin' Easy—Ranch House 
Liquid Gold—Wild West 






I Got Mexico—Red Boot 
I Don't Know a Thing about Love— 
Rhythm 
Sweet Country Music—Chaparral 
Gold Rush—Lou Mac 
Heart of My Heart—Blue Star 
Right or Wrong—Kalox 
Some Broken Hearts—Rhythm 
4.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
• RUTH & REUEL deTURK 	 THE 
• 1606 Hopmeadow Street 
2 	Simsbury, Conn. 06070 
- 
•E, Routes 10 - 202 
• Opp. Bowling Lanes at the 
• GRANBY LINE 
• Phone: 203-658-9417 
2 	 ...de.' 5-1 0 P 
• 
• HOLIDAY SUPER SPECIALS •. 
	
•• 	SISSY OR MID BRITCHES 
•• Nylon or Cotton—All Colors 
2,Buy 2 and Get $5.00 OFF Total Price 
2: 	State 2 colors for 2nd Choice 
• • 
• 
• • 	LADIES' & MEN'S WESTERN SHIRTS 
• • Including Embroideries • • 
.. 	$5.00 OFF Reg. Price, $7.00 OFF on 2 
t ,All Sizes—Give Color Sleeve Lerlth & Neck Size  v••••••••••••‘ 
• 
• 	 Above Coupons Must Be Presented 
• Or Accompany Order 
• GOOD THRU JAN. 15, '86 ONLY! 
• 
• UPS Chg:$2. on 1 Item, $3. on More than 1 Item 	 2 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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MEN—NEW—PANTS 
100% Polyester—Unhemmed— Keystone Loops 
High Fashion Colors & 
Basic Tan. Brown. Black 	$29.98 
ANY PETTICOAT IN STOCK 
$5.00 OFF Regular Price 






SEND FOR FREE 	• 























Mon. Thru Set. 







Belles and Beaux, Thunderbird 
Squares and Thunderbird Cloggers of 
Valdosta, Georgia, invite dancers com-
ing through the area to dance with them. 
The schedule is: B&B. first and third 
Saturday nights at the Garden Center, 
Corner Gordon and Patterson Streets; 
T-S, every Tuesday night, Mathis City 
Auditorium; T-C, every Monday night at 
the same location. 
A new S/D class started in June and 
will graduate in December. Cloggers 
graduated on Sept. 9, and a new class 
began Sept. 30. Cloggers have danced at 
Valdosta Mall. nursinq homes. Reed 
Bingham Park, the Great Hahira Pickin', 
Aquarama. Wire Grass Opry, and the 
barn at Madison, Florida. Their second 
clogging festival was such a success 
that next year the Thunderbird Clogging 
Festival will be held for two days, July 
18-19, at the Mathis City Auditorium. 
Belles and Beaux has started round 
dance lessons prior to regular club 
dances. 	 Vivian Bennett 
WESTERN HOSPITALITY 
Eight couples from Sunshine State 
Chapater 018 rendezvoused at Garden 
City, Kansas, on their way to the Interna-
tional Camporee in Pueblo, Colorado, 
and were treated to real western 
hospitality. They were invited to the Buf-
falo Stompers SID Club, and their caller, 
Tom Peters, and his wife, Dalene, drove 
over 100 miles for this event. During the 
break, Mori Sogolow (018) presented Joe 
and Sarah York, Buffalo Stompers, with 
a "Wheel of Progress" pin. This honor is 
to the "workhorses" who make the 
wheels turn in the advancement of 
square and round dancing. Also present 
were Andy and Audry Ziegler (018), vice-
president of the Florida Assoc. of 
NSDCA, who were the first to receive the 







Sue Miller 	MAGNET, INDIANA 47555 	Phone: 812-843-5491 
DANCER 
Ideal for Round Dancers. 
1' ,'• heel, all leather uppers, 
cushioned insole for corn 
Ion. 5.10 narrow; 4-10 me-
dium: 5-10 wide.  
BlacklWhite 
RedlNavylBrown 	$31.00 
Indiana Add 4% 	
Silver/Gold 	 $33.00 
Sales Tax 	
Classics available 	in 
black/white. all sizes, $20.00 
1411A 	 No guarantee 
=OM 
Prices subject to change without notice. 
POSTAGE ON SHOE ORDERS: 
$1.75 ea. plus .50 ea. additional pr. 
"WNW 
STRETCH COTTON PETTI PANTS 
With 1 '," nylon lace. The mid thigh has 8 rows of 
lace and knee length has 9 rows of lace. These are 
, made for us exclusively and they're made true to 
i
size. Colors are: while. lime, black, yellow, blue, 
pink, red, orange, purple, hot pink, multicolor, 
. royal. red. white and blue combination, brown. 
navy, lilac and kelly. Order mid•thigh or knee 
length in S.M•L•XL. Sissy Pants 6 rows of lace. 
Sizes S.M•L.XL. 
$6.00 or 2 pr. for $15.00 	Shorties — 3" legs. 
8 rows of lace. 
MAJESTIC 
Glove tanned leather. Size 6 
thru 12 N. 4 thru 12 M, 
sizes. Steel shank for sup-
port. Slim available. 
Black 8 White 
Navy, Red, Brown 27.95 
Silver 8 Gold 	30.00 
RINGO 
The shoe most square 
dancers wear. '," heel with 
elastic binding around shoe. 
Strap across instep. 
Black 8 White 	 26.00 
Yellow, Pink, Red 
Hot Pink. Orange 	26.00 
Silver and Gold 28.00 
Sizes 4.11 Med. 
and Narrow 
MID-T 	KNEE LENGTH 
i. 	 it4 
$6.50 	$8.00 
POSTAGE: $1. ea; .75 ea. add 
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distinction. New friendships were made 
and fun-filled evening of dancing and 
feasting that Chapter 018 will never 
forget. 	 Marge Lundberg 
Tampa, Florida 
URDC CONVENTION SITE CHANGES 
Due to renovation work at the Hotel 
Muehlebach in Kansas City, Mo., the 
URDC Convention has been moved to 
the Kansas City Convention Center. The 
new headquarters hotel is the Ameri-
cana Hotel, located across the street 
from the Convention center. The URDC 
convention room rate is $48, parking in-
cluded. Those who have already 
registered at the Muehlebach will 
automatically be registered at the 
Americana instead. Dates remain the 
same: July 23-26, 1986. 
A teachers seminar is scheduled on 
Wednesday, headed by Bill and Carol 
Goss, education chaircouple. Wednes-
day evening is the Prelude Ball. For fur-
ther info, write Phil and Becky Guen-
thner, 5501 Crosswood Ct., Louisville KY 
40291. 
CENTRAL OHIO OFFICERS 
The officers of the Central Ohio 
Callers Association for the current 
season are; Lowell Noland, president; 
Dave Stuthard, vice-president; Jerry 




The death of Alan Munro, Wood-
bridge, Ontario, on August 2 has left a 
gap in Toronto and District activities 
that will not be easily filled. His tribute in 
T&D Notes says: "always ready for a 
visit, always ready to offer opinions and 
suggestions when the need arose, al-
ways ready with a smile and sometimes 
a joke or two, arid aiways ready to give 







ESP608 I'M FO R LOVE by Larry 
ESP607 OLD ROCK & ROLLER by Larry 
ESP134 THIS OLD HEART IS GOING TO RISE 
AGAIN by Elmer 
ESP132 WAIT TILL THE SUN SHINES NELLIE 
by Elmer & Tony 0. 
ESP131 DON'T CALL HIM A COWBOY by Elmer 
ESP209 BIG DADDY'S ALABAMY BOUND by Elmer, 
Paul & Darryl McMillan 
ESP208 YOU ARE MY SUNSHINE by Elmer & Bob 
ESP207 ON THE ROAD AGAIN by Elmer & Larry 
ESP004 HOME SO FINE cued by Jim 
ESP003 CAROUSEL WALTZ, Cued by Jim 
ESP002 ELMER'S TWO STEP, Cued by Jim 
ESP403 HO-DOWN (Hoedown) Plus calls by Larry 
ESP510 BILOXI LADY by Bob 
ESP509 BEFORE I MET YOU by Bob 
ESP315 FORTY HOUR WEEK by Paul 
ESP314 MY BABY'S GOT GOOD TIMIN' by Paul 
For complete listing and distribution information, contact. 
Elmer Sheffield Productions. Inc. 
3765 Lakeview Dr., Tallahassee FL 32304. 904-576-4088 or 681-3634 
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A special awards presentation was held 
during the National Convention in Birm-
ingham last June at which three stars of 
Prairie-Mountain-Desert-Ocean record-
ings were given gold records for having 
sold 25,000 records each. Producers Al 
and Donna Horn made the awards. 
Shown in the photo, I. to r., are Renny 
Mann, Al Horn, Chuck Donahue and 
Johnny Scott. At the event a mortgage 
burning ceremony was also held, signify-
ing completion/payment of the recording 
studio in Penrose, Colorado, owned by 
the producers. 
L.A1,11 	i f ,A  
On the Nashville Network of cable TV 
recently, a segment called Wrap Around 
Nashville featured a story called S/D 
Super Stars. The format took viewers 
behind the scenes to see Gary Shoe-
make and Ken Bower cutting a SID 
record in a Nashville recording studio. 
Charlie McCoy furnished some of the 
background music on his harmonica. 
The name of the record cut was Old 
Black Magic. As Gary and Ken called, 
the cameras panned the area where 
several squares of beautifully dressed 
partners danced to the recording. 
Congratulations to caller Bill and 
Cheryl Bumgarner of Columbus, Ohio, 
on the birth of Amy Linn on Sept. 18. 
Judith Clark of Northampton, Mass., 
got this colorful announcement along 
with a photo in the pages of Yankee 
magazine recently: "Every Saturday 
night at Munson Library on the green in 
South Amherst, Massachusetts, one and 
all are invited to learn contra dancing 
NATIONAL 
re SQUARE DANCE DIRECTORY 
1986 EDITION 
Over 10,000 square. 	round, contra and clog- 
ging 	club 	listings. Information 	on 	major 
festivals, publications, products and services 	A 
must for every dancer. 
Available MARCH 1. 1986 
57.00 per copy (plus $2. postage) 
PO Box 54055, Jackson MS 39208 
601-825-6831 
NEW: :„.._ 	 $25.00 
• 0)1 	 4iIrsl S2 Sr ii, 
ettl-Cia.0 Dostage & handling 
..". 
• 
t Holds up to 6 petticoats.. 	-," 	.• ...1,..„„,<A1.5 
Use for traveling or storage.  
Lightweight nylon. Sturdy. Secure.----- 
Water 8 Dirt Repellent. 
Send for Free Brochure New York State res add 8VIN lax.  
30-day Unconditional Money Back Guarantee 	Dealer In- 
quiries Welcome 
A STITCH IN TIME SEWING MACHINE CO. 
100 W 	25th St.. New York NY 10001 	212.243-8059 
-.. 
THE CHOREO CONNECTION 
Monthly Note Service 
ED FRAIDENBURG 
1916 Poseyville Rd. 
Midland, Mich. 48640 
$18.00 Annually 
Write for Sample Copy 
Special 	Bonus 	A 	one•year 	subscription 	to 	American 
Squaredence with each lull year subscription to Choreo Connec- 
tion. Valid for new subscribers to Choreo Connection only 	Ask 
for details 
Cloggers & Square 
VI tr 	• Dance Shoes. 	 ,
Blk 8 Wht 524.00 
Colors 	029.50 ' 	 li, . 
P 	& t-1 add 52 25 
SOPHIA T's 
Square Dance & Western Wear Fashions 
Eastern N.C.'s Largest Square Dance Shop 
Route 9, Box 273A • Hwy. 70 East 
Goldsboro, North Carolina 27530 
Te1.919-778-0476 
Catalog available-51.50 (refunded on first order) 
Checks, Master Card, Visa, American Express 
We Ship Anywhere In the World. 
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,E 
CALLERS 
R.D. CUERS 	 (re. 
S.D. LEADERS 1 .. .... 1,.„„.s,., 
Send for Free Copy of our 
CALLERS NOTE SERVICE 
and into on our 
LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM 
"'It pays to take notes." 
4.* 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC.,  INC..
4.5„>s,  










Certified Instructor Trainer 	 II 
CALLER TRAINING TAPES 
Timing/Music-5 Tapes with critiques 
Full Course-20 Tapes with critiques 
The Most Complete Course Available 
Covering ALL Subject Matter in Calling 




p..c.•-• 	312 Monterey Pass 








WIN 4777 DREAM WALTZ/MY HEART'S DESIRE, Two-step 
Both dances by Al & Emily Bennett 
WIN 4779 BACK HOME AGAIN IN INDIANA/MY BEST 
NEW DANCES TO WINDSOR MUSIC 
WIN 4535 MOONLIGHT MAGIC. Rhumba by Corky & Paulette 
WIN 4544 ANYTIME. Two-step. Barbara Brown 
SEND FOR OUR FREE 1985 SQUARE & ROUND DANCE 
Available it all record dealers 
or write direct 
roll 	, 
it :A 
Chuck By  ant 
Hon Shve' 
ifillStang RECORDING 
PRODUCED BY CHUCK BRYANT 
& THE MUSTANG BAND 
MS194A&B GREENBACK DOLLAR by Bob Shiver 
MS193A&B GUESS IT NEVER HURTS TO HURT SOMETIME 
by Chuck Bryant 
MS192A&B RODEO ROMEO by Bob Slayer 
MS191A&B ALL I EVER NEED IS YOU by Chuck Bryant 
II unable to get Mustang Records through your distributor_ call or 
write A&S Record Shop, PO Box 2184, Warner Robins GA 31099 
(912)922-7510 
...At these friendly scenes of live fiddle 
music, one ever-popular caller is Ed 
Mulhern, whose band plays on the fourth 
Saturday evening of each month. Every 
fifth Saturday the lively Four Gone Con-
clusions play. Ralph Sweet calls square 
dances on the first Saturday. And 
Swallowtail and Applejack appear on the 
second and third Saturday evenings 
respectively. Held in an alcohol-and 
smoke-free atmosphere, these dances 
for all ages begin at 8:30 and end with a 
traditional midnight waltz. Wear your 
casual clothes and soft-soled shoes." 
At the Roundalab Convention held 
before the National Convention in June, 
several maestro trophies were presented 
to the reaching their 25th year of teach-
ing round dancing. So honored this year 
were: (I. to r.) Bud Parrott, Burnet Peden 
and Meredith Weir, Doc and Peg Tirrell, 
Bill and Elsye Johnson, Howard and Nor-
ma Smoyer. 
ASD staff member Walt Cole has been 
appointed as new caller/cuer host at 
Villa Alameda RV Park in Yuma, Arizona, 
where he will reside all winter. He will 
coordinate all programs, including new 
dancer class, MS, Plus, Advanced, 
Rounds and special events. Louise will 
continued to work in Ogden, Utah, their 
home, and join him later in the south-
west. Address for Villa Alameda is 11451 
S. Ave. 5E. 
A full page pictorial feature in the 
Cleveland Plain Dealer told the story of 
Jean Siffin's new square dance barn in 
Solon, Ohio. (See also "Plumb Line," 
ASD, last issue.) Dancers shown or men-
tioned are David and Cheryl Storgard, 
Bob Howell (caller, ASD staffer), In-
geborg Stamper, and Corrine Richards. 
This fall the Dandy Dancers SID Club 
of Belleville, Illinois, celebrated 20 years 
of existence and honored their caller of 
Continued on Page 93 
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Square Toe — 
1' a" Covered Heel 
Add $2.00 for 









Hot Pink Purple 
FORMERLY Weber.. WESTERN WEAR 
GENUINE 
DEERSKIN J 
2" Leather Covered 












— FOR MEN — 
"THE MOST 
COMFORTABLE 
SHOE EVER MADE" 
STYLE 
A 
N • M • W Widths 
Sizes 7 14 







Hot Pink Purple 
Navy Black 
PRINCESS 





REG. $52. / • 
1 
Every Order Shall Receive A"FIVE DOLLAR" 








Lime 	Hot Pink 
Purple  Yellow  
Add $2.00 for 
Gold or Silver 
T-STRAP 
1 or 1" Heel 
_r_44.4A44  
Add $2.00 for 







MAILTO: MIKE and BARB'S 
SHOE SHOP 
7433 Thunderbird Road 
Liverpool, NY 13088 
(315) 451-2343 
SEND WITH ORDER: 
Style-Color-Size and Width-Heel height-
Name, Address, Zip Code 
Add $2.00 per pair for postage and handling 
Check, VISA, Mastercard accepted 
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ROUND REVIEWS 
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert 
SEND IN THE CLOWNS—IOTA 60 
Choreography by Bob & Jerry Bader 
Pretty music and a comfortable different in- 
termediate rhumba. 
VELVET GLOVES— Belco 334 
Chroreography by Jack & Lee Ervin 
Good music and a nice, easy two-step with a slightly 
different Part B. Cued by Charlie Proctor. 
MOONLIGHT BAY— Belco 334 
Choreography by Richard & JoAnne Lawson 
Good music and a comfortable cue-thru two-step. 
cued by Richard. 
LOVELAND 85— Grenn 17080 (Old: 14113) 
Choreography by Bob and Martha McNutt 
Pretty music and a nice, intermediate waltz, using 
some ballroom figures. Cued by Bob. 
TAKE TIME OUT— Belco 333 (243) 
Choreography by Art & Evelyn Johnson 
Good music and a flowing, easy two-step cued by 
C.O. Guest. 
PURE LOVE— Belco 333 
Choreography by Woody & Kay Woodward 
Good music with a three-part easy-intermediate 
two-step with a jive section. cued by Woody. 
GOOD MORNING— HiHat EN0004 &HH845) 
Choreography by Lou & Mary Lucius 
Good peppy music and a nice. easy-intermediate 
quickstep. 
EVERYWHERE YOU GO— HiHat EN0004 (949) 
Choreography by Leo & Pat Fiyalko 
Very pretty music and a smooth, easy-intermediate, 
long sequence two-step. 
1986 SUBSCRIPTIONS HIGHER 
As mentioned in "Meanderings," the 
subscription rate for this magazine will 
be $10. ($1. more) starting January 1. 
Foreign and Canadian postage will be $2 
per year. (Although Canadian and U.S. 
first class rates are the same, mailing a 
Canadian magazine costs about 41/2 
times as much as our U.S. issues.) 
Join Us For The 
ANNUAL 21 st ALOHA STATE 
SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
in HAWAII 
Next Year: Thurs., Fri., Sat. - Jan. 30, 31, Feb. 1, 1986 
CALLERS/CUERS: 
ELMER and MARGIE SHEFFIELD - Tallahassee, Florida 
PAUL and ELSIE MARCUM - Nashville, Tennessee 
DICK and SUE LEGER - Bristol, Rhode Island 
SKIP and PAULINE SMITH - Titusville, Florida 
STAN and CATHIE BURDICK - Huron, Ohio 
HERB and TILDA JOHNSON - Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
DICK and VIRGINIA BUSBOOM - Dannebrog, Nebraska 
JIM and JUDY HATTRICK - Vancouver, Washington 
BOB and LU PAULL - Madison, Wisconsin (Rounds) 
JOHN and SHIRLEY STEELE - Dillard, Georgia (Rounds) 
AND THAT'S ONLY THE BEGINNING!! 
A 12-day, 3-island Adventure Tour in Hawaii, including many EXTRA SPECIALS, 
such as Dancing on each island, Admission to all the Square Dance Convention 
Dances and Workshops, Special Convention Banquet, Fashion Show and Fun go 
with this air/land package. 
WRITE OR CALL NOW TO YOUR FAVORITE CALLER/CUER ABOVE OR PHONE: 
TORTUGA EXPRESS TOUR CO. - (800) 323-2222 Nationwide/Toll Free 




WALKING THE FLOOR—Bee Sharp 125 
Caller: Wayne Spraggins 
Nice piano lead makes this old favorite tune a lively 
one to dance, with good boom-chuck music 
throughout. The unusual combination of girls fold, 
peel off, Terris wheel was nice but means a long 
spiral action for the active women 
DIXIE ROAD— Brendon 400 
Caller: Don Whitaker 
A gentle version of a popular country-western tune. 
this one is accented with piano, guitar, and a con- 
sistent brush-drum background sound. The figure 
flows nicely and is danceable. The review dancers 
questioned the use of the word hell in the lyric, 
since this is not common in the S/D world. 
MARY LOU— Brendon 401 
Caller: Don Whitaker 
This popular tune will sell the record for many, 
although the music may not be as smooth and crisp 
as we'd like to hear. The figure dances smoothly, 
with the usual combo of Mainstream basics. 
GIRLS NIGHT OUT— Buckskin 0210 
Caller: Al Saunders 
This new label hit the market with a rather unique 
sound. A full orchestration alternates with rhythm 
instruments only. This release has a jivey beat and 
good class material in the figure. 
MOUNTAIN PASS— Chaparral 516 
Caller: Ken Bower 
The intro on both sides of this record is sung by the 
Chaparral callers. This is get-up-and-go music, 
with a good beat. Ken's figure flows and is very 
danceable. 
Released under a new name, the following three 
releases are by Gerald McWhirter, whose records 
previously were on The Roofers label. 
BAD BAD LEROY BROWN— Cimarron 101 
Caller: Gerald McWhirter 
It was inevitable that this one would be done again. 
The slow beat with a muted trumpet and discreet 
use of a chorus of voices adds interest. The record 
was well-timed, and one dancer commented that it 
was the first of the records that had the sides work-
ing right away. 
THE PARTY'S OVER— Cimarron 102 
Caller: Gerald McWhirter 
"Turn out the lights" also returns wiiii a new twist: 
muted trumpet, fiddle, guitar, bass. piano. This 
one's got it all, including some humming voices and 
a more complex combo of basics. The well-timed 
figure featured cross fold. 
HEARTACHES BY THE NUMBER— Cimarron 103 
Caller: Gerald McWhirter 
Gerald's figure is a good one, featuring a perfectly 
timed spin chain thru. The classic drumbeat-only 
grand square will help to sell this one, not to men-
tion a nice banjo riff and other special effects. 
SHE'S A MIRACLE— Dance Ranch 685 
Caller: Tony Simmons 
A hand-clapping sequence makes this a bit dif-
ferent, as does the full trumpet effect. The voice on 
the called side is not as clear as it might have been. 
EARLY IN THE MORNING— Eagle 1204 
Caller: Jim Logan 
A jazzy sax mixes it up with an organ and other in-
struments, almost in a dueling manner, to give this 
unusual tune an unusual flavor. The rhythm is syn-
copated. and the song requires modulation that 
some callers will not be able to handle. 
NEW YORK MINUTE— Eagle 2008 
Callers: Cindy Bond, Little Joe Goins 
This release, with many interesting synthesized 
musical effects, kept the dancers moving. The 
lyrics are busy and entertaining. 
Two releases arrived from a new label produced in 
Edmonton, Alberta.. 
RUNNING BEAR— Jump 101 
Caller: Jerry Pierce 
Here is the Dick Jones classic, revised, after many 
years. The opening is slow. the figure speeds up. 
The figure included standard MS basics. The music 
is good. 
RETURN TO SENDER— Jump 102 
Caller: Jerry Pierce 
The dancers thought this would be a good change-
of-pace ending to an evening. No one could recall 
hearing this one done before. The fiddle lead 
throughout, along with good guitar work, makes 
Jump label worth jumping at. 
GONE, GONE, GONE— Lore 1222 
Caller: Johnny Creel 
The dancers liked this one, starting off with grand 
parade, and dancing smoothly throughout. Grand 
parade might need reviewing in advance. but it 
works well with this music. Johnny's is the good, 
clear voice of a long-time "pro," and the music is 
rollicking. 
GEORGIA ON MY MIND— Red Boot 3002 
Caller: Mike Hoose 
"Yeah, yeah, yeah!" The dancers liked the nice 
flow, with a slightly different combo of figures. 
Mike's singing style makes it apparent that he 
knows his music. The music has muted trumpet. 
guitar, and xylophone seeming to play tag all over 
the scale. Super! 
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50'S MEDLEY— Red Boot 3003 
Callers: The Red Boot Boys 
Our dancers felt that the voices made this record. 
Callers might have fun with it, but it may present 
quite a challenge, since there is not much melody 
• on the flip. A good full beat is there. Tunes (Let's Go 
to the Hop, Charlie Brown, Tooti Fruti, Whole Lot of 
Shakin') are sung by individual callers with 
Jailhouse Rock as opener, break and closer. 
WALK RIGHT IN— Red Boot 3001 
Caller: Wayne McDonald 
Good music and good timing, with a jazzy and syn-
copated beat. Wayne's enormous range shows up 
in the contrast between this release and his chorus 
in the medley above. 
LET IT ROLL— Red Boot Star 1285 
Caller: Dave Stuthard 
Young rock-oriented callers and young-at-heart 
dancers can "take oft" with this one, with its good 
music and good beat. There is a small discrepancy 
in timing on the grand square followed by left 
allemande. 
HOUSTON— Red Boot Star 1286 
Caller: Harry McColgan 
Dancers liked the laid-back music very well, 
although some calls sounded muffled. Harry's key 
figure is half tag, trade and roll. The tune is not the 
original Houston but the newer Houston—One Step 
Closer to You CW tune. 
GOODY GOODY— The Roofers Records 127 
Caller: Gerald McWhirter 
The long waits atter intro and figure bothered the 
dancers a bit. This release contained the first Plus 
figure this month: extend the tag. The "golden 
oldie" has excellent music. 
YES SIR SHE'S MY BABY— The Roofers Records 
129; Caller: Gerald McWhirler 
Note well Gerald's note to callers on the cue sheet. 
When done correctly, the figure is novel and flows, 
but might require a pre-walk or pre-dance in the 
hash half of the tip. Nice music. Alternate figure is 
more standard. 
WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN— Wild Horse 02 
Caller: Robert Bjork 
One of the better records in this group, the music 
was unusual, the figures varied, the caller clear. 
Dancing is growing by leaps and bounds in 
Sweden, and here is one of the callers from that 
country, recording on a German label. The Galaxy 
Studio Musicians get a skoal for their unusual 
musical effects with horn, xylophone and piano 
sounds. The shadow of a vocal is subtly inserted. 
PATTER CALLS: 
CARLOS/GENIE— Blue Star 2293 
Both hoedowns have fiddle lead and a good strong 
beat, for great usability. Genie has a boom-chuck 
background. 
FAIR/EAGLE— Blue Star 2294 
Both hoedowns have some melody. Street Fair 
especially has so much that callers may take off into 
the song. Wide range guitar picking in Eagle may 
create a challenge for concentration on the root note. 
CALLER—HOSTS WANTED 
ASD Tours needs callers with good local or national 
following to be caller•hosts on international tours with 
dancers. Wide world trips offered. Handsome rewards 
in addition to free travel. Contact Burdicks al this 
magazine. 
ASD PHONES 
Phone us at ASD during business hours only, 






P.O. Boo 25371. Charlotte NC 28212 704.537-0133 
adds New Artist to Its Staff 
First Release—LR 10128— I'M FOR LOVE 
To Be Released in 1986 
IT'S MY TURN TO SING WITH WILLIE 
SPREAD A LITTLE SUNSHINE 	 DIXIE GIRL 
THE SUN DON'T SHINE 	 COLOR ME COLOR 
Music by Carlton Moody & The Moody Brothers 
(27th Annual Grammy Award Nominal) 
filet-to Christmas Crum the *toff of tannin & liontionble liecurbe 
Phillaziounki Dist by Twelgren, Inc Old Timer dist . Astec Dist.. Sundance Dist.. Merrbach Records. Lamon Recording Service. 
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THE EST JUST Dor immix 
Last year Hilton Audio Products did a survey of Micro-75A 
owners to find out what changes they would like to see in 
their equipment. At this time we are proud to announce the 
set born of that survey! 
THE 
MICRO 75B 
• 20% MORE POWER 
MORE RANGE ON THE REMOTE MUSIC CONTROL 
* OPTIONAL 110/220 VOLT SWITCH 
THE LATEST ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY 
* TWO 1/4 INCH PHONE JACK SPEAKER SOCKETS 
* STANDARD 3 PRONG AC POWER CORD 
* SAME SIZE, WEIGHT AND--PRICE! 
FOR FULL INFORMATION WRITE OR PHONE: 
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1033-E SHARY CIRCLE, CONCORD, CA. 94518 
(415) 682-8390 
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FUND RAISER 
One of the Northern New Jersey cal-
lers, Mike Foley, is going through a 
period of heavy medical expenses due to 
kidney problems, and the area dancers 
are having many fund raisers to help. 
Gloria Wyman, a local dancer, unable to 




gery on his eye, decided to raise money 
by making and selling this note card (pic-
tured), two for $1.00. 
Taking good grade typewriter paper. 
she folds it twice, pinks the edges, 
draws on the dancers, and pastes on 
clothes. (Good thing she saves all her 
sewing scraps!) While the enclosed 
sample has the traditional double 
squares, so many round dancers have 
supported the venture that Gloria began 
putting on the square and circle em-
blem. This interesting and easy fund 
raiser could be copied in any area. The 
cards make great place cards for par-
ties, too! 
GERMANY'S FIRST INTERNATIONAL OPERATING S/D LABEL 


















I JUST CALLED TO SAY I LOVE YOU 
GYPSY WOMAN 
I LOVE TO HEAR DAVE DUDLEY 
I'VE TRIED TO FIND A PARTNER 






NEW NEW NEW 
Robert Bjoerk, Sweden 
Kenny Reese, Germany 
NEW NEW NEW 	 WILD HORSE RECORDS 
WH-02 	WILL THE CIRCLE BE UNBROKEN 
WH-01 DAYDREAMS 
Produced in West Germany by 
HOLGER & PETRA WILLM, P.O. Box 1105 
D-6104 Seeheim-Jugenheim, W. Germany/FRG 
Tel: 06251-77315 




Matt Orders Avertable from these Shops 
• 
CALIFORNIA 
ROMIE'S SID & WESTERN WEAR 
3827 El Cajon Blvd. 
San Diego CA 92105 
(619) 280-2150 
ELAINE'S KOLLECTION of S/D 
& Western Fashion, 400 S. Alcaniz 
Pensacola FL 32501 904433-4052 
Hazel & Don Jochum 
Catalog $1 
THE SQUARE FAIR SHOP 
1560 Grove Park Blvd. 904-642-4222 
Jacksonville FL 32216 
Sq. Dancers Serving Sq. Dancers 
GEORGIA 
CAM WESTERN WEAR INC. 
3820 Steward Rd. 
Doraville GA 30340 
INDIANA 
BEV'S SQUARE DANCE & WESTERN 
112 Depot St. 
Auburn IN 46706 
219-925.3818 or 483-1081 
24-hour Phone Service 
KANSAS 
DOROTHY'S SID SHOP, INC. 
3300 Strong. Kansas City KS 66106 
1-913.262-4240 
Master Charge/Visa 
Catalog $1., Refunded wilirst order 
LOUISIANA 
JANET'S S/D SHOPPE 
3411 Ryan St. (318)477.3622 
Lake Charles LA 70605 
Just South of 1.210 Exit 
Member NASRDS; VISA & MC 
MAINE 
WHEEL AND DEAL SHOP INC. 
Rt. 115 Yarmouth Rd. 
Gray ME 04039 
Catalog $1. Refund with 1st Order 
MARYLAND 
DIXIE DAISY 
1351 Odenton Rd. 
Odenton MD 21113 
KROENING'S FASHION MAGIC 
4313 Harford Rd. 
Baltimore MD 21214 
301-426-1700 




Detroit MI 48209 
Prettier, perkier petticoats & 
pantaletres 
PETTICOAT JUNCTION 
1146 Den Hertog S.W. 
Wyoming MI 49509 
616698-7589-619-532-3864 
Mail Order Catalog-354 
MINNESOTA 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
816 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55901 (800-328-3800) 
Member of NASRDS 
We welcome Mail Orders! 
BERQUAMS WESTERN SHOPPE 
4122 Lakeland Ave. No. 
Robin Center 
Robbinsdale MN 55422 
Rhinestone Buckles A Specialty 
NEBRASKA 
KERCHIEF & CALICO 
PO Box 204 (308.832-0313) 
Minden NE 68959 
Block South of P.O. 
Home of Pioneer Village 
NEW MEXICO 
LEE'S CALICO COUNTRY 
1704 Moon N.E. (505-294-2834) 
Albuquerque NM 87112 
Catalog #283 $1.50 ($2.50 Foreign) 
Credited on First Order 
JEANETTE'S ORIGINALS 
3103 Central Ave. NE 
Albuquerque NM 87106 
255-8961 
Catalog $1,50; Foreign $2.25 
NEW JERSEY 
THE CORRAL, Trudy Boyles 
10 Pine St. Ph. (201)244-3921 
Toms River NJ 08753 
S/D Patterns, Apparel, Acessories 
Member NASRDS; Visa & MC 
NEW YORK 
IRONDA S/D SHOPPE 
115 Catalpa Rd. (266.5720) 
Rochester NY 14617 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
SKY RANCH SADDLERY 
109.111 S. Main St. (315-668.2644) 
Central Square NY 13036 
Complete Western & S/D Store 
Send for Free Catalog 
ROCHESTER SHOE STORE 
K-Mart Plaza 
Mattydale NY 13211 
Discount Prices 
Send for free catalog 
NORTH CAROLINA 
CIRCLE W S/D FASHIONS 
209 W. College St. (Hwy 24) 
Warsaw NC 29398 (919)293-3313 
Discount Prices'Mail Orders Welcome 
Located inside Eason's Home Furnishings 
OHIO 
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS 
13002 Lorain Ave (216-671-5165) 
Cleveland OH 44111 
Dancer's Shopping Delight 
DART WESTERN 
419 So. Arlington St. 
Akron OH 44306 (216.724-5441) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
SQUARE TOGS 
11757 US 42 
Sharonville OH 45241 
(513) 7694863 
Records Available Too! 
OKLAHOMA 
LOWELL'S PLACE—SD/West. Wear 
2 blocks E of 135, Exit 4th St. 
107 SE 3 (So. Edge of Okla. City) 
Moore OK 73160 (405-799-5602) 
Discount Prices 
C BAR S TOO, Inc. 
4526 NW 50th 
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John Marshall, chairman of the Advanced QS Commit. 
tee announced that the committee selected shuttle, 
written by Kip Garvey, as the newest QS for December 1. 
DEFINITION: From an eight chain thru position, all pass 
thru. New centers slide thru while new outsides take a 
directional command of right, left, in or out. 
PATTER EXAMPLE: 
Heads square thru, shuttle in, pass thru, wheel and deal 
Girls pass thru, shuttle right, bend the line 
Square thru two, right and left grand... 
SINGING CALL EXAMPLE: 
Heads right and left thru, square thru, do-sa-do 
Shuttle out, ends fold, double pass thru, track two 
Swing, promenade... 
The AQS committee voted to keep all of the current 
selections. The list currently includes: change lanes, 








WILL MORE THAN DOUBLE ITS 
CIRCULATION STARTING WITH 
THE JANUARY 1986 ISSUE!! 
• WE'RE FULFILLING THE SUBSCRIPTIONS UNDER CONTRACT 
WITH SQUARE DANCING (S10) MAGAZINE OF CALIFORNIA, 
WHICH WILL CEASE PUBLICATION WITH ITS DECEMBER ISSUE.  
• WE EXPECT OUR COVERAGE TO MORE THAN DOUBLE-
90.000 READERS PLUS EACH MONTH STARTING IN JANUARY.  
• WE'LL ADD MANY MORE PAGES. MORE FEATURES. BETTER 
WORLD WIDE COVERAGE OF EVENTS.  
• WE'LL BE THE LARGEST NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL SQUARE 
DANCE MAGAZINE.  
• HERE'S THE BEST PART—THE INCREASE IN AD PRICES IS 
MUCH, MUCH LESS THAN THE 100% INCREASE IN 
SUBSCRIBERS TO GIVE YOU THE BENEFIT OF REACHING ALL 
THESE ADDITIONAL READERS AT LESS COST THAN BEFORE! 
CONTACT AMERICAN SOUAREDANCE MAGAZINE. STAN 6 CATHIE BURDICK 
P.O.BOX 4138. HURON OH 44839 	 PHONE 419 433 2188 or 433 51343 
NOTE: If you contact ASD by Dec. 15, 
your ad can be in the February Issue. 
"••••••-•-•-•••••••-• CALLERLAB 
PENNSYLVANIA 
TINGUE'S SQUARE WEAR 
1987 Yale Ave. 717.323-2543 
Williamsport PA 17701 
Only complete supplier in Central Pa.  
Mail orders prepaid E of Miss. River 
FORD'S FLUTTERWHEEL FASHIONS 
1630 Lilac Dr. (412.528-2058) 
W. Middlesex PA 16159 
Located at I-80 88 Pa. Rt. 18 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
MARTY'S SID FASHIONS 
404 Cherokee Dr. 803.268-0240 
Greenville SC 29615 
S/D Clothing for Men 8 Women 
GRAND SQUARE WESTERN WEAR 
207 Leslie Drive 
W. Columbia SC 29169 
803-791-4486 
Send for Free Catalogue 
TENNESSEE 
KYLES (615-247-1949) 
1361 S. Wilcox Dr. 
Kingsport TN 37660 
Clothing 8 Accessories for 
Cloggers 8 Square Dancers 
THE ALLEMANDE SHOP 
PO Box 8246 
Chattanooga TN 37411 
615-892.8246 
TEXAS 
FAWCETT'S S/D SHOP 
412 W. Sam Houston 
Pharr TX 78577 (512-787-1116) 
Everything for the Square Dancer 
Engraved 8 Hot Stamped Badges 
THE CATCHALL 
1813 Ninth 
Wichita Falls TX 76301 
Square 8 Round Dance RegaNx  
Immediate Mail Order Service 
C BAR S SID Apparel 
11601 Plano Rd., Ste. 102 
Dallas TX 75243 
214-340.0515 
CALICO SQUARE 
2805 S. 14th 
Abilene TX 79605 
915-698-7851 
SID & Casual Apparel 
ARLENE'S S/D SHOP 
321 West 16th St.  
Amarillo TX 79191 
1806)374-2711 
Mon.-Fri. 9:30 to 5 p.m. 
VIRGINIA 
LIW WESTERN APPAREL 
Rt. 4 Box 19 
Elkton VA 22827 
Phone: 703-298-8676 
PETTICOAT CORNER 
S/D Fashions 804.266-4946 
8816 Highway One North 
Richmond, Virginia 
(Mail: Glen Allen VA 23060) 




MAIL ORDER— MASTER RECORD SERVICE 
PO Box 37876 
Phoenix AZ 85069 1602.997-5355) 
Square, round, ballroom, pop labels 
Specializing In mall & phone orders 
GEORGIA 
Jim Champion Records 
648 Suholden Circle 




6199 43rd S. No. 
Oakdale MN 55109 
612-777.1280 
PALOMINO SID SERVICE 
FAIR 'N SQUARE RECORDS Division 
818 Forest Hill Dr. SW 
Rochester MN 55902 (1-800-328.38001 
NEW JERSEY 
CALLERS' CUERS CORNERISUPREME AUDIO 
271 Greenway Rd., Ridgewood NJ 07450 
(201) 445.7398 
THE Professional Source for Square and Round 
Dance Equipment—FREE CATALOGUE 
OHIO 
F & S WESTERN SHOP 
1553 Western Ave. 
Toledo OH 43609 
419.385-4741 
TEXAS 
EDDIE'S 8 BOBBIE'S RECORDS 
Box 17688 - 1835 S. Buckner 
Dallas TX 75217.0668 (214-398.7508) 
OVERSEAS 
HOWARD MARKS, 1 Ivy Road 
London E17, England (Ph. 01.539.7967) 
Serving the movement since 1954 
Mall Order a Specialty. Member NASRDS. 
PAULY'S (715.845-3979) 
PO Box 72 
Wausau Wi 54401 
Engraved and Jeweled Badges 
H & R BADGE & STAMP CO. 614.471-3735 
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps from our 
Design or Yours— Harold & Roberta Mercer 
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219 
GRAND SQUARE ENTERPRISES 
1827 Sentinel Point Rd. 
Sebring FL 33870 
Chuck Leamon, Caller & Owner 
Send for free flyer. 
KA-MO ENGRAVERS 
PO Box 3447 
Albuquerque NM 87110 
3D Club & Fun Badges 
Free Catalogue 
LINCOLN SIGN AND PLAQUE CO. 
10 Woodlawn Dr. 
No. Warren PA 16385 
Send 20c Stamp for Catalog 
AIR TRONICS (612-522.6222) 
1716 Victory Memorial Drive 
Minneapolis MN 55412 
Send SASE for Fun Badge List 
Club Badges — Mini Badges 
D&H ENGRAVING 
413 Mertens Ave. 
Racine WI 53405 
Club, Fun & Minl Badges 
Send for Free Listing 
TDS BADGES (714)775-2207 
P.O. Box 1023 
Garden Grove CA 92642 
High Quality, Low Prices, Fast Delivery 
Send for Free Catalog 
MARMAC SPECIALTIES (703)698-0502 
8523 Marquette St. 
Vienna VA 22180 





for Callers Badges 
ARMETA—Dept. B 
Original Fun Club Badges 
PO Box 898 
Canby OR 97013 
Free List on Request 
CENTURY CLUB 
Merit Badge of Distinction. Join today. 
PO Box 57 
Westfield MA 01086 
Cost: 52.00 plus 50. postage & handling 
JIM 8 BONNIE'S 
4420 Tennyson 
Denver CO 80212 
303-477.1594 
Activity & Club Badges 
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES 
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St. 
Memphis TN 38127 
12 issues yearly, 511.00— Free sample 
NEWS '14 NOTES 
Ed Foote 
2107 Shunk Ave. 
Alliance OH 44601 
SCVSD CALLERS NOTES 
Bill Davis 
1359 Belleville 
Sunnyvale CA 94087 
MAINSTREAM FLOW FOR CLUB CALLERS: 
Gene Trimmer, 103 Rosewood 
Paragould AR 72450 516.00 yearly 
Combined with THE PLUS SUPPLEMENT 
$25.00 yearly— U.S. & Canada 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CALLERS ASSOC. INC. 
Callers Note Service 
c/o Jack Drake 
117 Belmont Axe. 
Los Angeles CA 90028 
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MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES 
Warren Berquam 
3775 County Rd, 92 N. 
Maple Plain MN 55359 
LEAD RIGHT CALLERS NOTES 
Don Malcom - Walt Cole - Stan Burdick 
Maverick Enterprises, RR2 Box 20 
Sheldon MO 64784,516.50 Yearly 
With Plus Supplement $25.00 
Books 
SQUARE DANCERS ENCYCLOPEDIA: $9.00; ALL 
movements. MINI-BOOK: Basics-C3 $5.00. DIA-
GRAMED GUIDE-Basics & Plus $5.00. ADVANCED 
DIAGRAMS: Plus-C2 57.50. Order from Jean Burleson, 
2585 Fox Ave., Minerva OH 44857. 
STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS New 
1983 Edition, Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. 
Now Includes 10 week dancer proven course, dance 
positions, complete approved terminology, mixers, 
teaching hints, plus now introduction into foxtrot, 
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinate with the 
Grenn record teaching series. Order from Frank 
Lehner!, 2844 S. 109th St., Toledo OH 43611. 
DANCE-A•ROUND AND HAVE FUN- 63.60 by mall.  
Abbreviations, Positions, Symbols & Terms written In 
easy-to-understand words. Order from Betty & Clancy 
Mueller, 112 Hollybrook Dr., New Whiteland IN 46184.  
THE TWO POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE 
DANCE CALLS- Book 1, Mainstream; Book 2, Plus 
program and Al & A2. To order: Send $3.00 to Pocket 
Dictionary, PO Box 2223, Vernon CT 06066. Specify 
which book you are ordering. 
TDS BOOKS: Our square dance books illustrate every 
call and every part of every call- the only books that 
do this. Ed Foote, a nationally known and respected 
caller. edits our books for accuracy and up-to-date call 
variations. All of our square dance books present the 
Callerlab lists of calls. 
SID FOR LEARNERS, $7.95 (B, MS) 
MAINSTREAM PLUS, $7.95 ( + 1, + 2, OS) 
ADVANCED & CHALLENGE, $7.95 (Al,- A-2, C-1) 
EXTENDED CHALLENGE, 18.50 (C-2, C4 concepts) 
RID CUE SHEET SERVICE- Send for brochure. 
Send check or money order to TDS, 507 S. Euclid St.  
Sp. 38, Santa Ana CA 92704. 
LEGACY LEADERSHIP MANUAL: suggestions for 
leadership training and steps involved; publicity, pro-
motion, officers' duties, rules of order, aspects of 
leadership. Send $5.00 plus $1.39 pat. to 2149 Dahlk 
Circle. Verona WI 53593. 
COLD FEET: How To Get Them Dancing by Kaye 
Anderson. 150-page Round Dance reference book for 
the Beginning Dancer. Step-by-step directions for man 
end woman. 140 disarms; 430-item Index.611.50 
DANCE ACTION, PO BOX 127, Jackson MO 83755. 
ANYONE CAN YODEL The one and only book to at-
tempt an explanation of how to yodel. Contains hints 
on learning and many patterns to yodels on currently 
available records. Techniques presented are proven 
successful In actual yodeling workshops, 12 
Chapters, 5 appendices. in sturdy 3-ring binder. 
Prices: Anyone Can Yodel $20 (plus $2 shipping), up-
dates $2 or 3/$5, accompanying tape $10. Write for in-
formation or order from Vell Runolfson, 5534 Walden 
Meadows Circle, Murray UT 84123. (801)268-9000. 
SIGHT CALLING SIMPLIFIED- An easy and simple 
system for new sight callers. Based on the premise 
That anyone can sight call. Price $6.50. Order from 
Whitey Aamol, 916 3rd Ave., SE. Waseca MN 56093. 
SUPPLIER of S/D 
DELORIS', 847 Central 
Horton KS 66439 
Ladles, Girls, Mens Vests 










Bill Crawford, Box 
nn Request. 
& hndlg.; 3 sheets, 
p&h; 20 sheets, 
Year. 
S/D Products 
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 
catching Seals on your correspondence 
tion to square dancing." Order 
18442. Memphis TN 38181-0442 
1 sheet (50 seals), 504 + 254 pstg. 
Vt.+ 25e pith; 10 sheets, 63. 
$5. + 60S p&h. Our Twentieth 
YAK STACK-Sound Columns for Callers 
Phone 203-649-5144 
1000 
 Write P.O. Box 2223,Vernon CT 08066 
YAKETS (Plastic Record Covers) 
Per 100, Includes shipping, $7.50 
NEW CALLERS, Write for FREE RECORD CATALOGS 
and FREE cassette tape offer. Send $1.00 for postage 
to Bob Mason, Box 247 , Almond NY 14804. Phone 
607476-2442. 
PIE SQUARES- 8 dancer figures in purse. The 
ultimate choreographic aid. $5.50 (plus $1.00 postage 
& handling). Mass. residents add 28e sales lax. Order 
from your dealer or R.L. Hoekstra, 87 Forest Glen, Rm. 
321, Longmeadow MA 01106. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Square & Round Dance Theme Counted 
Patterns. 3 square books. 1 round 
each. $5.00 ea. + $1.50 pstg. per order. 
available upon request at $1.50 ea. 
order. Dealers welcome. Ralph & Mary 
4634 Trafalgar Rd., Wilmington NC 
Cross-Stitch 
book, 5 patterns 
State patterns 
+504 pstg. per 
Ann Kornegay, 
28405. 
Back-up mi.iiiiic.  
are the solo artist. 
etc. Complete 
Shoppe, P.O. Box 
NASHVILLE SOUND PLUS YOU LP'S. 
to the greatest county hits. YOU 
Great for after-parties, between tips, 
list free upon request. Yellow Rock 
635, Mesquite TX 75149. Tel: 214-391-7040. 
FREEI 4$ Page Catalog 
CALLERS'-CUERS' CORNER 
Home Of SUPREME AUDIO 
lour Complete Shop-At-Home Source for All Professional Calling 
& Cueing Equipment. Dancers' Accessories & GIFTS! 
Largest Selection of Nashville Sound Plus You Lp's 8 Cassettes. 
Call TOLL FREE 1-800-445-739S 
Bill & Peggy Heyman, 271 Greenway Rd. 
Ridgewood NJ 07460 (2014454396) 
S/D HALLS 
DANCE IN FLORIDA TO THE CALLING OF JACK 
LASRY, Trails End Square Deno* Center, 305-981-
7788. 5882 Stirling Rd., Hollywood FL 33021. 
HOLIDAY OF HARTLAND, Hartland, Mich. (ASD„ May 
'84, p. 39) on US 23 at Intersection of M59. Dance pro-
grams through A-2. Contact Dick & Marlene Bayer, 
9099 ParshallvIlle Rd., Fenton MI 48430. 






TAPE RECORDING ACCESSORIES 
Ls. ATTENUATORS, CABLES. ISOLATION 
Mail & Phone Orders Handled Promptly 
Include Address, Zip Code & Phone No 
on all Requests 6. Orders. Call alter 5 PM 
Weekdays or Weekends for Technical Info 
ASHTON SOUND EQUIPMENT 
ASTATIC & ELCTRO-VOICE MICROPHONES 
NEEDLES FOR HILTON. CLINTON. NEWCOMB 
PATTER AIDS—MAGNETIC & TRAVELING 
FOLD-UP EQUIP CARTS (200 lb. limit) 
PLASTIC RECORD SLEEVES (Heavy Duly) 
RANDOM SOUND, INC 
Oscar & Shirley Johnson 
7317 Harriet Ave. S. 
Minneapolis MN 55423 
I-612-1369-9501 Bus 
1617-869-6168 Res 
Random Sound, Inc. 
CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE 
REPAIR SERVICE 
SOUND EOUIP. & MICROPHONES 
CUSTOM BUILT FOR MOST SYSTEMS: 
REMOTE MUSIC LEVEL CONTROL WITH 
BOX 
	INTEGRAL MICROPHONE CABLE.  
HOME STORAGE RECORD BOX 
POLYETHYLENE-2411 
HOLDS UP TO 300 RECORDS 
e, , 	. 
HOSE 
S 	* Reinforced Toe 
crotch 









	re..dents add ...a., la. .04 pr.= 
Shipping & Handling 
AMT. ENCLOSED 	 
OTY. 
3.9S pr.-, 	  
Drahm ,now,es 
Satisfaction 
Guaranteed 	NAME 	  
Wolfe...et 
S 	. 0  
1-4—J CITY 	  
ZIP 	  
ADDRESS 	  
1215 Ruberlo Ave Glendale, CA 91221 
R J SPECIALTIES 	DEPT I 
IMAM TO: 
818 2446373 
PHONE  STATE 
	  
ww 
INTRODUCING the all NEW 
* 	COOL  Cottonn  d aerated  Ventilated   S 011(440 
PANTY 	
* Sheer Support 
DESIGNED EXCLUSIVELY for the Square Dancer, Round Dancer,Clogger 
in your choice of our 
Deaut ul shades of 
IS) = SUNTAN (med. tan) 	ONLY s3"PR 
181 = BEIGE (taupe beige) 
Ask for DANCING LEGS at your favorite square dance store or mail in your order below.  
Size Chart 
P Petite 90-115 lbs 
M Medium 512--5•S" 	115135 lbs.  
T 	Tall S'5"•5'8" , or Stn.. Oure,135-1,0 lbs 
0 = Queen 5'7"-5•11" 160.200 lbs 
REMITS/CAMPGROUNDS 
 
SOUTHERN ARIZONA'S 38th ANNUAL SQUARE AND 
ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL, Jan. 23,24,25,26, 1988. Kip 
Garvey, Jerry Story, Bill 8 Carol Goss. Write: Duncan 8 
Jean Murray, 6509 E 39th St., Tucson AZ 85730, or call: 
(602I 790-1950. 
TEN GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING: Spring Fling, 
Swap Shop, Rebel Roundup, Accent on Rounds with 
Squares, Fun Fest and Fall Jubilee. For details write 





ASTEC RECORD DIST , 3476 Palm Beach Blvd. 
Ft. Myers FL 33905, 813-332.4200 
MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE, PO Box 7309 
HOUSTON TX 77248.7309, 713-86277077 
SUNDANCE DISTRIBUTORS, 36858 Santolina Drive 
Palmdale CA 93550, Ph. 805-273-3683 
TWELGRENN ENTERPRISES,PO Box 216 
Bath OH 44210, Member NASRDS 
 
ROYAL HOLIDAY Square/Round Dance Weekends—
Spring and Fall; National Callers at Interlaken Resort 
Village, Lake Geneva, Wisconsin. Write Bill & Jacque 
Blevins, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove IL 60090. 
 
 
STRAWBERRY SQUARE, 4401 Boot Bay Rd., Plant Ci-
ty FL 33586. Phone 813.7524491. Floating wood floor, 
air-conditioned, perfect acoustics, will accomodate 50 
squares. Ken Anderson, Roger Chapman. Singlet' Sam 
Mitchell, Ron Schneider, Art Springer, Earl Steele. 
Rounds: Marty & Byrdie Martin. 
80 




WHAT AN OPPORTUNITY! 
The end of January is the best time to 
go...And going with other dancers is a 
fun thing to do. Stan and Cathie of ASD 
are your tour hosts. Tortuga Express 
Tours is the agent. 
Dates are January 28-February 9, 1986. 
Aloha S/D Convention package is in-
cluded. Dance to 8 well-known callers 
and 2 R/D cuers for 3 days! Also dance 
on each of 3 islands. Free Banquet. 
Fashion Show. MANY EXTRAS. 
Contact Stan & Cathie Burdick, ASD 
P.O. Box 488, Huron OH 44839 
DATE-LINE 
Idaho— Fall Jubilee. S/D Center. Nov 15.16, Mike Sikorsky 
England— Autumn weekend. Moat House Hotel. Bournemouth. 
Nov 15-17, Phil Kozlowski. Johnny Hayes. Write Renee Hayes. 5 
Cuckoo Hill Way. Bransgore. Christchurch. Dorset England BH23 
BLE 
New Zealand— Kaikousa Festival Weekend. Nov 15-17 Write 
Blanche Shepherd. Box 15045. Christchurch. New Zealand 
California— Annual Holiday Magic Weekend Festival. Royer Park, 
Roseville, Dec. 20-22. Randy Dibble. Mike Sikorsky, Art 8 Jimmie 
Kebort 
Tennessee— Grand Finals of World Clog Dance Championships 8 
Singers' Search, Music Village. USA. Nashville. Dec. 27-28 Write 
Dennis Abe. Box 283. College Park MD 20740 
Georgia— New Year's Eve Dance, Byron School Gym. Dec 31, 
Larry Sandefur.  
South Carolina— ath Annual A Whale of a Dance. Landmark Resort 
Hotel. Myrtle Beach. Jan. 10-11, H Kelley, T Oxendine. B 
Augustin. Roy 8 Jean Green, Jack 8 Joyce Leineke Call Torn 
Heyward at (803)249-3235 
Bermuda— 7th Annual S/D Convention. Sonesta Beach Hotel, Jan 
12-19. J Purcell. C. Hanks. C McLean. B Silva, Proctors, N. 
Silva. B Hanks. Write Bermuda S/0 Convention. P.0 Box 145, 
Avon MA 02322 
27th Australian National „ 
Square Dance Conven 
Adelaide. 
25 -28 April 1986 
Further Details Al.  
Information .  
Jan Woodget, G PO:431577687 
Adelaide,5001, Australia. 
M 
WE DESIGN CLUB BADGES 
i line -'Slim Jim" 	 $1.25 
Name only. Regular Size 	 $1.25 
Name and Town OR Design 51.50 
Name and Town and Design 	 $1.75 
Name, Town. Design. Club Name 	 $2.00 
State Shape 	 52.50 & Up 
• S5. Minimum Order 
Badge Colors' Black. white. blue, green, brown. 
red. yellow and walnut.  
Please send check with or 
der. Include 15c per badge 
for 	postage 	8 handling ,..4k-.9 
Thank you i„,:.! 	ELLIE 
MICRO PLASTICS MANDERS 
PO Rot 847 
Rills CO 81560 I 	UPTOWN. U.S A. 
Tel 	303-675-1718 
THE 
1 CARIBBEAN 	..---/---',.- --=-:',?--fr'-' '--- 4.----- - 	--,....r.-- - .7.• .....- 	.1.----..- --. fa'l 
SUPER CRUISE '86 	- 	--- _ 
with ED & MARILYN FOOTE 
FEBRUARY 13.15, 1988 
7 Days-7 Ports of Call 
San Juan—St. Maarten—Martinique 
Barbados —St. Lucia —Antigua —St. Thomas 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION 
Fd Foote, 140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090 
OSTA m  r7r aHn 	be 	LAC0K10OuOO  W ag me p se hn itrs 
22A1 	 Sulfa
13 i nc yTRAVELIL62301  
x 
'1̀ ""'s 	SINGLE? 
% 	• 
ENTHUSIASTIC? 
4k 	Interested In starting a 
fay'. SINGLES' Square Dance Club? 
LET US HELP! 
Become 	affiliated 	with 	the 
largest Singles' Square Dance 
Club in the world' 
WRITE FOR INFORMATION NOW' 
BACHELORS 	N BACHELORETTES INTERNATIONAL 	INC 
c/o Ralph Osborne. International President 
PO Box 1214. South Gate CA 90280 
r 
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Round Dance 
EASY 
1. Lonely Goatherd 
2. Buffy 
3. Houston/Baby 0' Miner 
Show Me (Tied) 
4. Taste of the Wind 
EASY-INTERMEDIATE 
1. Slow Walk 
2. Hush 
3. Dreamy Rhythm 
4. Bill Bailey Charleston 
INTERMEDIATE 
1. Primrose Lane/Pop 
Goes the Movies (Tied) 
2. Crazy Eyes 




2. I'll Take Care of Your 
Cares/Pagan Love Song/ 
Argentina (Tied) 
3. Rainbow Foxtrot 
4. Hooked on Swing 
40 cuers contribute monthly 
ROUNDALAB CLASSIC LIST 
EASY 	 ADVANCED: 
Tips of My Fingers 	Elaine 
Dancing Shadows Rieviere de lune 
New York, New York 
	
Singing Piano Waltz 
Walk Right Back 
	
Autumn Leaves 











Take One Stec 
	
Marilyn, Marilyn 
MOST POPULAR DANCES voted and 
enjoyed by 185 National Carousel 
Clubs (Adv. 8 High-Int. Levels) 
I. Wheels Cha (Shibata) 
2. Spanish Town (Rother) 
3. Autumn Concerto (Roberts) 
4. The Apartment (Wakeland) 
5. Spanish Gypsy (Barton) 
6. Lolita (Dean) 
7. Hooked on Swing (Windhors1)  
INTERMEDIATE 
Answer Me 
Folsom Prison Blues 
Roses for Elizabeth 
Birth of the Blues 
Feelin• 




Alice Blue Gown 




Moon Over Naples 
8. Return to Me (Smarrelli) 
9. Rumba Rhapsody (Rother) 
10. Charleson (Hooper) 
11. Story of Love (Barton) 
12. I'll Take Care (Moore) 
13. Bye Bye Blues (Palmquist) 
14. Tampa Jive (Macuci) 
15. Gazpacho Cha (Lawson) 
16. Moonlight Magic (Rother) 
• 




-`,.. 	.... lir.. 
- . 	14;1 ILI  . . ' ' 	 : 4 . 
• 
• 
: 	 NEW 	 NEW 	
• • 
	
: Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light-weight, petticoat. All bot- 	• • 
: toms are hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline. • 
• 
: Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each 	 $33.00 	• 
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards-2 layers-25 yds. each $31.00 : • * Extremely full ' 4000-Forty yards-2 layers-20 yds. each 	 $28.00 	• 
•  LENGTHS: 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 inches. 	 • • 
• COLORS: Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Beige, Peach, Burgundy, 	• • • 
SIZES: Small, Medium & Large 	••  





end SI 00 for catalogue. 
Refunded on test order 
HANDLING 52 50 	• 
each • 
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Chain down the line 
Grand parade 
Spin the net 
PLUS OS 
Spin chain and 
exchange the gears 
Ping to a diamond 
Load the windmill 








See list of Callerlab 
programs, p. 91, 
September '84 
PLUS PROGRAM 
All eight spin the top 
Anything and roll 








b. and anything 
Extend the tag 
Flip the diamond 
Follow your neighbor 
Grand swing thru 
Linear cycle 
Load the boat 
Peel the top 
Ping pong circulate 
Relay the deucey 
Remake the Char 
Single circle to a wave 
Spin chain the gears 
1 Cross cut/ 
te'r 	Zip the line 
V2. With the flow 
••:''0,4, Scoot and relocate 
(priority order) 
Teacup chain 
V. tag the line 
Track two 
Trade the wave 
Triple scoot 
Triple trade 
Turn and left thri. 
ASD PULSE POLL 
EXPERIMENTALS 
CAUTION: Not recom 
mended for dancers 
prior to Plus program 
activity. 
ASD—Not a Caller. 
lab program 
REEVES RECORDS INC. 
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS 


















MIKES & ACCESSORIES 
We also have records that are hard to find 
and have been listed as not available 
EDDIE-BOBBIE-ROBBIE- 
REEVES 
P.O. BOX 17668 
	
1835 SO. BUCKNER 
DALLAS, TEXAS 75217-0668 
	
214/398.7508 
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Don't know where to store your petticoats neatly and con-
veniently. Solve your petticoat problems with an all new 
PETTICOAT TREE 
Decorate your room and keep as many as 12 petticoats 
neat and easy to reach. This spring-tension petticoat tree 
is satin brass plated th 12 especially designed hooks to 
make it easy to remove and replace your petticoats. The 
tree fits snugly between floor and ceiling, and can be 
easily relocated. It tits ceiling heights 7'10" to 8'3" 
(special heights on request). 
Hangers available ®95t ea. (White, Creme, Brown) 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL (818) 244-6373 
ORDER YOURS 
	
TODAY 	Mail to: R&J SPECIALTIES, Dept. A 
1215 Ruberta Ave., Glendale, CA 91201 
Only 	Petticoat Tree(s) $34.50 ea. $ 
Hangers (Colo, 	) .95 ea. $.___ 
Plus shipping and handling S3.00 
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MEL & NADINE FORTUNE 
Mel and Nadine Fortune founded, QTR 
TRN, a round dance magazine, and ed-
ited and published it until 1981, when it 
was sold so the Fortunes could have 
more time for "just dancing." Starting in 
1979, when they moved from Maryland to 
South Carolina, they have taught class-
es, including some at Clemson Univer-
sity YMCA and for TriCounty Tech. Col-
lege. They have served at festivals, state 
and national conventions, as instruc-
tors, cuers and panelists. They cue for 
one SID clubs, the Paws and Taws of 
Clemson. 
Mel and Nadine are members of Roun-
dalab, Dixie RID Council, S.C. Cal-
lers/Cuers Federation, and R/D Teachers 
of the Piedmont. Their choreography in-
cludes Love Makes Ya Feel So Young, 
T-L Foxtrot, In Love, Rise Mixer, Early 
Bird Rhumba. Nadine owns and oper-
ates Thee and Mee Health Store in 
Easley "for the health of it," and Mel is 
retired from the Singer Co. where he was 
a standards specialist. They have two 
married sons and four grandchildren. 
Learning more and better dancing 
continues to be the Fortunes' goal as 
they enjoy their dancing, dancers, and 
teaching. 
BEST CLUB TRICK, Continued 
• Since 1979, Village Square dancers 
have contributed $12,354 to worthy 
causes. What a record! 
• For six years, the Square has hosted a 
callers college with Vaughn Parrish as 
instructor. 
Fun activities include: 
• Bus trip to Red Boot Boys Concert, 
Whiting, N.J. 
• Summer chicken barbecue and dance. 
• Mystery rides 
• Strawberry and Ice Cream Night. 
• Freshman dances. 
• Special July 4 SID Weekend 
• Class graduation party 
Every special holiday or dance is 
highlighted in The Call Box. Gussie 
never fails to mention all who help on a 
project and thank them profusely. Each 
out-of-area visitor is noted, and return 
letters from them are printed. The spirit 
of fellowship and fun at Village Square 
runs high! 
Cliff is a former letter carrier, retired 
with over 30 years' service, but now ac-
tive as a full-time school bus driver, as 
well as Village Square's maintenance  
engineer and chief cook. Gussie is sec-
retary to the plant engineer at Peppe-
ridge Farm, publishes the Call Box, and 
serves as hostess and mistress of 
ceremonies at dances. 
Cliff and Gussie Irons are People peo-
ple. They look forward to years ahead of 
knowing and loving a "whole bunch 
more" of that special breed—square 
dancers! 
say  it with cross-stitch! 
Six colorful square-dance 
patterns to let you sew 
and show off your favorite 
past-time. From wall 
hangings to handbags to 
clothes, you can do 'em, 
wear 'em, and give 'em. 
For counted cross-stitch and needlepoint. 
',oh( •rP Afre,r.1 stornrrei rnrelort for Irrr intaIng 
Bonnie's Custom Boutique 




P 700 Nylon Ruffles ,„, yards of soli nib", Tricot Ruffling is 
used to trim this eery full three skirt nylon 
'horse hair - bouffant llus atrot only a 
ern durable but beautt1141 garment Heals 
elastic %sanguine is double stitched for tom. 




Hot Pink/Hot Pink Ruffle 
WhitelMulti.colored Rulfles 
Pink. Blue 	Yellow 
While/Multi-colored Ruffles
Red. , While, Navy 
RedlRed Ruffles 








Sizes 	Small, medium & large 
Length 19' 21" 23" 
Please give waist size & length desired 
119 Allen Street 	Ever~  thin Hampden. Mass 01036 for — 
Square'Dancers 
Send $1.00 for Catalog 
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T E CALLER NOTESERVICES   164144 
One item among many this month 
from Ed Foote in News 'n Notes is this 
"phrase to avoid while calling:" From 
lines facing out or trade by, chase left. 
The command is technically correct, but 
it plays havoc with the dancers. As soon 
as they hear chase, they start to move to 
their right, then when they realize it is to 
the left, they must quickly reverse direc-
tion resulting in an awkward feeling. 
Even if the command is given well in ad-
vance, the natural reaction for dancers 
is to think right initially, and then they 
must adjust their thinking to the other 
direction. Solution: Call left chase. Say 
both words loud and clear. Since left is 
the first word the dancers hear, they will 
already be leaning in that direction men-
tally when they hear chase, and thus 
should react well to the call. 
Toronto and District Notes, in addition 
to a presentation of the round, Honey-
comb, also passes on some Plus choreo 
ending in right and left grand: 
Zero line, pass thru, boys run 
Centers trade, swing thru, girls run 
Pass thru, girls run, centers trade 
Swing thru, boys run and roll, R&L grand. 
Zero line, pass thru, boys run 
Centers trade, centers run, half tag 
To a right and left grand... 
Zero line, pass thru, chase right 
Centers trade, swing thru, boys run 
Pass thru, chase right, centers trade 
Swing thru, boys run and roll, R&L grand. 
So. Cal. Callers Assn. Notes gives 
us a couple of "goodies" that use 
recyclefrom other than standard R-H 
ocean waves: 
Heads promenade 1/2 , sides star thru 
Pass thru, dodo, swing thru, centers 
Cross run, all 8 circulate, centers trade 
Recycle, pass thru, U-turn back, veer left 
Couples circulate, wheel & deal, LA... 
Heads flutterwheel, sweep 1/4 , pass thru 
Do-sa-do to a wave, centers cross run 
Recycle, left allemande... 
Heads square thru four, touch 1/4 , 
Swing thru, recycle, men trade 
Wheel and deal, left allemande... 
Minnesota Callers Notes by Warren 
Berquam and Gary Nevalainen gives us 
a bushel of material, including some 
nice fold figures: 
Zero box, touch to a wave, swing thru 
Boys fold, single circulate once, boys run 
Circle to a line, pass the ocean 
Swing thru, boys fold, single circulate 
One spot, boys run, touch to a wave 
Recycle, square thru 3/4 , trade by, AL... 
Zero box, touch 1/4 , walk and dodge 
Boys fold, star thru, couples circulate 
Bend the line, pass thru, girls fold 
Couples circulate, bend the line 
Pass the ocean, recycle, allemande left.. 
WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH 
BATON ROUGE, LA. Qrr cond,l,enel  
Club dances & workshops every week night. 
Featuring Top National Callers 
BLUE STAR RELEASES BY ANDY 
2053 I Don't Want to Be Alone Tonight 
2075 Sweet Memories 
2077 Wabash Cannonball 




Andy & Algie Petrere 
Blue Star 
Records 
2127 You re In Love with the Wrong Man 
2157 Heaven Is My Woman's Love 
2237 Sentimental Ole You 
2244 Right or Wrong 
2259 I May Be Used But I Ain't Used Up 
2285 Dusty 011ie Road 
Available from your local record dealer 
For information write or call: 
12111 Catalina Ave. " Baton Rouge, LA 70814 • Phone (504) 926-8373 
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Sgaevre Sfteciedried 	SQUARE DANCE 
P.O. BOX 7263 
	
HOSTESS ACCESSORIES 
Evie & Dick Thomas 4.421 Ruffner Court 
Port St Lucie. FL 
33452 
500 Address Labels s/Couple 	$3.50 
Send for Free Mail Order Catalog 
Dealer inquiries welcome. 
25 Bey or Lunch Napkins 
50 Bey or Lunch Napkins 
24 Coaslers 
24 Place Mets 
1 Decal D/Couple Motif 
1 Decal Crossed Sqs. 
40 Pcs Party Pak: Napkins, Coasters. Mats 
24 Pcs Snak Pak: Napkins & Coasters 
48 Pcs Gift Box: Napkins & Coasters 
1 Key Tag, plastic w/Dance Couple 
1 Boot Case, leather key holder 
1 Boxed Stationery, D/Couple Motif 
Please add $1.00 for Handling Charge 
PORT ST. LUCIE, FL 33485 
SQUARE DANCE HOSTESS ACCESSORIES 













Zero box: touch 1/4 , split circulate one 
Boys fold, double pass thru, girls U-turn 
Touch to a R-H wave, boys run 
Pass the ocean, recycle, left allemande.. 
Choreo Breakdown by Don Beck 
presents an interesting experimental 
called handle with care. Also, we liked 
this use of track two, which should make 
it very easy for the module caller to in-
clude it in his choreography. "From a 
double pass thru formation, double pass 
thru, track two equals centers pass thru, 
step to a wave. This equivalent is valid 
whether you have normal couples or any 
partner relationships. You should be 
aware, however, that this also rotates 
the square 180°, so that if you use it in a 
a singing call sequence, and do not 
rotate them back, your dancers will have 
to wait 8 beats when they get home after 
the promenade before the music is over. 
Singing Call Figure: Heads promenade 
Half-way, sides right and left thru 
Square thru, swing thru, men run 
Ferris wheel, double pass thru, track two 
Men run, promenade (Add 16-beat tag) 
Callerlink from Australia presents a 
most unusual Plus Contra (so-called) by 
Graham Rigny, presented at the 26th Na-
tional Australian Convention in Perth, 
which could be used as a colorful exhibi-
tion number, we think: 
Music: Australian Matilda, Top 25223 
Formation: Couples, four dancers facing 
four dancers, as in heads lead right and 
circle to a line. 
Set-up: Two ladies chain across, pass 
the ocean. 
8 Girls double circulate 
8 Swing thru 
8 Men run, wheel and deal 
8 	Pass thru, trade by 
8 Spin chain the gears. 
Dance goes through a total of 7 times. 
Jack Lasry in Notes for Callers sug-
gests that class dancers will accept 
DBD as part of the program. Many ex-
perienced dancers who had little or no 
training balk at choreography that in-
cludes DBD. For an example, he 
develops cloverleaf through DBD posi-
tions: 
1. Start with heads/sides doing a pass 





NEW SOUND NEW LABEL 	 O.  
CORD 
R 04,  
c 
NEW ARTISTS 
NEW RELEASES: 	 C.103 HEARTACHES BY 
C-101 BAD BAD LEROY BROWN 	THE NUMBER 
C-102 THE PARTY'S OVER 	C-401 RENO by Johnny Kozol 
GERALD McWHIRTER, 4021 NW 61st., Oklahoma City OK 73112 
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2. Work cloverleaf from the completed 
double pass thru position. 
3. Heads/sides 1/2 sashay, then pass 
thru and cloverleaf. 
4. 1/2 sashayed completed double pass 
thru formation cloverleaf. 
5. Four boys pass thru and clover-
leaf/girls the same. 
6. Completed double pass thru forma-
tion with boys as leaders in each col-
umn/girls as leaders... 
7. Combine centers in and cast off V. 
with cloverleaf. 
Figuring by Barry Wonson shows that 
we don't always have to start with heads 
square thru to get to a zero box, after 
which we begin the "meat." Try these in-
stead: 
Heads pass thru, cloverleaf, double pass 
thru, leads partner trade, zero box... 
Heads star thru, outsides squeeze in 
To a line, all star thru, centers pass thru.. 
Sides face partners, all eight pass thru 
Ends fold, pass thru, centers square thru 
Three-quarters, others California twirl.. 
Sides rollaway, pass thru, separate 
Round one to a line, star thru, pass thru 
Trade by... 
Sides right and left thru, heads pass thru 
Separate around one to a line, star thru 
Double pass thru, leads partner trade... 
Northern California Notes gives a 
good "return to home" get out: 
Heads star thru, pass thru, circle to line 
Pass thru, wheel & deal, centers star thru 
Pass thru, cloverleaf, new centers 
Square thru three, do-sa-do, step to wave 
All recycle, veer left, couples circulate 
Chain down the line, pass thru, wheel 
And deal, centers star thru, you're home! 
Gene Trimmer in Mainstream Flow 
says, "Once in a while it is nice to get 
back to some of the older square dance 
calls we enjoyed so much in the past, 
something that gave us pleasure 
because the pattern was the 'thing' with 
those calls. They were not a memorized 
series of basics put together, but just 
fun to do." One he mentions is rip and 
snort; another is Venus and Mars. 
The Choreo Connection by Ed 
Fraidenburg gives us a look at flow to a 
diamond with examples, and change 
lanes, plus a dozen or so other ex-
perimental moves. 
THE SKIRT PATTERN 
YOU'VE ASKED FOR! 
The 3-Ruffled Tier Square Dance Skirt Pattern. 
3 Gathered Ruffled Tiers shown here with our Round Neckline 
Bodice 04 Pattern Piece. Double Flared Sleeve Pattern Piece, and 
purchased grosgrain ribbon. 
3 Gathered ruffled Tiered Skirt Pattern $1.75 
Complete with its' own 2" Iront waistband. elasticized back. back 
zipper. Sizes S. M. L. lengths 20'' 21-  22" 23' all in one 
package 
Bodices #1,2,3,4 necklines Scoop, Vee. Square and Round 
(shown) all in 1 package .$3.50 Multi-sized. (8-10-12) (14-16) 
(18-20) 
Flare & Double Flared Sleeve Pattern 50C 
One size his all. 
CATALOG L $1,00 refunded on 1st order, contains 
all our interchangeable pattern pieces, plus 
Authentic, C&C, F. Burrus S/D patterns. Also 
S/D apparel: skirts, blouses, shirts, ties, towels, 
discount jewelry page, petticoats, pettipants: 
Beginner discount Specials: and more! Now 24 
pages. 
SHIRLEY'S SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE 
Route 9-D Box 423 Dept. B 






E $1 . 00 
2 pa. "ernssi .00 
3 p atterns$2.00 
F To introduce our catalog to your beginner Class members, we will send as 
R many Free copies as your Club requests, if you include 10t per catalog, 
E to help defray postage costs. This Catalog is an excellent S/D fashion 
E teaching guide. 
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Your pin-on 
badges need_ 
Buy & sell. When you plan your next move, if 
you're a skier, squaredancer, bowler, you 
need as much clear, in-depth information as 
possible. We do your homework for you. 
BADGE HOLDERS 
_to protect clothing 
from pin holes 
and tears 
Plom send me trail Information on 
wee In America. At Your Square Dance Shop 
and Badge Maker 
business retWerneni D recreetion 
DEALERS: Call or write for brochure 
BflDGE MOLDERS, INC. 
(415) 783.8724 
24813 BROADMORE AVE. 
HAYWARD, CA. 94544 
STROUT REALTY - AS 1-800-641-4266 
Box 4528, Springfield, MO 65808 
My !Marsala Sr. 








FU A .:EATHA 
LANGE 
HOT NEW SINGING CALLS" 
RWH-125 WALK TALL by Jim N. 
RWH-124 THAT'S WHAT YOU DO WHEN YOU'RE 
IN LOVE by Jerry 
EXCITING NEW HOEDOWN!!' 
RWH HACKSAW HOEDOWN by Jerry 
GREAT NEW ROUND DANCE!!! 
RWH-713 ROCKIN' CHA! by the Langes 
SIZZLIN' SELLERS'!! 
RWH-123 DON'T BLAME IT ALL ON ME by Lee 
RWH-122 PINS AND NEEDLES by Jim D. 
BUC-210 GIRLS NIGHT OUT by Al 
RWH-107 SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO HOME by Dick 
WRITE FOR YOUR FREE COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOG 
1.2) 	/ 
I FF  
MCCORMAC K 	 SALiNL), 
• DICK WAIBEL ENTERPRISES•675 E. ALLUVIAL, FRESNO CA 937106(209)439-3478o 














RB2996 If I Gave 






er of the Highway 
Claude Ross 
Red Boot Star 
Chuck Meyer 
RBS1282 
Four Leal Clover 
Norm Cross 
RBS 1279 II's 




7 Spanish Angels 
Hoyle Gross 
RBS1289 Say I Do 
Ben Rubright 
Red Boat Star 
RBS12 8 8 That's 
What I Le 
Dave Stuthard 
RBS1285 
Let It Roll 
Chuck Marion 
RBS1290 Will the 
Circle Be Unbroken 
THE RED BOOT BOYS 
Mike Johnny Don Wayne 
House Jones Williamson McDonald 
RB3002 RB3003 RB2999 	Dan I 	Call RE13001 
Georgia On My Mind 50's Medley Him A Cowboy Walk Right In 
RED BOOT BOYS CASSETTE TAPES 
• FIRE—Original Songs In Concert 
• SHOWTIME—W S/Dance. W Concert 
• GOODTIMES— All S/D Singing Calls 
Available in 8-track $9 DO each includes post & hand (Check or Money Order) 





RED BOOT PRODUCTIONS INC. 
SOOT Rt. 8 College Hills, Box 28, Crest Dr. 
Greeneville TN 37743 





John Marshall 	Drew Source 
RB3000 Leone RBS 11287 
Crying en the Inside 
Ray/Bea Dowdy 
RB911 I'd Say You 
Mike Callahan 
Red Boot Star 
Bob Fehrmann 
RBS12713 
Do Remember Me 
Red Bales 
FIBS 1280 Sing- 
ing the Blues 
Ron Dunbar 
Red Boot Star 
Ralph Trout 
RB2998 Blueberry 11111 
RB282 Peg of my Heart 
Gary Kimura 
FIBS 1284 Bad 
Moon Rising 








For color samples 
6 price information 





DESIGNS FOR THE 
SQUARE 6 ROUND 
DANCER.. 
Route 2, Box 126 







P.O. BOX 26 
AVON LAKE, OH. 44012 
Please add $2 00 shipping charge 
Sorry no C 0 D s Ohio residents add 5% sales tax 
ENCORE, Continued 
This is an exciting month at the of-
fices of ASD with the arrival of the new 
composer (typesetter). "Just to watch it 
is exciting; to set copy on it is an adven-
ture." 
In "Straight Talk" Bob Darrell tells of 
a dream (nightmare?) he had one night, 
about the ultimate square dance. The 
name caller, who has been booked three 
years in advance, takes the mike with a 
warm patter, a joke or two, and then with 
perfect diction, calls out Flip the diddle 
and spin the room., Our caller has done 
his bit for the evening (5 seconds of call-
ing and a 21/2-hour tape of music), and 
leaves the dancers happily dancing for 
the evening while he takes off for the 
next dance 250 miles away. 
Gene Webster who has been calling 
for eleven years in the Great Lakes area, 
is featured in "Steal A Peek." 
New Idea: Destroy the line by Ron 
Schneider. 
Dress Western Pants by Niver 
Today's most wanted look and comfort fit in Western 
pants. Mesquite features scalloped edge, deep front 
pockets, double needle stitching and bar tacked at 
stress points. Ban-Rol waistband. Snap closure back 
pockets and quality zipper. Easy-care polyester and 
polyester blend fabrics shed wrinkles, retain creases. 
No wonder so many men of action choose Mesquite 
Ranger pants! 
ORDER 
Available now in 15 colors: 
Kelly green, bright red, royal blue, white, burgundy, navy, light blue, 
ginger, blue grey, camel, dark olive, tan, dark brown, charcoal grey 
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Open Daily 10-6 p m 
Open Friday 10-9 p m 
Closed Sunday 
            
             
    
V 
 
EASY SQUARE DANCES 
FOR SCHOOLS, RECREATION, 
AND NEW SQUARE DANCERS 
 
      
These new records hove been produced and are called by 
JACK MURTHA , who, with Bob Ruff. created 
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF SQUARE DANCING instructional series. 
  
        
r — 45 RPM SINGLES RECORDS: 
(Sugg•stml Prtc• S3 75 troth: 
• SD 002 — comas QUADRILLE (Cons I 16) 
• SD 003 — MY RONNIE LIES OVER TSSE OCEAN (Calls 1.13) 
SD 004 — WESTERN QUADRILLE (Cons 1 16) 
SD 006 — QUARTER CHAIN QUADRILLE (Colts I.19) 
SD 000 - VENUS (Coils I 20) 
SD LOY - GRAND SQUARE SIX QUADRILLE (Colts 120) 
 
    
r-33'4 MINI ALBUMS: 
(Sugsmsmd Price 5.5 95 each) 
♦ SD 300 — EASY DANCES AND MIXERS 
• Roche 	• IT Mixer 	• Ni Neighbor 
Er RD MI — CIRCLE AND SQUARE DANCES (Coils I 8) 
• Grand Old Flog 	• Cartes and Promenades 
• Good Time Salvor. 	• Left All Star 
*SD NM PROENNEADIS AND STARS (Cons el) 
• Elvorn 	 • Promenade Time 
• Happy Song 	• Star Terre 
  
      
      
           
    
NOTE: ALL FINAL PRICES ARE SET IV DEALERS AND MAY DIFFER FROM SUGGESTED PRICES 
  
              
    
SPECIAL OFFER: TEACHER'S STARTER SET (Intivd•L three albums and Iwo sing/es starred * above ) 
SUGGESTED SPECIAL PRICE $19.88 Plus Postage And Flondfing 
Avo:lable durmg November and December or parfic,pobng dealers including 
    
        
    
14AINEURST'S RECORD SERVICE 
3508 Palm Beach Blvd 
Fort Myers . FL 33905 
(1113) 332 4200 
FOR RUM RECORDS 
04S9 Edmore 
Wh.ther . CA 90605 
(213) 693 5976 
MERIMACII RECORD SERVICE 
323 W lath 
Houston Texas 770041 
(713) 862:7077 
  
    
FOR INFORMATION lock M.rrlisa. 146 Clinton Slreet. Yuba City. CA 95991. (916) 673-1120 
  
              
"The Best Little Square Dance Store Around" 
'Holiday Glow' 
Aurora Borealis. I-lave that 'Holiday Glow' 
as this shimmering fabric changes color 
before your eyes as the dress moves 
around the floor 100% polyester and all 
washable Fully lined in 65/35 poly/cotton 
Truely a Holiday Beauty' 
Colors Teal Blue/Green, 
Gold/Black. Red/Blue, 
Silver/Black Sizes 6-20 
Style S-455 $76.50. 
Send with order 
Style Color Size and Price -- Your Name Address 
City Stale and Zip For Charge Card Number and 
E.prration Date 
Add $3 50 for postage & handling $4 50 for Air Mari 
Check. Visa and MasterCard accepted 
Get Your Orders in Early for the Holidays! 
Allow 3-4 weeks for delivery .  
Send $2 00 lot a copy of our Square Dance Apparel 
Ca!alog W.I1 be refunded with your first order 
250 West Broad Street (Route 7) Falls Church, VA 22046 
(703) 534-7273 
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Hamlin, Texas 79520 
PEOPLE, Continued 
20 years, Joe and Marilyn Obal, as well 
as a charter member, Mildred Aldridge. 
Presently there are 50 active couples in 
the club, looking forward to the next 20 
years. A booklet highlighting the years 
of grown mentions that Stan (ASD co-
editor) called his 13th annual subscrip-
tion dance there in October. 
And finally, Geoffrey Godbey says in 
his book, Leisure in Your Lite, "Amer-
icans aren't having fun anymore!" Do 
you who square dance agree with that? 
FRONT LINE COVERAGE 
"Play it again, Sam" is our theme for 
the cover this month, and Sam plunks 
out a Christmas medley while drinking 
his yuletide root beer. Actually Sam is 
playing the theme of The Entertainer, 
and the copper music box creation is an 
original by the talented Caroline 
McFarlane. In case you want purchase 
information, don't write ASD. Write 
Caroline McFarlane, Box 1144, Bala-
Cynwyd, PA 19004. 
Lazy Eight 0 jNB 
RECORDS P.14 " SOUND 
STAFF CALLERS: Ray Bohn, Lonnie Sesher, Johnnie Beaird 
DESIGN ENGINEER: John Mooney, Member Audio Engineering Society 
NEW RELEASE: 
L8-26 TURKEY IN THE STRAW, Ray 
L8-25 LET'S CHASE EACH OTHER AROUND THE ROOM TONIGHT, Lonnie 
L8-24 ONE SIDED LOVE AFFAIR, Johnnie 
L8.23 SENTIMENTAL OLD YOU, Lonnie 
L8-21 BOOTS, Ray 
L8-7 HOW COULD I LOVE HER SO MUCH AND THEN LOSE HER, Johnnie 
HOEDOWN: 
L8-22 BEAIRD'S BREAKDOWN/RHYTHM 8 
L8.26 TURKEY IN THE STRAW (Try it) 
USING-IT: 
ONE DAY AT A TIME, Johnnie 
SPEAKERS: 
For a "sound Investment" try a JNB speaker designed by Mooney. 
Lightweight, heavy duty, professional units. Two year warranty. 
Call or write: J.N. & Rena Beaird, PO Box 401695, Garland TX 75046 
(214)373-3718 
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* GERMANY, SWITZERLAND, FRANCE 
10 Days. Dep. May 1 S1089. 
* ENGLAND, SCOTLAND, WALES 
11 Days. Dep. May 9 $1097. 
* NORWAY, SWEDEN, DENMARK 
15 Days. Dep. 	July 8 $1499. 
* CHINA, JAPAN, HONG KONG 
16 Days. Dep. July 17 S2465. 
* AUSTRIA, ITALY, SWITZERLAND 
15 Days. Dep. Aug. 4 	S1518. 
* OKTOBERFEST, GERMANY, AUSTRIA 
HOLLAND. 
11 Days. Dep. Sept. 27 	$1095. 
* HOLY LAND and CAIRO (A "First") 
11 Days. 	Dep. Oct. 30 	S1189 
* These tours will sell out fast. 
Write now for descriptive "Previews"!! 
To: 
Stan and Cathie Burdick 
P.O. Box 488 
Huron, OH 44839 
I am interested in Tour 
Send information to: 
FEEDBACK ) 
I would like to support Dick Bayer's 
position as shown in the "Feedback" 
column of the October, 1985, issue of 
ASD. As a fairly new caller but one who 
has studied very intently over the past 
five years, I believe strongly that sight 
calling, or more appropriately sight 
resolution, is an extremely valuable tool 
in the caller's bag. It is, however, no 
substitute for memory and hardwork, 
but those who use it that way are only 
guilty of very bad judgment. 
Judgment is the most important 
single factor in the success of a caller. It 
affects every single thing the'caller does 
or doesn't do. The anonymous caller in 
the article Bayer criticized touched too 
lightly on caller's judgment and instead 
attacked sight calling, which is a symp-
tom rather than the problem itself. 
Unfortunately, judgment cannot be 
distributed by the spoonful or jugful. 
Generally it is acquired by making mis-
takes...but then learning from them. It 
car be acquired by listening to and wat-
ching other callers, sorting out the good 
t.h -,gs they do from the not so good 
th,ngs, and remembering which is which 
when you call. And don't forget your 
oal;er-hauler, who can be very objective 
cut gentle in analyzing how well you use 
judgment. 
All generalities are bad, including this 
one, but no one system of calling is per-
fect for every situation. Sight calling is a 
very powerful tool but it cannot exist at 
the exclusion of all others. The caller 
who tries to do that, however, is not a 




Please ask us for our schedule of new 
ad rates for 1986. All rates are increased 
somewhat to reflect our new double cir-
culation (30,000 magazines per month-
90,000 readers). 
ASK FOR DANCE DATES 
Since we don't print ASD dance 
schedules now, ask Stan for a printed 
schedule (itinerary) any time, any area, 
any type event. 
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RH218 IF IT AIN'T LOVE by Darryl 
RH308 AIN'T NOTHIN' SHAKIN' by Bill 
RH509 RED DANCING SHOES by Tony 
SPECIAL RELEASE 
RH217 CHRISTMAS TIME'S A-COMIN' 
ZlIr *tuff of *land! }linter ErcorOs 
woulb like to tutat! all our 
foquare Dance Nrienus 
A }Wail }tolibaa *fauna 
P.O. Box 880 










TNT223 TIJUANA HOEDOWN/TROM'S HOEDOWN 
TNT224 BIG BOSS MAN by Hank Hanke 
TNT225 POP GOES THE MOVIES 84, Round by Jack Raye 
TNT226 LOVING IS GOLD by Dan Faris 
TNT227 JUMP RIGHT IN HOEDOWN/YAMA HOEDOWN 
INT229 WHEELS (Round), by Bud Parrott 
TN1230 LOVE FOUND YOU AND ME by Ron Fotch 
TNT231 ARIZONA WALTZ by Virginla Coiling 
TNT232 BEAT THE CABBAGE/ST. ANN REEL, (Hoedowns) 
TNT233 HOOP DE 000 POLKA by Al Brundage 
TNT234 SAVE THE LAST DANCE FOR ME by Erwin Weil 
TNT235 SHOW ME. Round by Fran Krofp 
TNT236 DOWN AT PAPA JOE'S, Round by Phil Guenthner 
TNT237 LISTEN TO THE MOCKINGBIRD by Jim Mayo 
TNT238 YOUR SWEET LOVE by Glen Cooksey 
TNT239 TRAIL OF THE LONESOME PINE by Al Brundage 
INT2410 DREAMS COME TRUE, Round by Glen Cooksey 
1111211 SHUFFLING ON/TIP TAP. (Hoedowns) 
MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY 
01001— Dick Leger S5 	75 pot.  
CHRISTMAS RECORDS 
TNT210 SANTA'S MEDLEY 
TNT228 MERRY CHRISTMAS POLKA 
TNT179 LET IT SNOW (R/D) 
Mask Record Sleeve Available 
RFD N2 Rt. 7 
St Albans VT 05478 
Al Brundage 	Gene Trimmer 
Mike Trombly 
STATEMENT OF OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT AND CIRCULATION 
Date of Filing October 1, 1985 Title of Publication, American Squaredance (513240, ISSN 0091-3383) Frequency of issue. Monthly. Office of 
publication 216 Williams SI . Huron Oh 44839. General bus office 216 Williams St., Huron OH 44839 Name & address of publisher, editor 
and managing editor Stanley B 8 Catherine A Burdick. 216 Williams St . Huron OH 44839 Owner Same. Known bondholders, mortgagees 
and other security holders. None Circulation - (Average no copies each issue during preceding twelve months) Total printed 14,083 Paid cir-
culation 1 None. 2. Mail subscriptions. 12.839 Total paid circulation 12,839 Free distribution 1.161. Total distribution 14.000. Office use. 
etc 	83. Total. 14.083 Circulation Actual no copies of single issue published nearest to filing date) Total printed 14.062. Paid circulation. 1 
None 2. 12.482 Total paid circulation 12.482 Free distribution: 1.518. Total distribution 14.000 Office use. etc. 62 Total: 14.062. We 
certily That the statements made by us above are correct and complete. Signed. Stanley B Burdick. Catherine A Burdick 
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Chuck Marlow 
3795 Pamela Drive 
Gahanna OH 43230 
614 855 9937 
Weekends & Holidays 
 
Ramon Marsch 
10222 Bundyburg NW 





Shag Ulen (614.837-3641) 
471 Sycamore Drive 
4— 
	
Pickerington OH 43147 
Hash or Song, 
You Can't Go Wrong 
i k 
Vern Weese (713-4383429) 
1342 Gentle Bend 
Missouri City TX 77489 	pit. 
Now Traveling Full Time 
Become a VW Bug 
Joe Soren 
406 N. 3rd 
Douglas WY 82633 
Now Booking 85, 86, 87 
Mal Minshall 
1316 Quince 
Sidney NE 69162 
308.254-4809 
Let's Go! '85.'88! 
sm.& 
Roger Stillpass 
2145 Pyrenees Dr. 
Florissant MO 63033 
(314)838.4330 
Now traveling full time 
Don Taylor (219-4831081) 
Promenade Hall (925-3818) 
2611 Regal Court 
Ft. Wayne IN 46815 
"Anytime" 
(CALLER LINE-UP Callers Available— Clubs & Festivals 
Bill Benhoff 
27080 Cook Rd. 




518 Skyline Dr. 
Watertown SD 57201 
605-8862311 
Any Time, Anywhere) 
- — 
Stan Burdick 
216 Williams St. 
Huron OH 44839 
The Meandering Man 
Larry Cole (317)384-7089) 
3302 North 500 West 
Marion IN 46952 
Mainstream, Plus or Advance 
I'll put fun in your dance! 
Walt Cole (8013929078) 
944 Chalelain Rd. 
Ogden UT 84403 
Contra Caller Clinics 
Calling Full Time 
Paul B. Fox (216-762-5597) 
501 Gridley Ave. 
Akron OH 44306 
Dance to the calls of the 
"Silver Foe," Booking 85,86 
Jim Harris 
RFD 5 Box 182 
Norwich CT 06360 
Square 'em up with the 
Clinton Man! 
Dave "Hash" Hass 
PO Box 37 
East Hampton CT 06424 
Now booking 85 
Steven Jacques 
PO Box 28 
Pasadena MD 21122 	4.00  
682-4381 or 682-2988 
Lone * Recording Artist 
YOUR AD COULD FILL THIS SPACE. 
ASK FOR RATES. 
Ralph Kornegay (91 9-392 1 789) 
4634 Trafalgar Rd.  
Wilmington NC 28405 
The "Dr. of Squares" 
Weekends 8 Holidays 
Don Malcom, "The Missouri Maverick" 
RR2 Box 20, Sheldon MO 64784 
417-884-2763, Available Year Round 
Festivals/Weekends/Caller Clinics 
Wayne Wheeler 
4111. 	PO Box 121 
Pierre SD 57501 
605224-8405 
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Tommy Russell Chuck Myers 	Bud Whitten 
1404DERB/it0  
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Bob Bennett Carlene Bohannon 
Ai Bob 8 Vivian Bennett 




by Mary Jenkins 
THE RAINY DAY SURVIVAL BOOK 
Elementary Physical Education Classroom Activities 
by Wayne E. Nelson 
with Rhythmics by Henry "Buzz" Glass 
	
Wayne Nelson, professor in Physical 
	
Games, Tag Type Games, Partner Type 
Education at California State University, Activities, Relay Type Activities, Target 
has had 34 years of teaching experience 
	
Type Activities, Balloon Type Activities, 
in Physical Education; for the past 15 Fitness Type Activities, Hallway Games. 
years he has stimulated and motivated 
	
Creative Games by Children, and Move- 
his students in teacher education and in- ment and Dance Activities. There is an 
service community workshops. 	 Index of Activities, an Index of 
Henry "Buzz" Glass, National consul. 	Rhythmics and a Bibliography. 
tant in Movement Education, has been This book should be in every 
active in Physical Education and Move- 	classroom and library, and will be 
ment Education for over 40 years and helpful to scout leaders and all who are 
has taught from pre-school to university 	responsible for games and activities for 
level, covering many aspects of dance people of all ages. Entertaining a group 
from Ethnic to Creative. 	 of children at a party? You'll find plenty 
This 147-page booklet is filled with all 
	
of suggestions and ideas that will really 
types of interesting games and ac- be fun. 
tivities. It's "all together" between those 
	
Had I had this book during my 32 
two covers, and how useful this informa- years of teaching, I'm sure I would have 
tion will be to teachers of all levels 	used it every day. It's just great! 
everywhere! 
	
Order from: Wagon Wheel Books, 8459 
The games and activities include: 
	
Edmaru Ave., Whittier, CA 90605. 
Quiet Type Games, Group Active Type Price: $8.95, plus $1.50 postage. 
the Chunberbirb Recorb irtaff, Ausicians. Engineers anb ilriters 
wuulD like to thank all of pit fur supporting us During the gear 19E13. 
Me appreciate pour business nub wish all of uou 
A Ileru fiterru Christmas nab A liappu New 
THUNDERBIRD Records Associate Label FALCON RECORDS announces 
that all callers Interested In recording a dream come true...Now Is your chance! Limited Opportunity. Best 
Rates and Super Music. Contact Thunderbird Records. 2111 Hilicresl Dr., Valdosta GA 31602 or 912.212.7321 
el 
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	 LINE-O' -TYPE NICWX&-wwk-V. 
SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE 
35 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS 
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING (215-p. text). $15.00 
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING 	$4.00 
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)$5.00 
APPALACHIAN S/D for CLOGGERS 	.$10.00 
CALLER CLINIC (variety subjects)  S6.00 
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (300-page text) $14.00 
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS 	 $6.00 
CLIP ART I (sketches, paste-up) $3.00 
CLIP ART II (all different) 	  $4.00 
CLOGGING (basic book)  $4.00 
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S material) 	$6.00 
EASY SING-A-LONG (adaptations) $3.00 
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (basic) • 	 $3.00 
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (cartoons) $4.00 
GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT. 	 $4.00 
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS 	$2.00 
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (history). . 	$3.00  
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (tips galore) 	 $7.00 
MAINSTREAM S/DANCING (diagrams) 	$1.00 
MODERN CONTRA DANCING 	 $3.00 
MODERN MODULE MODE (figures) 	$3.00 
PARTY LINE (after-party ideas) $6.00 
PLUS PROGRAM   	 $3.00 
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP (variety) 	 $3.00 
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (modules)  $6.00 
SHOW AND SELL S/D (better promotion). $8.00 
SOLO DANCES (single, line routines) 	 $7.00 
SOUNDING THE HALL (equipment) $3.00 
S/D STYLING (smoother dancing) 	$4.00 
TEACHING CLOGGING. 	. 	$7.00 
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (family) 	$3.00 
WHEELING AND DEALING (nursing homes)$5.00 
WINDMILL SYSTEM (image style) 	 $3.00 
Inquire about Quantity Prices 
POSTER PAK-1, PAK-2, PAK-3 (Cartoons for fun & instruction) Each $10.00 
DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING: 20c each; 100-$15.00 
PROMOTIONAL FOLDERS 	100 for$10.00; Quantity prices for 300 & 500 
MAGAZINE CASE (Holds one year's issues) 	 $3.00 
IN-forms (guides. helps: 150 subjects) 	(Ask for quantity prices). 35c/1 




$1,4 99 St 25 pstg. 
55-9.99.. $2.00 pstg.  
$10 & up $2 	pstg.  
ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE MAGAZINE 
P.O. Box 488 	HURON OH 44839 
riw 
Six kinds of peace exist, and a person who is given all of these will never want for 
anything else, neither for health nor wealth, for love, for happiness, for beauty. They are: 
The peace that comes from good will between nations, 
The peace that comes when neighbors help each other, 
The peace that we draw from nature, 
The peace that exists within a family, 
The peace between a person and God, 
Peace with oneself. 
May you all know such peace in the holiday season and the coming year! 
98 	 Fortieth Anniversary Year 	American Squaredance, December 1985 
Pheasant Run is located ' 
on Rt.64 (North Ave.) 




- z.* Royal Holidays* 
U. 	SQUARE & RO ND DANCE WEEKENDS 
a
vet 
t ailt  
RESORT 
The Midwest's largest and among the finest . . . anywhere! 
• National Callers 
• Beautiful, Large Air 
Conditioned Ballroom 
• Wood Floor 
• 3 days-2 nights package 
prices include lodging, 
4 meals/person, all dancing, 
snacks and after parties. 











Apr. 18-19 - 20 
Dave Lightly 
Anne Redden 
A2 with Cl Tips 
Apr. 25 - 26 - 27 
Royal Rounds 
with 
GOSS and Stairwalt 
May 2 - 3 - 4 
Bob Baier 
Rounds: Stairwalts  
Al with A2 Tips 
May 16 -17 -18 
Johnnie Wykoff 
Rounds: Arnfields 
July 3-4-5-6 ROYAL 
ESP Recording 
Elmer Sheffield, 
Larry Letson & 





• 3 days - 2 nights packages — $222/couple; $165/single. 
MI Royal 4th of July Holiday. 4 days - 3 nights. European Plan. From 
$48/night/single or double. Includes all dancing and after parties. 
kbr information and reservations contact: 
ROYAL HOLIDAY, 1257 Franklin Lane, Buffalo Grove, IL 60090 1-312-634-0790 
, 
"Li'l ole modest me...I told Santa an I want for Christmas is a .f.," front-wheel drive red 
turbo sport coupe." 





The Best Sound Columns 
You Can Buy! 
With Over 10 Years Experience Serving 
Callers and Cuers Across the Country, 
SUPREME Is Your First Choice For All 
Your Audio Needs! 
0 
SEND FOR OUR FREE CATALOG 
Call Toll Free 1-800-445-7398 
Bill and Peggy Heyman 
271 Greenway Road 
R idgewood, N.J.07450 
In N.J., 201.445.7398 
CALLERS' CAO.CE 





LAST NAME ONLY 
FIRST NAME FOR BADGE 
NO *  
PAST 
CONY.  
AGE SOLO ATM 



















1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ADDRESS 
HOUSING PREFERENCE 








Hotel/ Motel I I 
Number and type of room(s) needed 
❑ Room(s) with one double bed—two persons (dbl) 
❑ Room(s) with two double beds-2, 3, 4 persons (dbl-dbl) 
❑ Room(s) with full-size bed for one person (si) 
❑ Suite(s) with one bedroom (su) 
rl Campus Housing (one or two beds per room) (ca) 
Number of children and ages 
If Housing Request is for a Group of Dancers (under 25 rooms) 
give name of group leader• 	  
Telephone No 
FEES 
Registration Fee Per Delegate 
In Advance — S16.00 per Delegate 
After May 1, 1986 — $18.00 per Delegate 







The National Squares magazine is pubiisheo in the interest of the National Square Dance Convention 
Quantity Sub Total 
11 Convention program book @ $2 00 
❑ "NATIONAL SQUARES" MAGAZINE' @ $4.00 
❑ COOKBOOKS 	  .@ $7.50 
E RV RESERVATION (4 days only) @ $60.00 
TOTAL AMOUNT ENCLOSED (U.S. FUNDS ONLY) $ 
June 1996 
 
THE WORLD'S GREATEST SQUARE DANCE EVENT 
NATIONAL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION R  





   
1 7 3 4 5 6 7 
8 9 10 it 17 13 14 
15 16 17 18 19 20 21 
27 23 24 75 26 27 26 
79 30 
 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION NO 
.2J 
 
OFFICE USE ONLY 
  
Riverside 52 - Kansas City 53 - Dallas 54 - Oklahoma City 55 - San Diego 56 - St. Louis 57 - Louisville 58 - Denver 59 - Des Moines 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLACK (PEN OR PENCIL) 	 HOUSING  
PLACING ONE CAPITAL LETTER OR NUMBER IN EACH BOX 	 Directions for completing the housing request below are given on 
the back of this form. If you do not desire housing. please check 
NO HOUSING REQUIRED L 
Check nights rooms are needed. 
Sun. Mon. Tue. Wed. Thu. Fri. Sat. Sun. 
6/22 6123 t124 6/25 6/26 6127 6/28 6/29 
❑ M.0 
AREA CODE AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
*SEE LISTING IN BORDER 
ANY CHANGES FROM YOUR ORIGINAL REGISTRATION 
WILL INCUR $2.00 SERVICE CHARGE PER REGISTRANT. 
Check for Optional Tour Information 
Save Time And Money. Many registration forms must be re- 
DEADLINE FOR CANCELLATIONS FOR REFUNDS 	 May 1,1986 
($1.00 charge per person for each cancellation) 
	 turned becausesol errors—double check your form for accu- 
racy and completeness. 
NO REGISTRATION WILL BE CONFIRMED AFTER 	 May 1,1986 
Make check or money order payable to . 
35th NATI AL SQUARE DANCE CONVENTION 
Return Form To: 
ADVANCE REGISTRATION DIRECTOR 
P.O. BOX 1986 
TRAFALGAR, INDIANA 46181 
60 - Detroit 61 - Miami Beach 62 
PROGRAMMING 
(Callers, Leaders and Prompters ONLY) 
Feb. 1, 1986 is the DEADLINE 
Arrival: 	 a.m. 
day 	date 	time p.m. 
Available: Li Thur. 0 Fri. [I] Sat. 
I am: E) Adult ❑ Youth U Male E Female 
Area: LJ  Basic 	u Mainstream 	j Pius 
O Advanced ❑ Challenge 
O Workshops [1] Round Dancing 
O Contra 	❑ Clogging 
El Education [11 Exhibition 
Calling Preference: 0 Adults [I] Youth Hall 
Exhibition Group 	 
group name 
I am the leader: ❑ Yes 	" I No 
I would like housing with other exhibition groups: 
O Yes 	❑ No 
Are any members of your exhibition group re-
questing programming in other areas: 
Yes 	❑ No 
PROPER SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE IS 
REQUIRED AT ALL NATIONAL SQUARE 
DANCE CONVENTION ACTIVITIES 
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE PARKING 
(No Hook-ups) 
CAMPING WED. TILL NOON SUN. 
Please send $60.00 (for 4-day Camp Reserva-
tion only) with this registration and include in total 
fees. 
DANCERS PLANNING TO CAMP TOGETHER 
MUST BE REGISTERED AND 
ARRIVE TOGETHER 
Travel Trailer 	Pop-up Trailer 	Tent 
Pick-up Camper J Motor Home , 
Generator Yes 	No 
Length of Unit ft.  
PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON 
COMMERCIAL TRAILER PARKS AND 
CAMPING AREAS 
Arriving By (circle one) 
	
Air 	Bus 	Auto 































ADMISSION TO ALL DANCING AREAS 
WILL BE TO REGISTERED DANCERS 
ONLY 
Louisville 70 - New Orleans 71 - Des Moines 72 - Salt Lake City 73 - San Antonio 74.- Kansas City 75 - Anaheim 76 - Atlantic City 77 - Oklahoma City 
American Squaredance, December 1985 
78 	 5' 50 
